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Preface
TELDOK highly appreciates the kind of effort and devotion Gull-May Holst
and her co-authors have put into the making of this, their and our fifth
TELDOK Yearbook - the TELDOK Yearbook 1994.
Not only did the task of the Yearbook editor - to intelligibly capture the global
state of information teehnology use - seem impossible a1ready from the start;
the TELDOK Editorial Board and other reviewers of previous drafts drowned
Gull-May Holst in enthusiastic pleas for more data, more comments, more
graphs, more of everything. Of course, eventuallY this couldn't prevent GullMay Holst from - again! - creating a TELDOK Yearbook that is even more
worth reading than any of its predecessors.
The TELDOK Yearbook 1994 in some ways is an updated and revised version
of earlier editions. Trends and developments in the production and use of
information technology, computing, and telecommunications are shown in a
large number of interesting graphs, the most important of which a1so are
discussed in the various text sections of the Yearbook.
Yet, in important aspects this Yearbook is different. Here's how.
This TELDOK Yearbook also appears in English! Partly this is in response to
discussions and collaboration TELDOK has initiated with the OECD Commission for Information, Compulers and Communicalions Policy (lCCP). Parts of
the contents of this Yearbook are based on the high-quality OECD ICCP
Outlook reports and thus form a basis for comparison to other statistics in the
Yearbook. We are very happy that the OECD have agreed to share their
findings with us. Consequently. the TELDOK Yearbook will be distributed to
ICCP as weIl as to the European Commision (EUROSTAT and other bodies)
and other international bodies that share our interest in currcnt statistics on
information teehnology and telecommunications.
The Swedish Crown (SEK) was deprecialcd in late 1992 - as compared to the
ECV, with 29%; the VS dollar. 66%; and the Japanese yen, 88%. This greatly
impacts any comparison of international rates and prices; white goods exported
from Sweden now may seem cheap. services consumed within Sweden (and
paid for in Swedish currency) now will appear much dearer than before. Bear
this in mind when perusing "ranking lists" of countries whose exchange rates
may have changed considerably, or when comparing how Sweden fared in
1992 and 1993, respeclively!
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It may also be confusing to the casual reader that some of the data soom
contradictory. The many splendid sources that Gull-May Holst has consulted
don't always agree on how certain phenomena should best be defined and
measured in an emerging field such as that of computers and telecommunications. Why publish a Yearbook filled to the brim with dicrepancies and
contradicitions, even if there is a splendid source behind each interpretation?
could the casual reader weil ask. TELDOK's answer is: Only publication
makes it possible to discuss how we should best be able to proceed in making
future observations more accurate and adequate!
The "target" for the TELDOK y earbook - the entire information technology
community and all of its output-moves and changes more rapidly than most
other subjects. The TELDOK Yearbook has the proud ambition to be "least
hazy" image of that moving target. We hope that the Yearbook will inspire
others to capture and share sharper images of global information and
communications technology usage.
We wish you pleasant reading.

tJJertil tzfwrngrm

(jöran JVc.eCsson

bertil.thomgren@hq.telia.se
Cbairman
TELOOK EditoriaJ Board

l00271.1330@compuserve.com
Coordinator for this project
TELDOK Editorial Board
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Introduction
On the Noble Art of Comparing Apples to Oranges
This is the fifth issue of ''The TELDOK Yearbook", though the fmt one to
appear in an English language version. The earlier issues, in Swedish only.
covered 1987, 1988, 1989/90 and 1992. In general, seven years is not a long
time. But looking back, and running through the contents of the frrst yearbook.
from 1987, it is inevitable to start wondering if we still live in the same era! So
fast are the technological and the creative business developments in telecom
and IT, that there are few opportunities for direct comparison between the state
of affairs in 1987 and 1994.
Considering this rapid growth, and the obvious impossibility of comparing old
technologies and services and new ones, why should anyone bother with
telecom and IT statistics at all? Why is TELDOK spending a large part of its
annual budget on a document like "The TELDOK Yearbook" just in order to
disseminate whatever information is available in the field to the Swedish and
foreign decision makers?
There are several answers to these questions. Here we concentrate on just a
few. First of all, we are experiencing a rapid integration of formerly separate
industry sectors: telecom, computer hardware, software, cable TV, services,
and so on merge, they grow and generate an ever larger part of the GNP in
country after country. It may weIl be that the major worldwide growth in the
next few years will be related to telecom and IT in one way or other. Consequently, the financial effects and the economical implications are important.
At the same time, there are few areas in which there is such a confusion over
defmitions and what exactly can be compared as in the one of telecom and IT.
This is no news. Similar statements appear in statistical books and tables on
telecom and IT from organisations all over the world. "Public" organisations
like EU and OECD and "private" ones like IDC and Eurobits, find the same
difficulties - there is no discrimination. The common definitions, the explicit
and implicit objective statements, and the comparability we looked for in our
1987 yearbook are missing. still. We are comparing apples to oranges.

Il is inevitable to ask oneself why it is so difficult to create a consensus on
termiilology, definitions and comparative methods. This lack of consensus,
standards if you so wish, seems to be so penetrating that it becomes a next to
impossible task to decide the size of the telecom and IT market in Europe. as
one rather blatant example. Let alone any attempts to compare market size for
Europe. Japan. North America and the rest of the world. So how do we decide
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the size of the European telecom and IT market? Is it ECU 695 billion or 2257
Il seems to depend on to whom you are talking, who your source of information is. Just have a look at figures no. 1 and 2.
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The tablt shoWs tlte:Swedish crown rate compared to the most important
currencies-!orthe telectJm and" market during some key days during the
period the editörial,iJiodrd gathered information for this book. The dates of
importårU:solirce'1hattiriafhave decided which currency days were picked. The
reader ofthis book thus has to consider the date ofthe material helshe wishes
to analyze and pick the currency date closest to the source date. The last
colutnn in the table shows the change in percent between the first and the last
date cömpared.; ','r:" ';:
Source: SE-Bamce~!'i,'<:

Anothet:dlfficultj:stems'frotn the fact that everyone seems to have their own
Sweden, the largest purveyor of statistics is
SCB; Stätistits~'Sweden: Tbey use the following definition:

defiI1itionbftelecom!aIidIT~ In

In: this context infotmation technology (IT) means technology using micro
elett,hnicsjiJr'collec'tion; s/orage, computing, retrieval, communication, and
presenteitI6h:ofdatå;,text, 'ifnages and sound. Consequently, computer
technölogy- as welt ås' telecommunications are included. "
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The very sahle definition is used by the Swedish standardisation committee,
SIS-ITS. Butbere the' agreement stops. The telecom operators sometimes
describe themselves as suppliers of telecom, sometimes as suppliers of IT, and
sometitnes as~su'ppliers:of telecommunications and IT. The computer suppliers,
however,:fake'a different iook at the world and describe their activities as those
of If suppliers; Soine,·öf them do it referring to the OECD definition of IT
accordirig to the ~'Info'rm~tion Technology Outlook 1992":
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"Information technology is defined in detail in the methodology contained in
the back ofthe Outlook, but in short, it includes computer hardware, software
and services but excludes telecommunications hardware and services, and
infonnation services. "
Source: Information Technology Outlook 1992

A newly issued collection of European IT statistics, "The European Information Technology Observatory 93", states that it covers ler - Information and
Communication Technology, which is being defined in the following way:

UIeT includes every type ofinformation a person is accustomed to managing,
given that any piece ofinformation can now be expressed by a sequence ofbits
which can be processed and encoded. "
Source: European Information Technology Observatory 93

What standpoint does an editorial board of a book like the ''TELDOK
Yearbook" pick in this world of so many choices? After all, everybody is right.
WeIl, for the "TELDOK Yearbook 1994" we have decided to work with the
merged concept "telecom and IT" in order to include and integrate as much
information as possible in our book. All of us seem to believe in the power of
language and logic in the long run, that is, we helieve that IT somehow will
become the comprehensive concept, accordil1g to the definitions given by SCB
and ITS. Telecommunications, data networks, computers, programs, software,
services, and all those new ideas struggling to establish themselves in the
shadow of the "Information Super Highway" will be recognized as branches of
the IT industry. However, it will be interesting to see in a few years time to
what extent we are right!
There certainly are many challenges involved in putting together a book like
the "TELDOK Yearbook 1994". Comparing apples to oranges has been a
greater struggle than ever hefore, since the apples and the oranges are growing
so much faster than they were back in 1987. Moreover. they look even more
different than before. and new varieties that are difficult to identify as either
one appear continuously. Because of this, we want to send extra thanks to
TELDOK for deciding to conflde in us once more. Especially, we would like to
extend our thanks to Göran Axelsson, our patient and encouraging "godfather"•
who never gets tired of supplying us with new challenges in the form of new
stimulating background material every time we think we have finished a
chapter! We also want to thank all of those people in a large numher of
organizations, who very generously have contributed to the contents. either by
writing new texts or by allowing us to use existing materials.
"The TELDOK Yearbook 1994" appears for the flrst time in two language
versions. The Swedish one appeared in January 1994, and the English one
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about three months later. We believe that the English version will help to make
the yearbook more useful. in particular for those who try to leam about and
understand our country and its telecommunications industry. which by tradition
is strong in Sweden.
Should you wish to comment on the contents of this book. we will be happy to
hear from you. Please feel free to call. write or fax to the editorial board via its
editor, Gull-May Holst, Metamatic AB. Sturegatan 50, S-114 36 Stockholm,
Sweden, telephone: + 468660 3585. fax numher: + 468661 2800. Enjoy
the content of this "snap-shot" of IT and telecom Sweden from late 1993!
We look forward to hearing from you.
The Editorial Board
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Comparing Apples to Oranges - 80th or Neither?
Telecom and IT in Europe 1990
The Total Market Value Based on Relations

COMPllTERS
EQJ 170,000 miUicro

TELKO.YuV.UNlCAT1ONS
ECU 390,000 milion

EO.J 300,000 mill;on

CONSUMER EI..ECTRONICS
ECU l05,OOOI'Jlillic.,

c:=J SERVICES (CIppI"ecioted volueJ
~EQUIPMENT

Fig. l: The total value ofthe European teIeeam and IT market was estimated at
ECU 695,000 million in 1990. The estimatian is based on the technical and
economical relations between telecommunications, computers, consumer
electronics and e/ectronics, and re/aled services. Since 1990, the political,
economical, and feelln%gical deveiopment, such as the integration o/the
Janner Eas/ern Block countries, the currency changes, and the appearance of
eTI products (Camputer Telephony Integration) and their tenfold growth, have
radically changed the situation. However. the relations seem to stay the same.
Campare this diagram to thefol/olVing one, alld to figures 34, p. 49 and 91,
p.109.
Sources: eEC StudyffeJecommunications in Europe 1990
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=

Europe ( EU and EFTAj
The World's Largest IT Market

Total volue in1992 = ECU 225 billion
Softwore 8%

office
equipment 6%

Maintenance,
support 6%

Telecommunications

equipment 8%

Fig. 2: Tlle El/ropean (= tlle EV and tlle EFTA cOl/ntries) markelJor
commlllJ;cations and 1T was estimated to have a value of ECU 225 billion in
1992. 57 pereent or ECV 128 billion, lVas generated by Ilie lT segment,
including office equipment, computers. services, maintenGnce Gnd support. The
remaining ECU 97 billion were generated by the le/ecom equipmefll and
te/eeam services segments. all according to JDC/Eurobit. The chart shows the
distribution per segment in peTeen!. This should be compared to the values of
the previous charl. One obvious difference i" the jUlldamema/ definitions,
apart from the faet tltat electron;c componenls and COllsumer elecITonics are
included in the firstfigure. is the wider definition of services i" the first
diagram.
Sources: tDC/European InfomlLltion Technology Obsen'ator)' 93
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IT in the World 1992

Total value: ECU 351 billion
EFTA 5%
Eastem Europe 1%

USA 35%

Rest of the
10%

world

Japan 17%

For East 1%

Fig.3: The gioballT lIIarkettotal/ed ECU 351 billioll iII 1992. USA }",d the
largesl market silare, 35 perce1ll. The EV COlllltries had 31 percent benveen
rhem, and Japan 17 percent. The remainillg 17 percent are sIwred betweell the
EFTA cowltries havingfive percent, Eastem Europe Gnd the Far East having
one percem eacil, and the rest of the world nine percellt. According to Dur fig.
2, tlte EV and EFTA cowuries market sllUres had a lotal vahle of ECU 225
billion. Should we choose to agree with thefigure above, the total market valtle
for those countries is ECU 129.87 billion. In this particular context, 110
definition of JT is ovai/ab/e.
SOllrce: "The EllropealllT Forum /993", IDC
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Income per Service Area in 1980 and 1990

1990: Total US$ 367.6 billion

1980: Tolal US$ 229.6 billion

Switching

Swih;hing
llIMCeS

Jervices 3.Ot.

2.6%

leased lines
2.4.8%

Telex &

lelegrophy
3.0%

eon charges

Coli chorges
53.9%

,(".2%

FigA: The distribution oftelecom service income in the OECD cDun/ries in
1980 alld 1990. The total illcome grew by US$ 138 billioll/rom US$ 229.6
billioll iII 1980. to US$ 367.6 billioll iII 1990, but the total share provided by
telephoIIe charges decreasedjrom 53.9 pereelIt iII 1980 to 44.2 pereeIII iII
1990. The area "Other", wlzich incIudes data communication and mobile
communication iTzcreased over the periodjrom 9.8 percent to 26.5 percent.
This more !/zan doubled increase is an indicator ofareas in which operators

can generate new te/ecom revenues.
Source: "Communicalions Out/ook 1993", OECD
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Personal Computers in Sweden
As Analysts See it

311

320

320
(+3%)

.Stelacon

DIDC

1991

1992

1993

Thousands of PCs sold in Sweden
Fig. 5: An interesting example ofthe situation those lookingforfacts have to
face: thefiguresfor PCs sold in Sweden vary greatly for the period of 1991-93
(prognosis). Our diagram shows the interpretations ofcollected data made by
two analyst groups, IDC and Stelaeon. Differing definitions, differing number
ofpersons interviewed, different interviewing methods and statistical methods,
are some ofthe factors influencing the results and explaining the differences.
Sources: IDC and Stelacon/Computer Sweden, February 26, 1993
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IT in Europe - 1988-94
Annual Growth Rate in Percent

14.2%

88/89

89/90

90/91

91/92

92/93

93/94

Fig. 6: During the !Welve month period of 1988/89, the European rr market
(computers + data communication) grew by a total of 14.2 percent.for the
same period of 1991/92 the annual growth rate decreased to three percent. For
1992/93 Erro and IDe predict that the market will grow by 4.3 percent and
for 1993/94 by 6.8 percent. What the actual value ofthis growth represents in
today's currency rates depends on the departure point chosen by those
interpreting the figures - the one presented in fig. l, the one in fig. 2 - or a
totally different one.
Sources: ErrORDC 1993ICEC Sludyffelecommunicalions in Europe 1990.
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The Relations Between the leT Market Segments

Computers

The Morket

Architectures
Softwore

Information &
Communication

Technology
(ICT)
Micro electronics

Fig. 7: The diagram is a descriptioll o/lTC, by ElTO defilled as "lll/ormatioll &

Communica/ion Teellnology." The segments are office equipment, computer
systems and te/eeam. The deve/opmem in four teehnology areas are their basis:
micro elee/Tonics, computer hardware, programming, and telecommunications. A
different vie w, and a different way ofpresen/ing the relations, are found ;nfig. l.
Sources: EITO/European InjomJlltion Techn%gy Observatory 93
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1. Networks in Synergy
GeneraliT Development
Tendencies
by Bengt-Arne Vedin
"A ghost is haunting the world", Karl Marx once wrote, hoping that this false
ad would become self-fulfilling. Within the world ofIT, no less than two
ghosts haunt the world. They are information super highways and the merger
between cable, telephony, and media.
When Bill Clinton chose Al Gore as his running mate, he got two ready-made
programs in the bargain. One was concern for the environment and an
environmental program, the other a broadband network encompassing all of the
US. The idea seemed self-evident: the economy needed a stimulus, which
government may give through infrastructural investments. But why continue
investing in the infrastructure of the past, i e, highways, railways, and harbors?
Future, thy name is telecom and computers.
Teleports, intelligent buildings, and tele-cottages have already scored some
success in the US, especially in places such as New York, where space is
expensive, highrises create problems for radio transmission, and the ground is
full of copper cable, expensive to extract. The tele-cottages are found in
pleasant environments, such as Colorado, particularly Telluride and Fort
Collins.
A similar idea is transforming Singapore into a large teleport, and one with the
prerogatives and the action latitude of a sovereign state, this one with a huge
trade volume through the transit harbor.
The broadband network would transform the US into an intelligent nation,
extrapolating the metaphor of "intelligent building". Already the Clinton-Gore
election manifesto provided a detailed plan of the network and its development.
Quite a few of the ideas and models emanate from the powerful electronic mail
network Internet.
The flrst reactions abroad have been to join the bandwagon. The Americans
must not be allowed to get a unique competitive advantage. In a number of
countries, including the EU, Japan, and Sweden, the idea has been in the spotlight.
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The installation of the network has not advanced as fast as the rhetoric might
seem to indicate. No presidential suggestion has been voted down in Congress,
which is something that might happen. First it is the question of addressing two
fundamental problems. Firstly, in the VS, the telecommunications business is a
private one, in free market competition. What then is the federal role - if any?
In Japan by the way, the MPT, Ministry of Post & Telecommunications, has
launched its own plan for cabling the country with fiber - extremely confusing
for the recently privatised NTT, previously in a monopoly situation, who
thought this to be their task. In Japan, the code word is even "fiber to the
home".
The second problem is: what information to transmit on the highways?
Employment creation, economic stimulus, what at least to Republicans is a bad
word: industrial policy - all of this constitutes inputs to the American political
equation. At the same time, technology has a card up the sleeve. Will all this
new enornlOUS capacity be necessary after all? Or might one not get much
more out of existing cables, relying upon new technology, even allowing for
the transmission of video on pair cable, reducing the information transmitted
through elever encoding procedures? And bringing radio transmission into the
picture?
The upshot seems to be that the total investment calculated, in the vicinity of
VS$ 50 billion, will have to be made by the private sector with specific tax and
other advantages. Government will be responsible for research and other
activities of a general and fundamental nature - ineluding a coherent
telecommunications policy.
Much of this is aIready being implemented, for exampe by the Regional Bell
Operating Companies, RBOC's, which, e. g., transmit cable-TV through
ordinary pair cable. Thus we get into the second ghost which is very much
flesh and blood, economy-wise.
Money is obvious in the enormous sums paid in mergers between cable TV,
telecommunications, electronics, and media software companies.
The merger between Time and Wamer, and the Sony and Matsushita
acquistions of strongholds in Hollywood, were relatively early examples of this
development. All over the world, RBOC's have established bridgeheads, some
in phone book production, but primarily in cable TV and other
telecommunications linked services. In the VS, it's the mergers between
telecommunications and cable companies that have been the real eye-openers.
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The cable people talk of almost unbelievable numbers of channels, flve hundred or more. That many programs, that much production capacity and creativity
does not exist, is the reaction. But they may perhaps exist, when the viewer is
invited to compose his or her own tailor-made programs, interactively. The
viewer may, for example, download video games from the satellite or the
cable, and then not just as a distribution channel, but as the door to a world of
play with other game enthusiasts. There are many other possibilities, such as
teleshopping, education, database access, travel bookings, AV cookbook
browsing, video on demand, etc.
As always, it is impossible to claim this to be an entirely new trend, but its
volume gives it a new dimension. Not all efforts are successful, but there are
many examples of synergies between different media, from the Ninja Turtles
with their comic book origin, over Jurassic Park with its multimedia launch, to
the Disney movie Aladdin which also exists in video games and other formats.
The concept of multimedia should not be missed in any list of current trends,
and it may be interpreted as a combination between media, all relying upon the
same program, or popular TV, or other characters. Il may also be interpreted as
a combination of several different types of messages in the same medium.
When home computers are employed as video telephones, when CD discs are
used for sound, video, data and simulations (based on computer software) weIl, that counts as multimedia too.
In the VS particularly, the mega-mergers call forward queries of too much
concentration of media power and consequent anti-trust measures. Similar
concerns may emerge in Europe. At the same time, the prior restrictions on the
RBOC' s are being relaxed.
The trend towards more competition - de-regulation, privatisation,
globalisation - is certainly both distinct and important. Every country has its
own proflIe, Sweden as weIl. Here, several international giants compete for a
foothold on what is probably the world's most open telecom market. To
accompany Swedish corporations abroad - much like Swedish banks - Telia
has - much like Scandinavian Airlines System - established alliances and
created Vnisource in collaboration with its Dutch and Swiss counterparts.
With global networks, network management emerges as a key function, both
for service quality and resource economy.
A literature search points toward a stepwise increase in the interest in network
based coIlaboration, supported by groupware. New functions are being
developed in conjunction with existing software, such as Lotus Notes.
Specialised groupware is also being developed, such as for quality programs or
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;

research and development. Methods are adapted to evaluate the economic
effects and conditions for productivity enhancement with such methods.
Another literature search points toward ATM as being central to future
networks. Asynchronous transfer mode is a means of communicating with
digital data packaged in small standardised units. The content may differ
between the packages, sound, image, data. Thus the same network, switches,
and other equipment, may transmit very different messages - all at the same
time.
New microprocessors characterize the development about every second year a new generation. Recently Intellaunched Pentium and mM, Motorola, and
Apple, the PowerPC. As with every new generation, speed is enhanced as is
capacity, with the RISC architecture, reduced instruction set computer, also
resulting in higher speed. Among large computers, paralIei processing is
steadily growing.
Broadband networks, information highways, and multimedia - in previous
volumes of the TELDOK Yearbook we called this integration. Such trends
make trouble in getting accurate statistics and in distinguishing one industry
from another. Movies now receive higher video income than from theatres.
Perhaps the production cost should be included? This is no problem in telecommunications - not just yet. But it is hardly brave to suggest that it will be.
And who may distinguish if a "telephone call" transmits data, perhaps in the
form of CAD drawings, or money, or software, or a movie - or just an ordinary
conversation? Or if my horne computer is a typewriter or a fax or perhaps a fax
switchboard?
The intention is that this yearbook should serve as a switchboard too. Just like
in front of the home computer, the user should be free to make the most
surprising but productive links in his or her interest!
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2. Telecom and IT in Statistics
Do you Know This about Telecom?

*

The telecom market is judged to be the most expansive industry sector of
the 1990s. In July 1993, the worldwide growth rate was estimated to be 50
million new telephone subscribers per year. By the tum of the century
some 90 million subscribers per year will apply for new telephone lines,
according to estimates by Ericsson and other fmns.
Source: Kontakten no. 4, 1993

*

The Swedish IT and telecommunications market was estimated to have a
total value of SEK 80 billion in 1993, assuming a wide interpretation of the
two terms.

*

For the period of March 1992 - February 1993, telecommunications
equipment made up tive percent, equivalent to SEK 26.9 billion, of the
total value of Swedish export.
Source: Svensk Export no. 5 1993

* The number of new telecom services is increasing rather dramatically. Some
examples, serving as indicators for future trends, are:
- In 1980, fax machines were rather scarce - by mid 1993 some 30 million were installed in the OECD countries;
- In 1980 there were very few users of mobile communication services by mid 1993 there were more than Il million subscribers to mobile
telephones in the OECD countries, and 21.5 million worldwide.
Consequently, the new services will generate an ever increasing portion of
the revenues of the operators. In 1980, the OECD reported that 87 percent
of the revenues of the then mainly public telecom operators, were generated
by common telephone conversations. By mid 1993, they generated less that
three-quarters of the total revenues - data communication, leased lines,
and, especially, mobile communications are the fastest growing individual
sectors. (See also tig. 4, p. 14).
Source: Communications Outlook 1993

*

ATM-based services are introduced country by country in Europe. The
tirst operator to offer such services was Finnish Telecom, only one day
ahead of France Telecom. The Finns are offering a direct link between
Finland and Brussels. The French offer service within France, starting with
universities and research venues, since these are supposed to help evaluate
the system as weIl. Swedish Telia is also prepared to offer services to those
wanting to evaluate A TM.
Source: Nlilvlirlden no. 7, 1993
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*

Productivity in the telecom area has increased in the OECD countries since
1990. An overall estimate shows that the utilization of the networks, as well
as individual productivity, has increased by some five percent in real tenns.
Source: Commun;cations Outloolc 1993

*

In 1990, the telecom industry generated a total tumover of US$ 367 billion,
and it is counting on an annual growth of 4.5 percent, a figure considerably
higher than that of the general economies of the OECD countries during
the same period.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993

*

For the period 1980 to 1990, telecom services increased their share of total
GNP of the OECD countries from 1.8 percent in 1980 to 2.3 percent in
1990.
Source: Commun;cat;ons Outlook 1993

*

International telecom traffic, the most profitable of all telecom services,
increased by 43 percent during the last 24-month period. The two major
reasons for this surprisingly large growth are the ever increasing fax usage,
and the dropping prices of telephone calls.
Source: Commun;cat;ons Outlook 1993

*

For a long time, the European Commission has had as its objective to
liberalize the telecommunications mackets in the 18 EES countries in
Western Europe. The total value of the mackets may weIl be elose to SEK
1,000 billion annually. (See also the figures of The Introduction, p. 7).
The German Bundespost Telekom is convinced, that the telecom macket
can not become totally open earlier than the yeac 2000.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet, March 12, 1993

*

American manufacturers estimate that the total consumer macket for
telecom equipment will grow from the present US$ 8 billion to US$ 70
billion by the tum of the century. The reasons for this optimism? Among
others, technology offering opportunities to integrate telecommunications,
entertainment, and computer services.
Source: International Business Week, July 13, 1992

*

Persons suffering from impaced seeing and other handicaps, making it
difficult to use telephone books, are offered a special service called
"account calls". This Swedish service ineludes, among other things, free
calls to telephone directory service.
Source: Dagens Nyheter, January 14. /993
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*

The international satellite organization INMARSAT has decided to
develop a new, global, digital telephone system, making it possible to
make ealls, and to send and receive faxes and data, from a small, portable
pocket telephone from anywhere on the globe. The telephone is equipped
with a special antenna. The objective is that this new service will be
available no later than the year 2000.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet, July 29, 1993

*

The global value of telex terminals is decreasing, but oRly slowly. For
1988, the estimated, total value was US$ 680 million, the equivalent for
1993 was US$ 590 million, and for 1994 it is US$ 570. Even if Europe, the
US, and Japan have replaced telex by fax and data communieations, it
seems as if Africa, a large part of Asia, Latin America, and most likely also
Eastern Europe, are sticlcing to the old technology. At leasl, this it the
opinion of the American frrm Datapro Research Corporation. Moreover,
they believe that the number of telex subscribers in Western Europe will
decrease by 45 percent during the period 1988-94.

*

A telephone ealling card is a eredit card for telephone services carried out
from telephone booths and hotel telephones, and paid for via the regular
telephone bill. The most widely used card is the AT&T Calling Card, used
by some 40 million people. Swedish Telia offers a similar service via the
Telia Access Card.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet, May 28, 1993

*

"Smart Cardsn , i. e. intelligent cards plastie cards having a built in
mieroproeessor, were invented by a Frenchman in 1973. By now, the
French company Schlumberger, manufacturing these cards, has sold more
than 200 million cards and some 65.000 card machines worldwide.
Source: TeleJou17Ullen, no. 1 1993

*

In 1992, the tumover in the European WAN (Wide Area Networks) market
was about SEK 45 billion. France TeIecom is the largest operator, having
20 percent of the market. Second largest is German Telekom, with 13
percent, and Spanish Telef6nica follows as third, with 10 percent. The
telecom operators thus dominate the large networks.
Sources: OVUMlComputer Sweden, April 30, /993

*

During the summer of 1993, the Swedish telecom links to continental
Europe, in partieular to Germany, were very much improved thanks to a
new fiber optical cable for digital transmission. The total eost of this new
link is SEK 100 million. The cable replaces three old cables, increasing the
transmission capacity more than tenfold.
Sources: Svenska Dagbladet and Dagens Nyheter, June 4, /993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
The Markets for Public Telecom Services in the OECD Countries in
1980, 1985, and 1990
Public telecom services
in the OECD-countries in %of GNP
1980
1985
1990
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan
luxembourg
The Netherfands
NewZealand
Norway
Portugal
Spain
ISweden
Switzerfand
Turkey
USA
OECD average

GNP per capita
inUS$
1990

1.61
1.52
1.09
2.02
1.18
1.58
1.35
1.77
1.54
1.37
1.22
1.75
1.12
1.71
1.61
1.37
2.04
1.47
1.84
1.23
1.39
2.07
0.73
2.36

1.98
1.73
1.32
2.25
1.54
1.51
1.68
1.85
2.16
1.63
1.32
2.51
1.49
1.61
1.61
1.53
2.18
2.00
3.16
1.51
1.84
2.23
1.32
2.81

2.94
1.79
1.40
2.29
1.80
1.62
1.59
1.69
2.40
1.96
1.45
3.04
1.53
1.48
1.81
1.96
3.20
2.42
2.48
1.70
2.33
2.18
1.90
3.23

17,282
20,391
19,303
21,418
25,478
27,527
21,105
23,536
16,985
6,505
22,875
12,131
18,921
23,822
22,895
18,676
12,656
24,953
6,085
12,609
26,6521
33,085
1,896
21,449

1.82

2.21

2.27

19346

Fig. 9: The table shows the percentage of GNP for telecommunication services
in the OECD countries in 1980, 1985, and 1990. Thefourth column shows the
GNP per capita in 1990 in US$. In this context, it is interesting to note that
nine out ofthe 24 OECD countries demonstrated a surplus in their export of
telecom equipment in 1990, compared to 11 in 1980. In 1990, the OECD
countries exported telecom equipment totaling US$ 21 billion compared to
US$ 6.8 billion in 1980. During the same period, Sweden doubled its trade
surplus in telecom equipment.
Souces: From data in the OECD and lTU/Communicanons Outlook 1993
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Telecom in the OECC Counlries
Percentage of Turnover per Region in 1990

Re,t of OECD
6.9%

USA 47.3%

EU·1229.1%

Fig.lO: The total tumoverofthe telecommunications industry in the OECD
eountries in 1990 IVas US$ 367.6 billion. Thefigure sholVs the distribution in
pereentage per region. (See also fig. 4, p. 14).
SOllrce: Communications Outfook 1993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Telecommunlcations Revenues per Capita
in 1980, 1985, and 1990

Telecocn rewtnuos por
capilo (in US$)
800

.1990
01985

.1980

Fig. 11: The diagram shows the distribution oftelecommmunications revenues
per capita in the OECD countries in 1980, 1985, and 1990. In 1990, the
average OECD inhabitant spent US$ 438 on telecom services. The average
Swiss spent more than US$ 700, the average American just less than US$ 700,
and the average Swede a little more than US$ 600. The reasons for the
Swedish revenues being the third highest are the high penetration rate of
mainlines, the low usage costs, and the high penetration ofmore "expensive"
services such as mobile communications.
Source: Communications Out/ook 1993
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Telecom Revenues and Llberalization in the OECD Countries
Percentage of GNP in 1980, 1985, and 1990
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Fig. 12: The OECD has carried out several studies, showing that countries
with a high index ofliberalization (= OECD index> 9) in the telecom area,
rapidly showa larger increase in telecom revenues than countries having more
regulated markets. The curves show the telecom revenues in percentage of
GNP in the most open OECD markets in 1980,1985, and 1990. See also
Appendix in the back ofthe book.
Source: Commun;cat;ons Outlook /993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Telephone Mainlines per 100 Inhabitants
in 1980, 1985, and 1990

70

Mainlines per 100 inhabitanls
60
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Fig. 13: In the beginning 0/1991, the OECD countries hall in total, 357
million telephone mainlines. USA had the largest number, 114 million. Japan
hall less than half that, 56 million. Sweden showed the highest penetration rate,
i. e. the largest number mainlines per 100 inhabitants - or, to word it
differently, three Swedes shared two mainlines. According to figures from
1991, Sweden hall 683.3 telephones per 1,000 inhabitants; Switzerland had
587.6; Canada 576.8,' Denmark 566.4; USA 545.4; Finland 535.2; Norway
502.9, and France 489.9 telephones per 1,000 inhabitants. In reality, any
household in Sweden wanting a telephone has at least one - many actually
have two connections. Eight percent ofthe inhabitants in Sweden hall mobile
telephones by mid 1993. During 1993, the growth rate/or new suhscriptions in
Sweden decreased.
Source: Communications Outlook /993
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Telecom In the OECD Countrles
Revenues, Investment, and Telephone Malnllnes
in 1980-90
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Fig. 14: The diagram shows the collected trends in the telecommunications
area for revenues, investment, and the number oftelephone mainlines in the
OECD countriesfor the period 1980-90.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Telephone Mainlines per 100 Inhabitants in 1990
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Fig. 15: The curve shows the relationship between gross national product in
US$ per inhabitant, and the number oftelephone mainlines per 100 inhabitants
in 1990. A growth rate in GNP of US$ 1,000 per capita, corresponds to a
growth rate of 1.36 mainlines per 100 inhabitants.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Investment per Mainline Related to the Number of Mainlines
per 100 Inhabitants in 1990
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Fig. 16: Our ftgure shows the relationship between the invested sum per
connection, and the number oftelephone mainlines per 100 inhabitants. One of
many reasons for large sums being invested in telecommunications during the
latter part o/the 1980s is the transgression/rom analog to digital technology.
Sources: Communications Outlook 1993ffelekom i OECD-liinderna
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Investment per Region In 1980-90
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Fig. 17: In 1990, the total capital invested in public infrastructurefor
telecommunications in the OECD countries was US$ 90 billion. This is
equivalent to US$ IDO per inhabitant, all categories included. Not included in
the figures are investments in private networks, these investments being
difficult to estimate correctly. Bad exact and correct methotts for measuring
existed, the total investmentfigure is very likely to exceed US$100 billion. The
diagram includes capital invested in the modemization of infrastructure such
as networks, digitalization, renewal, and technology. Ground and buildings are
not included.
Source: Communications Out/ook 1993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Turnover Growth Rates of the Public Operators
in 1980-85 and 1985-90

20 Annual

20
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Fig. 18: Telecommunications services are generally considered to be high
growth markets in the OECD countries. However, the annual growth rate per
country is changing, depending on, among other things, the local economic
situation, the number of introductions ofnew products and services per year,
and on the saturation level ofthe market. In many OECD countries, the growth
rate has decreased between the two periods compared above. Nowhere has it
totally stagnated, however.
Source: Communicalions Ouilook 1993
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Telecommunicalions Equipment in the OECD Counlries
- Export and Import in 1990

Export of telecom equipment in 1990:
OECD "101 USS 21.9 bill""

Import of telecom equipmenl in 1990:
OECD "101 USS 17.3 billion
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Fig. 19: In 1990, the total export o!tefecommulJications equipmemjrom the
OECD cowltries reae/led VS$ 21.9 billion. The same cOUlJtries imported
telecomnllmicarions equipmenr with a total value 0/ VSS J 7.3 bil/ion during the
same period. TllUS, the telecommunications industry generated a trade surp/us
of VS$ 4.6 billion. The diagram shows the distribution of the total percentage
for the different kinds 0/ equipment imported and expor/ed.
Sources: OECD NEXT Trade DatabaselCommunications OuIlook /993
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Dlgltalization In the OECD Countries In 1991/92
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Fig. 20: The digitalization ofthe telecommunications infrastructure, i. e., trunk
lines and subscriber mainlines, is making good progress in the OECD
countries. The percentage ofsubscriber mainlines connected to digital
switches, mainlines, and trunk lines, per country, for 1991/92 is shown in
this diagram. Sweden had not yetfinished its digitalization ofthe trunk network.
Source: Communications Outlook /993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Minutes of International Telecommunications Traffic in 1990
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Fig. 21: !ntemationalizatioll, which generally speaking, is a cOllcept that is
difficult to measure, is for re!ecomnumicalion purposes measured in "millutes
o/international traffic", or, more precisely, "Minutes of 11ltemational
Telecommunications Trat/k, " abbreviated MiTI's. The number of MiTfs per
main/ine, per OECD country, in 1990 is shown in ourfigure. as weil as the
growth percentage of MiTTs per country for the period of J988-90_ Looking at
the overall pic/ure, however, many [arge and international companies and
organizations run the;r DIVIl networks, which are 1101 included in the MäTs
count. MiTTs only show traffic over public lletworks.
Source: Commlmications Ourlook 1993
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OECD Basket of Telephone Charges in 1992
A Summary of Residentiai and Business Charges
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Fig. 22: Described here is the relationship between the telephone chargesfor
companies and organizations on the one side, and those for residential users
on the other, taken together, per OECD country in January 1992. The OECD
average =100. The reader is reminded that the evaluation is based on the
currency rates ofDecember - January 1992.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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OECD Basket of Telephone Charges in 1992
Business Charges
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Fig. 23: Sweden holds the fourth position in this OECD overview of leveIs of
telephone charges for so called professionai users, for instance corporations,
and organizations. The costs are divided into fixed charges and usage charges.
It is important to bear in mind that the definitions of "fixed charges" may vary
from country to country. Thus, in New Zealand, for example, local calls are
included in the "fixed charges". (See also fig. 40 p. 55.)
Source: Communications Outlook /993
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OECD Basket of Telephone Charges in 1992
Residentiai User Charges
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Fig. 24: SlVedell has the secolld {olVest te/ecommullicatioll chargesiar
residefIlial users withill the OECD. The average lIser pays higlterfixed cJzarges
in SwedelJ, Finland, Denmark, and Norway, in percentage of the tOlal
telecomnumicatiolJs costs, titan users in most other cowJtries. HOlvever, the
usage charges are cOlJsiderably Iower in these cOlllltries.
SO/lrce: Comlllun;cal;OllS Out/ook /993
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Tariff Changes of the OEeC Basket
Professionai Users
November 1989 - January 1992
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Fig. 25: During the period November 1989 - January 1992, the OECD
countries dramatically changed their telecommunication tariffs - in most
countries the tariffs decreased in real terms. Increased liberalization and
competition are regarded as the main reasons for these changes.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Telecom in the OECD Countries
Waiting Time for Telephone Installation
in 1980 and 1990
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Fig. 26: In quite afew OECD countries, Sweden in the leading position, there
is no waiting time at all once an application for a telephone has been filed. The
diagram shows a comparison between waiting time in 1980 and in 1990,
counted in number ofmonths. The number ofunmet telephone applications by
January l, 1991, is indicated by thefigures.
Source: Communications Outlook J993
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Charges for X.25 Data Communication
The OECD Basket of January 1992
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Fig. 27: The charges ofX.25 packet switched data communications in the
OECD basket in January 1992. The diagram stresses the distribution between
flXed charges and usage charges.
Source: Commun;cat;ons Outlook /993
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9.6 kbitls Leased Line Compared to PSTN
Break even Points by Dlstance, January 1, 1992
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Fig. 28: The curves demonstrate at what distance, and how many minutes of
usage per day, are neededfor a leased line of9.6 kbitls to become competitive
with the public switched telephone network. Seven OECD countries are
compared to the OECD average.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Private Networks in Western Europe in 1990
Growth Rate 1988-90
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Fig. 29: In general terms the number ofprivate networlcs in Western Europe
has grown in the period 1988-90. Germany, The Netherlands, and Luxembourg
show the highest growth rate, while business recession in Sweden is mirrored
in a slower growth rate. To a large extent, il is a matter oforganizations utilizing
technology optimally, in order to gain time and security, and to cut costs.
Source: Communications Out/ook 1993

ISDN in Europe 1992-97
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Fig. 30: The turnover in the European ISDN market will grow from SEK 32.2
billion in 1992 to SEK 71.6 billion in 1997, according to a prognosis by Frost
& Sullivan. The background to the prediction is that more and more users
realize the advantages ofISDN, and, accordingly, are buying equipment that
can be utilized above all within Europe. Moreover, the development towards
one single standard is unquestionable. At the same time, prices are decreasing
and the number ofapplications is growing.
Sources: Frost & Sullivan/Computer Sweden, April 2, 1993
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ISDN in Europe and Japan
Traffic Charges in January 1992

5.24
5.24

Belgium

9.61

Japan

3.71
5.06

Great Britain

3.57
5.13

Denmark

D Regional

3.27
6.26

France

• Dornestic

3.13
7.53

Gennany

2.51

The Netherlands
Sweden
SEK
O

6

2

8
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Fig. 31: This diagram compares, in SEK, the ISDN usage costsfor three
minutes in some European countries as weil as in Japan. Japan, France, and
Gennany are showing large differences in chargesfor regional caIls and
domestic caIls. The comparison was made by Deutsche Telekom.
Source: Televerket, "Tele" no. 21992
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ISDN in Europe and Japan
Connection Charges

Great Britain

4,164

Japan

3,378

The
Netherlands

2,548

Belgium

O Monthly charges

2,075

• Connection charge

Denmark

1,412

France
Germany
4,64

Sweden

°

SEK
1,000 2,000 3,000 A, 000 5,000

Fig. 32: This chart compares the connection charges, as related to the monthly
charges for ISDN, expressed in SEK. Different countries have chosen different
strategies - the UK has chosen a high, one-of-a-kind, connection charge. and
low monthly charges, while Sweden has chosen the opposite strategy. Deutsche
Telekom made the survey. See also fig. 48, p. 63.
Source: Televerket. "Tele" no. 2 /992
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Electronic Mail in the World in 1991 and 1996

1996
Totol: 77 million

1991

rnailboxes
10'1'.

Talal: 25 million

moilboxes
16'1'.

...
..

I_

Moin fromes

D Mini compulers

.lAN

.UNIX

Fig. 33: In 1991, there \Vere some 25 million eIecITonic mailboxes lVorldwide.
In J992, they had increased to some 30 million. In this area, Sweden holds a
ralher modest position - there are not very many users of electronic mail in the
country. The Memo system is the dominant one. Abow haljofall PCs in
Sweden afe conected lo a IDeal ne/work. The research company IDe believes
thaI the 1lllmher ofmailboxes will inerease to 77mil/iolllVorldwide by 1996.

The diagram shows the distribution benveen differellt segmel1ts in the world
markel, iII pereelIljor 1991 alld 1996. Aeeordillg to this predielioll, Ihe UNIX
segment will be the dominant one. Other market specialists believe that the OS/2
and WindowslNT segmelll will dominate. and the UNlX olle will be very small.
SOllrces: lDC/Comp"ler Sweden, JanIlar)' 22, /993
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CTI - The Integration of Telecom and Computers
European Market Tenfold Growth by 1997

SEK 2.6 billion

SEK 240 miDion

1992

1997

Fig. 34: The European marketfor CTI - Computer Telephony Integration will have grown ten times by 1997, according to Yankee Group experts. In
1992, the total European CTI market value was US$ 30 million, or some SEK
240 million. In 1997, it is expected to have a total value of US$ 320 million, or
SEK 2.6 billion. One ofthefastest growing market segments is the integration
ofproductivity tools for PCs and telephony. See also fig, 1, p. 11.
Sources: The Yankee Group/Compuler Sweden, May /4, 1993
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Broadband Communlcatlons in Europe
Revenue Forecast for 1993 and 1997

Revenue in
miUionSB<
9,000

8,200

8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000

3,400

2,800

3,000
2,000
1,000

MO

360

0,000

Frame Relay

AlM/Cell Relay

• 1993 total: SEK 2 billion

MAN

D 1997 total: SEK 14.4 billion

Fig. 35: Broadband communications are, according to some experts, ready for
a final breakthrough in Europe. Frost & Sullivan estimates that the revenue
growth will movefrom some SEK 2 billion in 1992, to SEK 14.4 billion in
1997. Special segments like ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode), Frame
Relay, and MANs (Metropolitan Area Networks) will multiply during this
period. Equipmentjor ATM/Cellular is predicted to see the largest increase,
from SEK 360 million in 1993 to SEK 8.2 billion in 1997. Frame Relay will
triple, to some SEK 4 billion.
Sources: Frost &: Sullivan/Computer Sweden, April/6, /993
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Telecom in Sweeten
Traffic Growth in Formerly Public and Fixed Network

%
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8

6

2

o
1988

1989
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• Traffic Growth in the public telephone network in %

Fig. 36: In 1992, trafik growth in the Swedish JormerIy public, andfixed
telephone network showed a small decrease in comparison to the preceeding
years. The increase Jor the year was 5.1 percent, compared to 6.7 percent
during 1991, and 10.8 percent during 1990. The diagram shows the overall
growth rate, in percent,Jrom 1988. Simultaneously, the traffic in the mobile
network is rapidly increasing. At present, it is not possible to measure the
percentage oj traffic by-passing the Jormerly public network, now belonging to
Telia, viaJor instance private networks, and so called VPNs, Virtual Private
Networks, which means that private corporate switches can be used as a basis
Jor internal networks.
Source: Televerket Årsredovisning /992 (Annual Reportjrom Televerket/992)
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Telecom in Sweden
Tariff Development 1980-92
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Fig. 37: In relation to consumer price index, as weil as to net price index, the
Swedish telecommunication tariffs showa very favourable development to
subscribers. The curves show the tariffdevelopmentfor the period of 1980-90.
1980 = 100.
Source: Televerket Årsredovisning 1992 (Annual Reportfrom Televerket 1992)
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Telecom in Sweden
Overview by TeleverketITella
As of December 31, 1991 and 1992

Mainlines, in thousands
Mainlines per 1,000 inhabitants

1992

1991

5,919

5,911

675

680

49,960

Charge units, in millions
International telephone traffic, in million minutes

682

Fax machines, in thousands·

250

Datex connections, in thousands

41.2

Datopak connedions, in thousands

9.5

7.3

NMT subscribers, in thousands

656

470

1,195

1,122

Cable TV, thousands ..

Fig. 38: An overview of the Swedish telecommunications market in 1992,
compared to 1991, as seen by Televerketll'elia. For the time being, it is difficult
to appreciate and measure the market outside Telia. Using a wide definition of
telecommunications, the total Swedish market is estimated at some SEK 80
billion, SEK 35 billion being generated by Telia. See also fig. 45, p. 60.

*

The integration oftelephone andfax has resulted in this figure being
irrelevant - there are no longer any reliable figures related to "fax
connections. Fax machines can be hooked up to any telephone outlet.
Moreover, PCs are used as fax machines. Uncertainty is prevailing! See
also fig. 46, p. 61.
II

**

Thefigures include Telia subscribers only. In total, there are almost two
million cable TV subscribers in Sweden.

Source: TeleverketiFelia AB
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Telecom in Sweden
Mainlines in 1992

• Secondory homes
DComponies
• Residental subscribers

1989

1990

1991

1992

Seconclary homes313
321

328

331

333

1,188

1,276

1,306

1,298

Residental subscribers
4,159
4,207

4,245

4,274

4,288

5,849

5,911

5,919

1988

Companies
1,129

Total

5,601

5,716

• A large proportion ojSweden's inhabitants are owners ofsecondary homes, in the
countryside. This Jact has led to separate connection charges for such homes, a IlUJjority of
them being situated in isolated, rural areas.

Fig. 39: By the end of 1992, the total number oftelephone mainlines in Sweden
was 5,919,000, distributed'among secondary homes, companies, and
residentiai users. Thefigure shows the growth rate ofmainlinesfrom 1988 and
the distribution per type ofuser.
Source: Televerket Årsredovisning 1992 (Annual Reponfrom Televerket 1992)
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Telecom in Sweden - An International Comparison
Telephone Charges for Professionai Users,
January 1992

Turkey
Portugal

2,052.87
1,39291
1,239.42
1,224.38
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Gennany

Greeco

907.88

Japan (NTT)

867.13
865.59
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795.09
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Iceland
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Fig. 40: The telephone charges o/Swedish based corporations are modest in
international comparisons. The chart shows corporate telecommunications
spendings on January l, 1992, expressed in the PPP 0/1991. including taxes.
PPP =Purchasing Power Parties, is a buying power measurement, based on
the relative value o/international currencies. The PPP is regularly calculated
by the OECD and Eurostat. See also fig. 23, p. 39.
Sources: OECDneleverket Årsredovisning /992 (Annual Reporljrom Televerket 1992)
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Telecom in Sweden - An International Comparison
Telephone Charges for Residentiai Users,
January 1992
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Fig. 41: From an international point-of-view, Sweden places weil when it
comes to offering residentiai telecom users low telecom charges. The chart
shows the telecom costs for residentiai users on January l, 1992, expressed in
the PPP of 1991, inc1usive taxes. PPP =Purchasing Power Parties, is a
buying power measurement, based on the relative value ofinternational
currencies. The PPP is regularly calculated by the OECD and Eurostat. See
aIso fig. 24, p. 40.
Sources: OECDfleleverket Årsredovisning 1992 (Annual Reportjrom Televerket 1992)
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Telecom in Sweden - An International Comparison
The Most Telephones in 1991
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Fig. 42: /111991, Sweden had the most teJephone suhscribers per 1,000
;"lIahi/oms in the world. The penetration rale for Sweden was 683.3
subscriptiolls per /,000 inhabitams. The Americans had a penetralioll rate of
545.4 jollowing Switzerland, Canada Gnd Delll1lork.
SOllrce: Svenska Dugbladel, July 30. 1993
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Sweden's Transatlantic Telecom Connections

Telegraphy cable
Telephcny cable
Telestar l satellite
Fiber cptic cable

Fig. 43: Sweden 's teieconmllmicaJiofJs connections to the USA have sometimes
followed the bed of the Atlantic Ocean, sometimes been beamed across the
atmosphere by satellite. The latest Olle, a fiber optie eabie, folIolVs the bed of
the Atlantic. The figure shows the major connec/ions and when they lYeTe
installed.
Source: Ny TekllikITeknisk Tidskrift, ltme 17. 1993
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Telecom in Sweden
ARegulated Market from July 1, 1993

ol
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Morket share in %
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Televerket 80%
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Private switches

Totol
100 revenues in
I million SEK
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Others 1

500

Telephones
Televerkel 50%
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Tdoverl<et 20-30%

OIh", 70-80%
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Pagers
Televerket 75%

Other!. 25%

Televerlcet 45%

OIhe" 55%

Televerket 60%

Others 40%

250

Modems

250

Answering machines

Fig. 44: As of il/ly l, 1993, SlVedell took the fillal step from a liberal alld
wlfegulated telecom market - Televerket - to a regu/aled, competitive marke/.
A llumber ofoperators are active in the Swedish market, but so fur Televerket, as
oflull 1, 1993 called Telia AB, is a dominGIl/ supplier. 11lefigure shows Telia's
market silares in different segments o/the Swedish marker in JWle 1993. See also
Appelldix, p. 253.
SOllrce: Dagens Nyheter, Jllne 29, /993
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Telecom in Sweden
Telia Sells the Most Services
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Fig. 45: Te/ia sells the largest amowll o!telecomnlfmicat;ons services in
Swedell. The operator also has the [arges! market silare in all service segments
;n the country. The chart shows the market sJwres in percent for Televerket/
Telia in the different segments. This can be compared to the overvielV on page
53. Mos/likely, thefigures go asfar back as 1991, /hat is, befare the Swedish
marker became competitive in the sense of having mallY different operators. No
official research in the area is available, only "guesstimates" and evaluatiolls
made by individual experts, These flgures represent such expert evaluations.
SOllrces: Gemini COIISII/ting/Dagens Nyheter, JUlie
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29. J993, Lella Larsson Meyer

Telecom in Sweden
Installed Fax Machines in 1992
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Fig. 46: In 1992, some 300,000 fax machines were installed in Sweden. The
annual growth rate is thought to be some 60,000 new units. Japan, having the
highestfax penetration in the world, has one fax machine for every 10
mainlines. Today, Sweden has one fax machine for every 20 mainlines.
However, as PCs to an increasing extent are utilized as faxes, the real figures
are likely to be considerably higher.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet. February 21.1993
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The ISDN Market in Sweden in 1992-97

Tumover in the Swedish market in billion SEK

3.2

1992
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Fig. 47: For 1992, Frost & Sullivan estimate the Swedish ISDN market to be
SEK 1.4 billion. In 1997, according to theirforecasts, ISDN services totaling
SEK 3.2 billion will be sold in Sweden. High transmission speed, high
reliability, and multimedia support - voice, data, text, graphics, images, and
video, are the properties thought to be most alluring to users. At the same time,
the price ofmany services will decrease considerably and rapidly.
Sources: Frost & Sullivan/Computer Sweden. April 2. /993
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Telecom Cosls in Sweden
Modem or ISDN for DomeslicTransmission?

Total costs in SEK
over three eors

5,000

0,000

~ Megobyte/week
during three yeors

'"
::E

o

o

'O

Fig. 48: The hardware costs are not Ileccessarily Ihe most interesting part of
the (olal eost pietlIre when il CDmes to a choice between modem transmission

and ISDN transmission services. In the long Tun, the ovenvhelming part ofthe
costs CGuld weil become the reiecommunications costs. Ourjigure
demonstrates the total eost for transmission of a fued amaunt ofmegabyre per
week, from Stockholm to GotiJenburg during a IIzree year period. During Dur
rhree year period, should there be a need to transmit, for example, J5

megabyle or more eacll week, ISDN tums oUl to be the most cost ejfecrive
solution, in spile ofthe high installation eosts ofaproximately SEK 43,000.
Source: Computer Sweden. January 29. /993. Thomas Zim
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Telecom Costs in Sweden
Cost Comparlson: Modem vs ISDN

2,400 modem:
Approx. price: SEK 1,500
Amounl

of dato:
5OO~

1MB
2MB
5MB
10MB
25MB
50MB
100MB

14,400 modem:
Approx. price: SEK 5,000
Load

TIIlIO
rcquiroel:

<lOm:

42 min
1 hnUmin
2hn48min
7hn
14hn
35 In
70hn
l40hn

SEK4
SEK8
SEK16
SEK40
SEK81
SEK203
SEK410
SEK820

Longclimnca
<lOm:
SEK59
SEK118
SEK235
SEK588
SEK 1,176
SEK2,9~

SEK5,880
SEKII,760

5OO~

1MB
2MB

5NB
10MB
25MB
50MB
100MB

TIlIlCl
roquiroel:

10,5 min
21 min
A2min
I In AS min
3hn30min
8 hnAS min
17hn 35 min
35hn

LocaI
<lOm:

Long c1i$larlCe
<lOm:

5OO~

7 min
14min
28 min
I In 10 min
21n2Omin
5hn5Omin

SEKO.60
SEK 1.35
SEK2.70
SEK6.75
SEK 13.50
SEK34
SEK6B
SEK 136

SEK 10
SEK20
SEK39
SEl< 98
SEX 196
SEK490
SEK980
SEK 1,960

IIhn~min

23hn 10 min

ISDN 64 kbit:
Approx. fixed price: SEK 43,000

Approx. price: SEK 3,000
AmoImI

TIlIlCl

rcqviroeI:

1MB
2MB
5MB
10MB
25MB
50MB
100MB

9,600 modem:

ofdalo:

Amount

of dato:

!DcaI

Long dimnca

<lOm:

cosIs:

SEK I
SEK2
SEK4
SEKIO
SEK20
SEK51
SEK 102
SEK205

SEK 15
SEK29
SEK59
SEKtQ
SEK29A
SEK735
SEXI,QO
SEK2,9AO

Load

Long c1i$larlCe

AtrDIII

TIlIlCl

01 dala:

RlqUiroeI:

<lOm:

cosIs:

5001:8

I min
2 min
4 min
10,5 min
21 min
52 min
lInUmin
31n 28 min

SEKO.29
SEKO.29
SEKO.58
SEK 1.20
SEK2
SEK5
SEKI0
SEK20

SEK1.40
SEX2.BO
SEK5.6O
SEK 15
SEKJO
SEK73
SEK 146
SEK292

1MB
2MB
5MB
10MB
25MB
50MB
100MB

Fig. 49: The tables compare the total eosts for data transmission via three
eommon speed modems, 2,400 bit/s; 9,600 bit/s; and 14,400 bit/s; to the eosts
oftransmission via ISDN. The example is ealeulated on a jixed amount ofdata
transmitted per week during a three year period. The time required for eaeh
amount ofdata is indicated. The fued eosts per alternative are indicated at the
top, together with the type oftransmission. The teleeommunications eosts, in
SEK, have been ealulatedfor loeal transmissions, in the same area code, as
weil as for long distance transmissions. It is important to remember that the
aetual performance oftime neededfor transmission can show important
deviations, depending on the types ofeables, amount of traffic, and
eompressing functions utilized.
Source: Compuler Sweden, January 29, /993, Thomas Zim
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Do You Know This About Telecom in Eastern Europe?

*

There are very few telephone mainlines available to the inhabitants of the
Eastern European countries. The OECD has estimated the average
mainline penetration in the entire area to be 13.7 per 100 inhabitants. The
Baltic states are leading, having a penetration rate of 22.2 mainlines per
100 inhabitants, while the Asian republics are far behind, having less than
ten mainlines per 100 inhabitants. The largest short term problems in the
area are, on the one hand, the inflexible organization of society, which may
result in as manyasten different authorities being involved in decision
making processes, and on the other, the total lack of common policies and
tariffs decisions.
Source: Communications Outlook /993

*

Telia International and Telecom Finland own 49 percent of the Estonian
telecom operator, Esti Telefon. The challenge is to construct a modem and
well functioning countrywide telecom infrastructure.
Source: Dagens Nyheter. July 27, 1993

*

In the beginning of 1993, the NMT 450 technology was implemented
serving 1,000 subscribers in Moscow, and 3,000 subscribers in Bucarest.
Source: Mobile Europe, November /992

*

In February 1992, a NMT 450 service was inaugurated in Vilnius, Lithuania.
It has been expanded to the cities of Kaunas and Klaipedia. One ofthe partners
is Telecom Denmark, that also has set up a satellite link to Lithuania.
Source: Mobile Europe. August 1992

*

Poland has some 3,420,000 mainlines serving a population of more than 38
million. In 1992, a mobile telephone facility, compatible to the NMT 450
technology, was opened.
Source: Mobile Europe. August 1992

*

The Republic of Tartarstan has decided to replace ils old, low capacity
telecom network, with a cordless digital system from American Hughes
Network System, at a cost of US$ 48 million. For a start, it can service
50,000 subscribers. During 1993, the inhabitants of eight cities will be
serviced by the new telecom network. By the autumn of 1992, about five
percent of all homes in Tartarstan had telephones.
Source: Mobile Europe. Detober 1992
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*

The Latvian mobile telephone operator introduced its new NMT 450
system for commercial usage at the end of 1992. The flrst phase covers the
cities of Riga, Ventspils, Daugovpils, Rezekne, and Valmiera. The system
was delivered by the Finnish company, Nokia. An extensive training
program is part of the delivery. Telia is one of the partners.
Sources: Mobile Europe. December 1992/Telitl

*

Telefonica Romania has ordered its NMT 450 system from Ericsson.
During the flrst quarter of 1993, 3,000 subscribers in Bucarest started using
mobile telephony.
Source: Mobile Europe. December 1992
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Telecom in Eastern Europe
Estimated Penetration in 1988 and 1991

Mainlines 1988
(thousands)
Poland
Czech Republic and Slovakia
Hungary
Romania
Bulgaria
Eastern Germany
I Eastem Europe total
Former Yugoslavia
Former Soviet Union
Western Europe (EU)
The aECO countries

•
•
•
•
Å

2,953
2,226
996
2,359
2,180
1,761
11,047
3,267
33,991
122,700
341,303

Inhabitants 1988 Mainlines per 100
(thousands)
inhabitants 1988
37,800
15,624
10,590
23,000
9,000
16,661
112,645
23,641
283,100
327,000
825,000

•
•
•

•
Å

7.8
14.2
9.4
10.3
30.0
10.6
9.8
13.8
12.0
37.5
41.4

• = estimate for 1991
Å = estimate for 1989

Fig. 50: Compared to Western Europe and the OECD countries,
telecommunications in the countries of the former Eastern Block are
underdeveloped, for the time being. Mainlines, services, service quality, i. e.
some of the measurements used in the West, give generally much lower results
when applied to the East. Moreover, the overall costs are likely to be
considerably higher, although it may be difficult to make certain statements in
the present currency situation. See also fig. 52, p. 69 and 53, p. 70.
Source: Mobile Europe. October /992
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Telecom in Eastern Europe
At Western Level by 2010

Mainlines
needed,
in thousands, (a)

Annual growth
rate needed,
pereent (a)

Bulgaria

1,938

6.7

4

Czech Republie &Slovakia

4,123

9.4

8

Hungary
Poland
Romania
Total

Costs
in billion
US$(b)

3,378

14.2

7

12,167

14.6

24

7,500

15.1

15

29,108

58 (e)

(a) The figures are based on the 1988 penetration rate
(b) Based at an average eost of US$ 2,000 per mainline
(e) Rounded-off

Fig. 5J: The telecom operators o/the Eastern countries have one common
objective: by 20JO, to reach the same penetration rates/or telecom services as
that o/the Western countries. The table shows the growth rate required, how
many mainlines are needed, and the resulting investment per country, in order
to reach the objective. See also fig. 52, p. 69 and 53, p. 70.
Source: Mobile Europe, Dctober /992
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Telecom Network and Growth 1992 - 2005
The Commonwealth of Independent States
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Fig. 52: At present each state in the Commonwealth ofIndependent States
holds responsibilityfor its own telecommunications development. The diagram
shows how many mainlines were available in each state in the Commonwealth
on January 1, 1992. It also shows how many additionai mainlines are needed
in order to reach a penetration rate of40 mainlines per 100 inhabitants by
2005, and what percentage growth rate this would entail.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Telecom Networks and Growth in Eastern Europe 1992-2000
- Bulgaria, Czech Republic & Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania
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Fig. 53: The diagram describes the situation ofthe telecom networks in the
Eastem countries ofBulgaria, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Poland,
and Romania./ndicated are the number ofexisting mainlines per 100
inhabitants on January l, 1992, as weil as how many additional mainlines are
needed to reach a penetration level of40 mainlines per 100 inhabitants by
2005. Also shown are the required growth rates, in percent, per country, to
reach the objective.
Source: Commun;cat;ons Out/ook 1993
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Do You Know This about Satellites, Cable TV, and
Home Electronics?

*

In 1989, according to French Arianespace there were a total of 83
satellites in civilian use, circling the earth. Seventy percent of all satellites
launched - except for those launched by the former Soviet Union - are
used for communication purposes. Sixteen percent are dedicated to earth
observation and meterological applications, while the remaining 14 percent
serve scientific purposes. By 2010, there will be in total, 150 - 200 civilian
satellites in space.

*

Home shopping via television is rapidly tuming into the latest fad in USA.
Today, products for more that US$ 2 billion annuallyare ordered by
viewers, and the forecasts are that the service will show an annual growth
rate of 20 percent over the next few years. Traditional TV advertising is
replaced by "infomercials," longer informational programs telling about
products in entertaining forms. Some large retailers plan to mn their own
TV channels. Everybody seems to be eagerly awaiting the digital TV
system, that will offer sharper pictures and which is likely to be interactive.
Which means, telephones will no longer be needed to place an order.
Source: International Business Week. July 26. 1993

*

Video on Demand service, VOD for short, can be transmitted via ordinary
copper lines directly to the home, thanks to a technology based on high
frequency signalling, combined with a signal microprocessor. Trials
including fiber cable to the homes are under way. During 1994, at least six
American states will have VOD.
Source: International Business Week. November 16. 1992

*

During the next few years, the European satellite companies are planning
to launch satellites having the capacity to distribute more than 500 digital
TV channel to some 150 million homes in Europe. Today, only 45 million
of these homes have satellite TV via cable or satellite dishes. All that is
needed in order to receive the 500 new channels, is a small, digital home
satellite dish.
Source: SvensktJ Dagbladet. June /5. /993

*

Cable TV operators are offering their clients an ever increasing number of
services, from telecommunications to specialized films. In spite of this,
users in many countries seem to hesitate. For instance, in the UK, eight
million homes can connect to cable systems, but only 500,000 have chosen
to do so. By January 1993, 2.5 million British homes had instalied their
own home satellite dish.
Source: New Scientist. May I. 1993
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*

On May 17, 1993, a new form of collaboration was announced in the VS Time Warner and VS West agreed to develop a hydrid network. Time
Warner, the second largest cable TV operator in the VSA, having some
seven million subscribers, and VS West, will develop and offer broadband
services and telephony. Other similar, intended collaborations have been
announced, for instance one between Tel, the largest cable TV operator in
the VS, and AT&T.
Source: Sveriges Tekniska AUacMer

*

The annual world market for video games is now worth more than VS$ 10
billion. It is forecast to grow rapidly over the next few years, games for
grown-ups have also been introduced.
Source: Time MagaVne, September 27, 1993

*

The European cable TV operators have some 32.5 million subscribers. In
1992, according to AID, the satellite industry organization in Europe, the
cable tv operators generated revenues worth almost SEK 30 billion.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet. June 17. 1993
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Worldwide Television Sets and Video Players 1992
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Fig. 54: Almost 400 million television sets worldwide are adopted to the
American NTSC standard, while some 4.20 million are PAUSECAM
compatible. These !Wo standards, at least in theory compatible, are the ones
most European countries we. In tota~ there are more than 800 million TVs
worldwide. The number ofvideo players is estimated at 400 million worldwide.
Source: Televerket, "Tele" no. 1,1992
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Television Sets and Video Players
in the OECD Countries in 1990
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Fig. 55: USA, Canada, Japan, and Denmark have the highest penetration rates
for television sets per 100 inhabitants. Belgium and Canada have the highest
penetration rates for video players, according to OECD research. According to
Swedish research carried out in 1993, this picture does not project the correct
information about Sweden. Research carried out by PUB, the special research
department related to the Swedish public broadcasting corporation, shows the
following figures with the correct numbers ofSwedes possessing television sets
and video playersfor the years 1987, 1991, and 1993:

TV
Video

1987
53%34%

1991 1993
76%- 95%
58% 69%

* Only television sets having remote controls
7.9 million Swedes, belonging to 3.8 million households, are watching more
thanflve million television sets. 400,000 persons, orflve percent ofthe total
population, do not possess a television set at all. 69 percent of the Swedish
population have a video player. It is important to the context, that, in for
instance USA and Canada, actual television sets are counted, while the Swedes
have to have a license for each household having a television set.
Sources: Communications Outlook 19931PUB "Hemelektronik 93"
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Cable TV in the OECD Countries in 1990
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Fig. 56: In 1990, the cable TV penetration rate per 100 households among the
OECD countries was the highest in Belgium, The Netherlands, Canada, and
Switzerland. In the USA. cable TV is usedfor offering new services such as
home shopping. and in the UK, cable TV operators offer cheap telephony. In
Sweden, some two million inhabitants could connect to cable networks via
different cable TV operators. Moreover, about JO percent ofthe population
had their own satellite dishes in 1993. Since the Swedish market is totally free
- no concessions are needed - there is a tendency to underestimate its real
size. It is dijficult to correctly access to what extent the 3.8 million Swedish
households are connected to cable IT
Sources: Communications Outlook 19931PUB "Hemelektronik 93"
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Telia's Cable TV Subscribers in 1992

Thousands
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1,000
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1,100
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Fig. 57: The number ofsubscriptions to Telia's cable TV network has been
growing during the period 1990-92. In 1988, there were 530,000 subscriptions
in the country. In 1992, thefigure had more than doubled, to 1,195,000. Telia
has some 60 percent of the Swedish cable TV market. By the end of 1992, there
were almost two million subscribers. See also fig. 45, p. 60.
Source: Televerket Årsredovisning /992 (Televerket, Annual Report /992)
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Inleraelive Television in USA
Forecasl for 1996

Other otterings

US$ 32 million
Coble distributed poy lY
US$ 488 million

Purchosed
Sotellite broodcost

US$ 31 million

programs

US$ 900 million

Fig. 58: lmeractive television is an induslry much in (he/ocus ojinvestmellland attention - in the USA. According to Frost & SullivGn, the total marke/
va/Ile will reach same US$ 1.65 billioa by 1996. The chart sholVs the
dislribwion per market segmem, calculaled in dollar va/ue, for 1991, in
millioa of US$. The tota/for the year lVas US$ 1.546 I/Ii//ioll.
Sources: Frost &: SuffivanISTA7T, Sveriges Tekniska Atrachler
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Consumer Electronics in USA In1993
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Fig. 59: In spite of less ,han brilliant economie conditions. il .reellls as If sales
ofcOllsumer eleClronics are growing faster in the USA ,han predicted. One
[orecost indicates a total growlh of 5.6 percentfor 1993, compared to 3.4
percellt ;n earlierforecasts. According to specialists, the main reasons for this
growlh are, Iha1 CDIlSUmers are buying more color television sels and
camcorders (han predicted, and that prices have 1101 dropped as draslically as
oncefeared. The total sales va/uefor 1993 is close to US$ 40 billion.
SO/lrces: ElectroIIie IlIdllstries Association/The Economist. JUlie /9. 1993
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Consumer Electronics of the Future
DSP Microprocessors in the World

1983

86

89

91

Fig. 60: DSP, Digital Signal Processing, will be at the heart ofnew technology
for consumer electronics products in the next few years. Video telephones,
HDTV, multimedia based pes, very small, multifunction pocket telephones,
and intelligent toys, are some examples ofproducts on their way to the market.
DSP makes the products cheap enough to be available to anyone who wants
them. In 1990, the global home electronics market totalied US$ 100 bil/ion. In
1991, home electronics products valuing US$ 32 billion were sold in the USA.
The diagram shows the distribution ofDSP products, in percent, in the USA
and Japan for the period 1983-91.
Source: Fortune. April 20. /992
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Consumer Electronics of the Future
Global Sales of DSP Processors
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Fig. 61: The global sales ofDSP (Digital Signal Processing) processors are
growing three times as fast as general semiconductor sales. The diagram
shows the development ofthe growth ofDSP sales, compared to other
processors, and gives aforecast up to 1996. The user areas are mani/oldairlines use them for providing their passengers with electronic mail access,
telephones, fax and PC links in their individual seats. The automotive industry
is using them for more efficient mufJling - every month new applications is
introduced.
Source: Fortune, April 20, 1992
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Do You Know This about Mobile Communications?

*

GSM has two interpretations - one French one, Group Speciale Mobile,
and one English one, Global System for Mobile Communications. ADC
means American Digital Cellular, and PDC, Pacific Digital Cellular. GSM,
ADC, and PDC are the three existing global standards for today's digital,
mobile communications. GSM refers to European standards. ADC to the
North American ones, and PDC to Japanese standards.
Souree: Kontakten no. 3. /993

*

The Ericsson systems for mobile telephony have more than 60 percent of the
global market. At present. Ericsson is the only company in the world
possessing the technology to integrate all three digital. mobile standards
existing today.
Souree: Kontakten no. 3. /993

*

By January 1993, the GSM subscribers of the world were found in the
following markets. according to "guesstimates" by the industry:
France
Germany
The Nordic area
Portugal
Italy and UK

1,500
160,000
6,000
5,000
3,000

Total

175,500

In total, there were 21,574,200 mobile telephone subscribers worldwide in
January 1993.
Souree: Ericsson Re/erenee List Cellular Systems. January /993

*

Televerket Radio. the mobile communications division of TeleverketJrelia.
added 88,000 new subscribers to the NMT systems during 1992. By the
end of the year, there was a total of 660,000 users. (Since July l, 1993, the
company has changed its name to Telia Mobite!.)
Souree: Verlcsamhetsberiittelse /992. Televerket Radio/Annual Report /992. Televerket
Radio

*

Simultaneously. as digital technology is making progress in the advanced
markets, analog mobile technology is making progress in the Eastem
countries.
Souree: Kontakten no. 3. /993
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*

Telia International, and the Finnish and Norwegian public telecom
companies, have joined forces with three Russian telecom operators in a
consortium, in order to build a GSM network for mobile communications
in the St Petersburg area. St Petersburg, with some 15 million inhabitants,
is forecast to have some 70,000 to 200,000 GSM subscribers within 10
years.
Source: Dagens Nyheter, July 27, 1993.

*

By the end of 1992, Televerket had 125,900 users of their paging services.
20,000 were new Minicall users. One reason for the important growth of
many new customers, specifically young ones, is the fact that Televerket
suppressed the fixed charges of the service, and passed the charges on to
the one who calls.
Sources: Verlcsamhetsberliltelse 1992. Televerket RadiolAnnual Report 1992, Televerket
RadioIDagens Nyheter, July 30. /993
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Global Mobile Telephony
Penetration Level by January 1993
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Fig. 62: This table shows the global penetration rates for mobile
communications, calculated as a percentage of the total population ofeach
country. The table also compares the status between July 1992 and January
1993, giving an indication ofthe rapid growth.
Souree: Ericsson Re/erenee Ust Cellular Systems January /993
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Mobile Telephony in some OECD Countries 1981-91
Penetration since Introduction Date
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Fig. 63: In Sweden and Finland, mobile telephones have become more widely
used than in most other countries. Dur chart shows the growth rate ofthe total
numberofmobile telephone users, per 1,000 inhabitants, in some DECD
countriesfor the period of 1981-91.
Source: Communications Outlook 1993
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Costs for Mobile Telephony In the OECC Basket
January 1992
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Fig. 64: A comparison ofthe costs for mobile telephony in the OECD countries
in January 1992, expressed in US$ (PPP), excluding tax. The charges are
divided into usage charges andflXed charges. According to this comparison,
Swedish users enjoy the lowest costs. In Great Britain, there are two operators,
one of them, Vodafone, is a partner to Swedish NordicTel.
Source: Communications Out/ook 1993
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Mobile Telephony in Western Europe 1985-96
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Fig. 65: The penetration level ofmobile telepllony in Westem Europe grew
from an average of 1.2 percent ofthe total nll1llher of inhahitants in 1991. to
3.4 pereellt iII 1993. The IIl1mber of Ilsers will grow from 4.5 millioll lo 12.5
million during the same period. The research company BIS is also jorecasling
that advollced professional users willleave the analog networks in Javor ofthe
digital GSM Olles, white new users will chose the Glla/og lee/m%gy. fn this
study, the Scandinavian cowltries are regarded as tlte generalieaders in the
development ofmobile telephony. Gennany, thaI went into mobile cammun;calians relatively late, was leading the penetration ofGSM by Jafmary 1993.
However, it is important to bear in mind that it is diffieult to view Europe as
one single unit - the differenees between the eowltries are eonsiderable.
Seandinavia and the UK, for instanee, have high pereelJtages of usus in total,
white Gennany and Franee so far have had low penetration rates, whieh
explains why the growth rates seem so dramatic. Considering this, it is rather
natural that GSM shows the fastest growth rates in these eOllntries.
Sources: BIS/Mobile Europe November 1992
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Mobile Communications in Europe
Subscribers to Analog and Digital Systems in December 1992
Country

Operator

Austria
8elgium
Denmark

PIT
Belgacom
Tele Mobil
Dansk Mobiltelefon
Tele
Radiolinja
France Telecom
SFR
Telekom
Mannesmann
Mobilfunk
Cellnet
Vodafone
Panafon
STET Hellas
Telecom Eireann
StP
PIT
PIT
Tele-Mobil
Netcom
TMN
Telecel
TelefOnica
Tvt Radio
Comvik
NordicTel
PIT
PIT

Finland
France
Germany
Great Britain
Greece
treland
ttaly
Luxembourg
The Netherlands
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey

No. anal~ sub.

No. GSM sub.
end 1992

end 1992

conRdential
conRdential
1,000

170,000
60,000 (max.cap.)
210,000
n.a.
352,000

several hundred

330,000
111,500

n.a.

771 890

100,000

n.a.
605,000
780,000
n.a.
n.a.
42,000
780,000
1,200
175,000
283,000
n.a.
27,966 (inel. GSM)
n.a.
181,000
646,037
20,000
n.a.
215,500
58,000

50

100
3,000
conRdential

con~dential
con~dential

230

Fig. 66: Digital mobile technology is still an emerging technology, having
relatively few users. Because of this, direct comparisons to the situation ofthe
long established analog technology, and its high penetration rates, become
slanted. The GSM networks, based on digital technology, are not likely to
come close to the large number ofusers ofthe analog technology networks
(such as NMT), until1996 according to some experts. More services are
rapidly being introduced by the operators, which are competing head-on for
the users' favors, especially in the Scandinavian markets, which have the
largest penetration rates in the world.
Source: Public Network, February 1993
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European GSM Tariffs In May 1993
GSM operator

Monthly
charge

Connection

charge

=

High traffic Low traffic

Currency ECU
Belgacom

Sonofon
TeleDonmark
Telecom Finland
Radiolinja
France Telåcom
SFR
Telekom DI
D2·Privat
SIP
P&TLuxGSM
TMN
Telecel
Televerket
Comvik

NordicTel
Swiss PIT
Vodafone

Usercharge
perminute

75.03
73.81
73.81
16.39
5.37
53.18
53.18
33.48
35.03
106.8
32.44
68.49
65.86
33.67
33.67
39.28
0.00
73.98

37.51
7.118
8.435
8.19
n/a
54.69
47.85
36.06
35.03
27.04
32.44
47.40
47.56
13.09
11.22
14.03
36.19
36.99

0.38
0.25
0.29
0.26
0.27
0.76
0.73
0.62
0.64
0.35
0.29
0.53
0.53
0.38
0.37
0.37
0.28
0.40

0.18
0.125
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.38
0.38
0.26
0.25
0.11
0.29
0.23
0.27
0.26
0.25
0.25
0.12
0.40

Fig. 67: This table is a attempt to compare the tariffs for connection to, and
usage oj, GSM networ/cs in Europe. The charges have been calculated by
converting the local currency charges into ECU. However, due to the unstable
currency situation, this comparison must not be regarded as providing absolute
figures - rather, it should be read as an indicator ofthe relative relations
between the operators. One more factor making comparisons like this one
almost impossible, is the highly variable taxation levels between the countries.
Source: Mobile Europe, May /993
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GSM Plans in Europe by the Summer of 1992
Introduction

CoveraS;by
end of

National
cowrage

80%
of country

Start 93

70%
of population

End 9.4

1996

July/Dec. 91

HeJsinki +
6 cities
50 %of pop.

1996/97

Dec. 91/JulY92

"Ulle - Nice"

1995

DBPTelekom
Mannesmann
Mobilfunk

Ju!y 91/A::9" 92
JulY 91/E 92

80% of pop.
80% of pop.

1993
199.4

Great Britain

Cellnet
Vodafone

July 91/93
Dec. 91

50% of pop.
90% of pop.

End 93
End 93

Greece

Two applications
for license

-

80th 85%
of pop.

Within 6 years

Ireland

Telecom Eireann

ltary

SIP

None/92

80% of pop.

199.4

Luxembourg

Luxemburg
P&T

End 92/
Start 93

100%

Start 93

The Netherlands

PIT Telecom

Start 93/
End 93

Norwoy

Tele-Mobil
Nelcom

Cd. 91/92
March 93

65% of pop.

1995
Start 95

Portugal

TMN
Telecel
Telf6nico

Jun~~t. 92

Selected areas
85% of pop.

1993/9.4
1995
1996

Sweden

Telia Radio
ComvikGSM
NordicTel

July 91/Nov. 92
March /Sept. 92
March /Sept. 92

La~e cities
65 of pop.
Large cities

1995
End 9.4
End 9.4

Swilzenand

PIT

Cd. 91/92

Airports
Large cities

1997

Turkey

PIT

June 92

Large cities

1997

Country

Operator

Austria

PIT

End 92

Belgium

Belgacom

Sept. 91/
Nov. 92

Denmal'k

Te!eDanmal'k
Jury 91/June 92
Dansk MobilTelefon
(Sonofon)

Finland

Finska M.

March/Cd. 92

Racliolinja
France

France Tålecom

Germany

End 9.4

Non~

1996/97

May June93

End 95

July Ocf.92
Test start 93

Fig. 68: On May 13, 1992, the GSM specification was jinalized, making it
possible for the European operators to test GSM in their home markets. How
fast GSM will penetrate in the various markets, depends partly on which
services are offered, and partly on how technology problems can be solved.
Source: Public NelWork Europe. Ju/y/August 1992
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Mobile Networks in Asia and Oceania by Autumn 1992
Country
Australia
Bangladesh
Brunei

Number of mobile
subscribers

Penetration rate
per 1,000 inhabitants

450,000

26.15

400
4,071

15.07

37,000

0.60

China

128,763

0.12

Hong Kong·

200,000

34.14

18,197

0.10

Japan

1,378,100

11.16

Korea

200,000

46.70

9,200

18.24

207,000

11.59

86,000

25.29

4,000

0.04

100,000

37.17

Sri lanka

2,500

0.10

Thailand·

215,502

3.77

Philippines

Indonesia

Macau
Malaysia
New Zeeland
Pakistan
Singapore

• New operators were installing themselves in these countries.

Fig. 69: Japan has 40 percent ofthe mobile communications systems ofthe
region. The European digital standard, GSM, is competing with the American
and Japanese systems in the various markets. When this was translated GSM
had been decidedfor Australia, Hong Kong, India, New Zealand, and
Singapore. In many of the less industrialized countries, digital technology is
being rapidly introduced.
Source: Public Network Europe. December /9921January /993
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Mobile Telephony Development in Sweden
Mobile Telephones Sold 1981-92
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Fig. 70: The graph shows the accumulated number ofmobile telephones sold
in Sweden during the period 1981-92, divided per type ofnetwork. In June
1993, a new sales record was established, 18,000 telephones sold in one single
month. For 1993, the industry as a whole expected to sell 150,000 mobile
telephones. It is sales to private users that is growing most rapidly. Industry
experts estimate that 35,000 GSM telephones were sold in Sweden in 1993.
Source: Mobiltelefon, informercial from MLT (The Swedish Mobile Telephony Industry
Association) in Svenska Dagbladet, September 14,1993

Mobile Telephony in Sweden
Number of NMT Users in October 1992
NMT-45Q
NMT-900

247,495
368,885

Total

616,380

Fig. 71: The number ofNMT users has continued to grow during 1992, even if
the growth was slower than predicted, compared to the earlier growth rate,
whichfrom August 1988 to April 1991 was 163 percent.In December 1992,
Televerket Radio reported the total number ofmobile telephony subscribers to
be 660,000. (Editors note: In September 1993, the number ofNMT users in
Sweden was 710,000, and there were 90 mobile telephones per 1,000
inhabitants. In Stockholm. 20 percent ofthe population have mobile telephones
- Stockholm has a higher penetration rate for mobile telephones than
Manhattan!)
Sources: Teldoks Årsbok 92/feleverket Radio 92, VerksamhelsberOltelse (Annual Report)/
Mobile Europe, October 1992
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Do You Know This about Computers?

*

Productivity increase resulting from the introduction of computers has
been. so far. more hype from the computer suppliers and marketers in order
to increase sales. than real fact. The only measurable productivity increases
have shown a difference of between "before" and "after" of less than one
percent. and this is for very large computer investments. Now. some 40
years after mM sold their fmt mainframe. a number of users in the USA.
as weIl as in Europe. can actually demonstrate that computerization
dramatically contributes to increased productivity. This is not least true for
the service industries. which for a long time have been the real slow
movers. The ICA Retailers in Sweden is a good example of how
constructive new thinking has resulted in increased productivity. MIT's
Sloan School of Management has published areport. looking into the
results of investment in information technology (IT) in 400 large American
companies for the period 1987-91. According to this report. the return on
IT investment is 54 percent for manufacturing industries. and 68 percent
for all industrial sectors combined.
Source: International Business Week, June 14,1993

*

US companies invested US$ 1.000 billion in information technology
during the 1980s. In spite of these immense investments. corporate profits
remained at the same levels as before the investments. The average
employee productivity stagnated. IT has tumed out to be neccessary in
order to remain competitive. but it is not the only thing needed. In order to
achieve real productivity gains. different organizations are needed. transparent. flexible ones. close to the customers. and intent on satisfying their
needs. Such organizations are made possible thanks to IT.
Source: International Business Week, June 14, 1993

*

Computer software is the magic key to information technology. not in the
least for productivity within the software industry itself. American experts
have identified four software areas playing the leading roles for
productivity increase: graphic interfaces, networking software, flexible
databases. and graphics.
Source: International Business Week, June 14,1993

*

By the end of 1992. the number of PC users worldwide was estimated at
120 million. Some 30 million ofthese are advanced users. who according
to some industry experts. should be interested in investing in RISC-based
hardware.
Source: Computer Sweden. March 19. 1993
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*

About one million "notebooks", A4-sized computers, were sold in Europe
during 1992. In Sweden, 48,770 "notebooks" were delivered, according to
Dataquest analysts.

*

"Palmtops" are following "laptops", "notebooks", and pocket computers.
The American analysts Frost & Sullivan estimated that 219,000 "palmtops" with a value of SEK 1,5 billion would sell in the USA during 1993.
In 1997, the same analysts forecast that the value of "palmtops" sales will
be SEK 2.8 billion. These small computers are expected to replace
calculators.
Source: Computer Sweden, May 14, 1993

*

IDC and their colleagues and competitors at Hummingbird
Communications have publicized figures covering the development of
terminals and PCs running X-Windows. From 1991 to 1992, the number of
terminals sold globally, increased by 62 percent, from 120,000 units to
193,000. The equivalent increase for PCs was 182 percent, from 67,000
units sold in 1991 to 189,000 units in 1992.
Sources: IDClHummingbird CommunicationslComputer Sweden. March 5. 1993

*

Flash memories is the latest micro tec.hnology, having the advantage of
loading, even when the electricity supply is broken. The electricity
consumption is 250 milliwatt when someone is using the memory, five
milliwatt for the waiting position. The access time is approximately 250
nanoseconds, compared to 20 milliseconds for traditional memories.
Manufacturers of "palmtops" and portable computers are already
implementing flash memories.
Source: New Scientist. November 21. 1992

*

Technical problems caused only some 25 percent of the security problems the
Swedish public authorities are experiencing. Failures of an organizational
nature, lack of policies for security work, and weak programs for training and
information, are seen to cause 75 percent of all security problems.
Source: Statskontoret. "Öppna system" no. I: 1992
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USA Leads Global Computer Penetration
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Fig. 72: The USA has the /tighes! computer penetration rate in the world.
Cou1tting all kinds of compUfers. ,here are 265 computers per 1,000
inhabitants. In Europe, Nonvay and Denmark have the liighest computer
penetration rates, Nonvay with 153 computers per /,000 inhabitants, Gnd
Denmark with 145 per /,000 inhabilants. Sweden appears as numheT nine,
showing 132 compwers per J,000 inhabitants. Be/ore PCs became common,
Sweden, toge/her with Swill.erland. had the highest compwer penetration rates
in the world.
Sources: The World Compelitivelless Report/993/Svenska Dagbladel.1tIly 27.1993
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Computers in the World in 1991 Compared to 1985
Market Shares per Computer Segment

.
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Fig. 73: By the end of 1991, the occulIlulated global value ofinstal/ed
compwers lVas US$ 152.864 billion. In 1985, the equivalentfigure lVas US$
76. J54 billion. Durhlg {l period of six years, the value of ;nstal/ed hardware
more lilan doubled. The jollowiflg flgures make all illlerest;ng c011Jparisoll
between the distribution, in percent, among variaus types of systems:

WorkstatiollS
Microcomputers

Mainframes
Millicomputers
pes

1991
6%
42%

1985
1%

20%

26%
23.5%
19.5%

16.5%
15.5%

30%

The small systems, including \Vorkstations, microprocessors and pes, made up
67.7 percellt o/tlre toral market va/ue in 1991, compared to 46.5 percelll in
1985. The predictions that small compwers lVouJd take over at the cost oflarge
systems tllrlled oUl to be (rue.
SOllrce: /DC/Le Monde, FebfllQry J /.1992
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Worldwide Computer Sales 1980-2000
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Fig. 74: The global compwerization cami/wes. By the year 2000, specialists
prediet tIrattIre total vallle ofall comp"ters sold \Vill be US$ 630 billion. DlIr
graplt shows that pes are growing fastes! in relation to minicamputers and
moin/rames. These Iypes of systems will also see grawl" in the future, hut at a
s/awer pace.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet. June /9, 1993, Martin Ek

MIPS Installed Globally 1986-96
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Fig. 75: The nllmber of M/PS (mil/ion ;nstructions per second) insralled
annuaIly;s growing rapidly. One reason is thaI more and more people become
computer users. Another is that as ledmology grows more powerful, existing
lIsers huy larger and more powerjul systems. Moreover, teclmological
development also resulls in lower M/PS price every year.
Source: Svenska Dagb/ader. Jlme 19. 1993, Martin Ek.
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Global Data Communications
Revenue per Medium in 1990 and 1997

1990

1997
5%

• Opticol fiber
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Fig. 76: To an increasing ex/elI/, the ne/work COllstruclors ofthis world rend to
base their new products 011 op/ica/fiber lee/m%gy. In 1997, almost Iwo-thirds
ofall communications is predicted to be transmitted via aprical fiber. Satellites,
capper, and microwaves will all be surpassed by op/ieal fiber leelmology. The
diagram shows in percent, the estimated global valuejor revenue distribution,
per transmission medium,jor 1990, compared to ajorecastfor 1997.
Sources: Market bztel/igence Research/Data CommullicQtio/lslComputer Sweden, April 2, 1992

Global Cordless Networks in 1997
Revenues, in million SEK
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Fig. 77: Cord/ess networks will generate global revenues o/more tholl SEK 2
billion by 1997, according to a/orecast made by BIS Strategic Decisiolls.
Today, the global revenues are some SEK 100 million. The increasing number
ofportable computers will contribute to the growth of the cord/ess networks.
Sources.· BIS Strategic Decisions/Computer Sweden, February /9. 1993
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"Notebooks" in the World 1990-95
Number of units, thousands
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Fig.78: UNotebook" users are estimated to grow rapidly until the end of1995.
The graph shows the number of Unotebook" units that are predicted to be sold
in Europe, USA, and Japan, for the period 1990-95. The largest growth is
predictedfor Europe. The Japanese manu/acturers are working hard to make
"notebooks" even smaller and lighter, and at the same time offer better
functionality and higher prestanda.
Sources: Dalaquesl Japan/Computer Sweden, March 27, 1992

The Leading Computer Manufacturers in the USA
Revenues per Region in 1991
Revenuesin
million US$
Corporation
IBM
Digital
H-P
Unisys
Apple
AT&T
Compaq
Sun
Xerox
MicroSoft

USA
26,393
5,410
4,350
4,080
3,897
6,210
1,341
1,693
1,465
1,116

Revenues
in%

Rest oF world

USA

Europe

36,447
8,827
6,007
3,920
2,598
1,961
1,930
1,762
1,465
1,162

42
38
42
51
60
76
41
49
50
49

40
46
39
30
29
18
50
30
33
30

Asia Rest oF world
14
16
19
19
11
3
7
21
5
13

4

-

3
2

-

12
8

Fig. 79: In 1991 as well, the leading American computer manufacturers
generated the major part oftheir revenues in the American home market, with
two exceptions - Digital and Compaq. In spite ofthis, the computer area shows
a trade deficit estimated at US$ 5 billion/or 1992. Total exports/rom the USA
were almost US$ 26 billion, an increase o/two percent over 1991. Imports
grew by 15 percent to more than US$ 31 billion.
Sources: DalamalionlUS /nduslrial Outlook /993
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Global Facilities Management Growth
1990 and 1995
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Fig. 80: These graphs show the global growth of/aeWtles management, ifl
percent, for the larges! slippliers. "Facilities management," meanilJg suppliers
that rake over operating, ma;ntenance, and support respol1sibility from tlie
lIsers, is/orecos! to grolV from a global va/ue oJSEK JJ billion in 1990, 10
SEK 60 billion by 1995. Theforecast was made by the analystfinn CTR,
Computer Teclmology Research.
Source~':

CfR, COII/puter Teclmology ResearchJComputer Swedcn, April 16, 1993
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IT* in the OECD Countries
Expenditure in 1989 and 1990
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Fig. 81: In 1989, the accumulated global]T costs were US$ 272.6 billion. For
1990, the OECD estimated equivalentfigure at US$ 305.1 billion. The global
]T market is growing by 12.1 percent, that ofthe OECD countries by 11.6
percent. The graph shows, in US$ billion, how much some seleeted OECD
countries spent in 1989 and in 1990, and the accumulated growth, per country,
in percent. See also fig. l, p. 11.
Source: Information Technology Outlook 1992, OECD

* N.B: The OECD definition ofIT =hardware, software, and services.
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IT' in the OECD Countries
JT Costs per Capita in 1989
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Fig. 82: Per capita casts/or JT Gnd leiecomnumicalions in seleeted OECD
coulllrjes. Sweden reports the highest spending per capita in JT, but spends less
lhan Swilzer/and and the USA in telecommwzicatiolls. See also jig. 37, p. 52,
and fig. 42, p. 57.
Source: Information Techn%gy Out/ook /992, OECD

* N.B: The OECD definition of IT = hardware, software, and services.
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Jr in the OECD Countries
IT per Sector in 1989
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Fig. 83: Hardware casts are still dominG/ing IT spellding in most coumries. In
SwedelJ, software spending ;s on ils way 10 laking over most ofthe allocated
resourees. According to the OECD. software, data commun;catiolls. and
services, are cOlIsuming almost 60 percent of the total Swedish casts.
Source: Information Teclmolog)' Outfook 1992, OECD

• N.B: The OECD defillitioll of IT

=hardware, software, alld services.
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IT* in the OECD Countries
Software Costs in 1989
Costs for software
in %oF total
IT expense

Isweaen

Costs for program
packages in %oF
total software expense

24.2

46.9
37.9
37.5
37.3
37.2
3.4.9
3.4.6
33..4
32.3
31.9
31.8
31.8
31.5
30..4
29.0
23.8
22.8
19.6

.48.1

.43.2
.42.0
38.8
50..4
19.2
46.1
42.1
52.3
53.1
59.1
.49.0
46.3
51..4
59.7
64.0
56.2

Costs for seNices
in %oF total
software expense
75.8
51.9
56.9
58.0
61.2
.49.6
80.8
53.9
57.9
.47.7
46.9
.40.9
51.0
53.7
.48.6
.40.3
36.0

.43.8

Fig. 84: For the period 1985-89, the average OECD expensejor software
increased by 18 percent annually. Sweden and Japan showed the largest
annual growth, 42 percent and 35.6 percent respectively. The table shows, in
percent, the software share oftotal il' costs; the program packages to the total
software expense; and the percentage costs jor services as compared to total
software expense.
Source: Information Technology Outlook 1992, OECD

* N.B: The OECD definition ofIT =hardware, software, and services.
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IT* in the OECD Countries
Important Public IT R&D Projects
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Fig. 85: Starting with 1980, the table ;ndicates the most important public
research and deveLopmem programs ;11 the IT area wilhin the OECD.
Source: Information TechlloJogy Outlook 1992, OECD

* N.B: The OECD definition oflT = hardware, software, and services.
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IT* in the OECD Countries
IT Equipment Trade 1985-89
1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

-1,154.9
Australia
-110.9
Austria
-486.3
8eIgium/luxenbourg
-2,888.1
Canada
-391.1
Denmark
-1,009.0
France
-751.9
Germany
-54.4
Greece
-23.5
leeiand
909.2
Ireland
-397.6
ltaly
4,460.0
Japan
-714.6
The Netherlands
-204.0
New Zeeland
-394.2
Norway
-41.3
Portugal
-624.6
Spain
-167.0
ISweden
-123.4
Switzerland
-68.5
Turkey
-771.1
Great Britain
5,620.9
USA
OECO average
361.2

-1,258.2
-189.0
-549.4
-3,023.2
-503.0
-1,089.3
-799.0
-83.6
-30.6
1,284.9
-473.0
7,754.6
-941.0
-237.1
-499.5
-107.1
-762.1
-190.0
-157.4
-133.8
-1,219.9
4,883.4
1361.3

-1,482.6
-204.8
-574.9
-3,850.2
-641.2
-1,344.0
-1,505.7
-108.1
·41.4
1,843.2
-1,177.6
10,616.5
-1,227.5
-287.6
-583.1
-204.6
-1,095.5
-164.3
-258.9
-203.4
-1,442.1
5,079.8
725.2

-1,833.2
-817.5
-675.0
-2,329.4
-656.3
-2,324.0
-2,585.4
-131.3
-35.3
1,997.6
-1,423.0
13,609.1
-1,894.6
-354.5
-432.8
-343.7
-1,590.4
-850.9
-1,693.1
-242.4
-1,594.5
6,028.7
-790.9

-2,251.9
-887.4
-846.9
-2,664.5
-682.1
-2,385.4
-3,599.4
-190.9
·21.5
2,343.0
-491.3
13,455.2
-1,439.3
-392.0
-501.2
-317.6
-1,721.8
-953.9
-1,732.6
-229.2
-2,236.0
·411.2
-8,859.0

Fig. 86: The table shows, in US$ million, the trade balance for JT equipment export value minus import value, in US$ million. for the OECD countries
during the period 1985-89. Japan and Ireland are the only countries having
positive trade balances. The accumulated lT equipment exports ofthe OECD
countries was US$ 77.4 billion.
Source: Information Technology Out/ook 1992, OECD

* N.B: The OECD definition ofIT =Juudware, software, and services.
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Europe - IT Consumption Compared to IT Production

Fig. 87: Demandfor computers and JT re/ated products in Europe is greater Ihan
the compwer and lT produe/ion of the region. In 1992, Europe represellted
36 percem of the global market. hut on/y 27 percent of the global productlon.
76 pereelIt of the total orders gellerated iII Europe eOl/ld be fil/ed by prodllets

mamifactured in Europe. NOl neccessarily by European companies, rhough
SOllrce: "The European IT FOr/wl /993", IDe

PC Manufacturers in Europe in 1992
Compoq, 8.5% 1+1

Apple, 7.9%

l-I

Oliveni, 7.7% 1+1
Commodore, 4.5%,

1+:

Vobis, 4.2% 1+1

ZOS, 3.3%

Olhers, 39.8%

(_I

HP, 2.6% (+1
Dell, 2.4% 1+1
ICl, 2.1 % (-I

Number of sold pes in Europe during the fourth quorter, 1992, percentoge
per monufocturer
Fig. 88: During 1992, 9.4 million PCs \Vere sold in Europe with a total value
of US$ 8.9 bil/ioll. The Ilumber of sold uni/s ;llcreased by JJ.8 percent over the
preceeding year. This importam growrh is believed lO be Ihe resllit of lough
price compelilion belween the manufacIlIrers. The charl shows lire dislribulion.
in percelll. among lire largesl manufacrurers in Europe for lire fourth qUlIrler
of /992. In /992, in Sweden, 302,000 PCs were sold, which is lin increase by
almosl 33 percelll in comparison lO Ihe 271,000 PCs sold in 1991. For global
figures, see also fig. 94, p. / /2.
Sources: DaraquestllDClComputer Swedetl. March 5. 1993
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UNIX-Based Reialionai Dalabases in Europe 1992

Tolol revenues: SEK 2.3 billion

Orocle
46.5%
Ask/lngres
14.6%

Sybose 5.9%
3.8%
Oihers 8.7%

Fig. 89: IfI 1992, the European market/or UNlX based relalional databases
grew by 42 pereenl from tOlal revellues of SEK 1.6 billioll iII 1991, lo SEK 2.3
billion iII 1992. The grapJr shows t!Je distribution per supplier, in percenl.
Sources: IDClCompuler Swedell,

JUlie 4,

1993
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Software and Consulling in Europe
723
Revenues in

the

European markel, in billion SEK

1992

1993

8.n

1998

• Standard software

o Consulting $Orvices
• Service bureau$

ond network

services

• Totol revenues in
Europe
increase
1992-98

Fig. 90: In 1992, the European markers/or software and consulting services
;lIcreased by B.J peTee"t, according to IDe Qllalysts. In total, these (wo
segments generated SEK 470 billion dIlTing that year. The cOllsulting marker

was respollsible for SEK 210. 7 billion. Thefastest growing segmetlt in Europe
is standard programs - in 1992 if showed a grawlh of 9.3 percen/ alld revellues
of SEK 170 billion. For 1998, the /DC ollolysts prediet all overage amlllal
growth of6.4 pereelII. Faelllaljigllresfor 1992.foreeaslsfor 1993 and 1998,

and the predicled amlllal growth for the tllree segments - standard programs,
consulting services, and service bureau and Ilelworking services - are show1J
above.
Sources: IDC/Computer Swedell, April!6, 1993
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IT Services in Europe in 1992
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Fig. 91: The graph shows the 10 largest service suppliers in Europe, measured
by revenues, in billion SEK. The specialists of OVUM have analyzed the
European computer services and consulting market. The 50Iargest companies
generate 44.2 percent ofthe total revenues, whichfor 1992 was US$ 332
billion. By some, this is regarded as 52 percent of the total European ]T
market, estimated to be US$ 635 billion, hardware not included. Three
Swedish companies, SKDIDAFA, WM-Data, and Enator, rated as no. 32, 48
and 50 respectively, are among the fifty largest companies in Europe. See also
fig. l andfig. 2, pp. 11 and 12.
Sources: OVUMlComputer Sweden, May 7, 1993
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Outsourcing in Europe in 1992
Total revenues in Europe in 1992: SEK 19.2 billion
Great Britain
France

l •••••••••••••••••••••

)1---

l •••••••••••••••••

Italyll• • • • • • •
Holland

o

0,8

1,6

2,4

3,2

4

4,8

5,6

6,4

Fig. 92: The global market for outsourcing will increase from SEK 82 billion
in 1990, to SEK 191 billion in 1995, according to IDe specialists. For 1992,
analysts estimated the outsourcing revenues in Europe to be SEK 19.2 billion.
The increasefor 1993 is estimated to 12 percent, and the total European
revenues at SEK 21.5 billion. Sweden has an annual revenue ofSEK 800
million, and is the seventh largest outsourcing user in Europe. Above, the
outsourcing revenues per country, are shown in billion SEK, for 1992.
Sources: lDClComputer Sweden, May 281993
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IT Growth in Eastern Europe
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Fig_ 93: 11lVestmellfS in hardware;n the/armer Eastem Block COlllllries are
est;mated 10 be cOIJsiderabl)' morc imporUl1lt lhan tlmse ojWestcm Europe.
For t!le period 1991-94, IDC (maLystsforecast that the total (I11111W! grolVth in
hardware ;llvestment will be 1.7 percemfor Western Europe, while the growlh
rates;n seleeted Eas/em cOlllllries will be/rom 4.3 percent to /6.9 percellIfor
the same period.
SOIlrces: IDClEllropeall Jllfontlatioll TecJlllology Obsen'(lfol)' 93

III

Top 10 PC Manufacturers in the World
Market Shares in 1991 and in 1992

1991

1992

Number of units:
9.5 million

Number of units:
10.5 million

AppIe
IBM

Pacard Bell

Others

48.2%

1991 1992
14.1 %14.3
14.3 13.3
4.8 5.6
4.1 5.4
1.7 4.4

Compaq
Dell
Gateway 2000 2.6
Tandy/GRiD
3.7

AST Research 2.4
Toshiba America 1.9
Zenith
2.1

3.8
3.7

3.1
2.3
2.2

Fig. 94: In 1991, the top 10 PC manufactures in the world shared 51.8 percent
of the global market, measured in number ofunits delivered. In 1992, they had
increased their share to 58 percent.In 1991,9.5 million PCs were sold, while
in 1992, 10.5 million were sold.
Sources: IDClIntemational Business Week, February 15. /993
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PCs in the Nordie Countries in 1992
Number of PCs sold, in thousands

LlLJ

rJLJ

-91
-92
Norway

[:Ju
-91
-92
Denmark

-91

-91
-92
Nardie countries

-92
Finland

UUU
-91

-92

-93

forecost

Sweden

Fig. 95: In 1992, 876,000 PCs were sold in the Nordie coulllries. Swedcn has
absorbed the largest amount, approximately 320,000 units, while Denmark is
growing the/astest. However, specialists estimate that the total growthfor the
Nordic cOlt/ltries in /993 will be only lza/[tlzat of /992.
SOJlrces: IDClCompmer Sweden. Febrila,)' 19, 1993
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The Swedish IT Market 1991-96
Revenues of the Swediu.

IT market in biUiOfl SEJ(

6~6
V-l~V

Growth rom

~ u:LJ
1992

1993

1994

Fig. 96: The generally negative situation of the Swedish economy is 0150
mirrored in lT sales. IDe analysts have calculated thaI in total, the Swedish IT
market decreased by 6 pereelIt dl/ring 1992, to SEK 32.7 billion. For /993, the
total decrease is predicted to same (wo perceTZt, hut during 1994, a tumaround is predicted, and the market will showa slig/l! jncrease. The decrease
;s the result ofdecreasing hardware prites in partieu/ar, which there/ore
generale a decreasing part of the total revenues, in addition 10 generally

decreasing prices.
Sources: IDClComputer Sweden. April 2, 1993

The Swedish IT Market 1990 - 1994
Million EQJ
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Fig. 97: The 1T morket in SIVedenfor ,he period of /990-94, in million ECU,
according to LKD, the IT sllpp/iers, trade association in Sweden. (The reader
should understand IT in this context to mean "computer teelmology, "
consisting ofhardware, office eqllipmeflt, data commullications, software, and
services.)
Source: UD. Infonntltikfljretogens organisation
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PCs in Sweden in 1992
Highest Growlh Rate in Europe
Number of delivered PCs in Europe
Change

''''

1993
OG<-!

&nio;"

.16."-

.~.15.6"

.f""".

+13.~

IJIIO!)o .1J.7S

o Spoin • 9.71.
OSw.l.>. "1.8
llISwib:edcnl.30.1

110--\ .32.2S
~Norwcrt

.29.6to

~f'""""".1B.n

[IIOf.n _17.2S

First quarter 1992:
In total: 2,095,565 units

Averoge
increa~+19.A%

,4>

First quarter 1993:
In tatal: 2,502,110 units

Fig. 98: According lo Dataquest, from thefirst quarter of 1992, lo the same

period of 1993, European PC sales grew mos141.8 percent in Sweden, in
comparison to the sales of other coulIlries. Denmark and Switzerland fal/alV,
with growth rates of 32.2 percem and 30.1 percelll, respectively. Dur lwo
charts compare the s/Ulres ojdelivered pes, ;n percent, cOlllllry by country, the
growtlz ofthefirSl quarrer, 1993 incJuded.
SOllrces: DaraquesllComputer Sweden. May 28. J993
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PCs in Sweden, Firrst Quarter, 1993
Distribution per Manufacturer
Increase in

HP
Dell
TondyGr;d 5.5% J.1% J.l%

% from

first quorter, 1992

Apple
Compac
AST 6.J%

Apple 17,4%

27
247
O

IBM
ICl
AST

547

Commodore

-2.8

51

Ambra

ICl9.1%

-2

TondyGrid

HP

0.11

Others

Others

Tolol

In total 92,500 units

866
16J
28
J8

Ffg. 99: The lwmber of PCs sold ill Swedell dllrin8 theflrst quarter 1993, by
manufaclllrer, as a percent ofthe total market. The table to Ihe right gives the
inerease in percem, per manu!aelllrer from the same period iII 1992.
Source.s: IDClComputer Sweden. May /4, /993

Portable Computers in Sweden in 1992
Distribution per Manufacturer
Compoq 13%

Dell J%

Zenilh
2%

Chicony AST
6%

Citynote J%

2%

In totol 55,000 units
Fig. JOO: 55,000 portable compll1ers \VeTe sold in Sweden during /992. The
percellt of markel share, per manu/acllIrer, ;s showll ahove.
Sources: CSlRod.:well Technoto8y/Computer Sweden. March /9. 1993
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Portable Computers in Sweden, First Quarter, 1993
Distribution per Manufacturer

Tandy Grid 3.9%
Tashiba 4.3%
Chicany 6.5%

Dell
Increcse in %from
firs! quarter, 1992

2.2%

AST 6.6%
ICl 2.4%

Compac

106

Äppl.
16M

13
22
43
516

ICl
AST
Chicony
Toshibo

Apple

Tondy Grid

23.8%

0.11
Oth.n
Totol

10

·47
·11
·7.3
22
29

In totol 16,900 unils

Fig. lOJ: Durillg thefirst quaTrer, 1993, 16,900 portable compmers weTe sold
ifl Swedell. The market silare per man/tJacturer is showll above. The table lO
the right shows the ;llcrease in percem over Jirsl quaTrer, 1992.
SOllrces: /DClCompluer Sweden. May 14, 1993
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Operating Systems in Sweden
Installed Base in 1992 and Forecast for 1997

Number of installed operating systems
MVS
DOS!VSE, VM
Others, mainframe based
VMS
AS400
Others, proprietary minieomputers
UNIX
DOS & Windows
WindowsNT
OS2
Mae

1992

1997 (forecast)

100
300
400
5,000
3,000
17,000
32,000
546,000

100
300
300
4,000
2,000
13,000
143,000
660,000
140,000
85,000
110,000

°

8,000
63,000

Fig. 102: The OVUM analysts made a study ofthe installed base of operating
systems in Sweden in 1992, and aforecastfor 1997. The starting point was the
first choice operating system used in 1992. The users were then asked what
system they believe they will be using by 1997. The results show that the
mainframe-based operating systems, as weil as the proprietary ones for
minicomputers, do not have growth potential. On the contrary, they will
decrease. lt seems as if there is a tendency for Swedish users to migrate to
open systems faster than users in most other countries do.
Sources: OVUM/Compurer Sweden, February 26, 1993
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The Accumulated Swedish Il Market 1990-94
In million ECU
Sweden

1990

1994

90-92'
%

92·94'
%

Mainframes
Mini computers
Small computers
Work stations
PCs. professional usage
Pes. private usage
Pe printers
Computer hardware
Typewriters
Calaslotors
Copying machines
Other office equipment
Office equipment
lAN hardware
Oher data com hardware
Hardware for dalocom.
Systems/tools
Application Iools
Application solutions
Software
Consulting services
Contrad programming
Distributed services
Training
System and network operation
professional services
Processing services
NetworIång services
Hardware maintenance
and support
Other services
All services

303 247 227 212 215
183 185 169 170 173
182 163 154 162 165
97 121
153
78
95
820 806 679 634 650
56
61
69
36
48
178 195 205
149 161
1,784 1,694 1,552 1,550 1,622
32
40
35
30
45
40
34
34
35
38
255 261 265 278
250
161 170 171 173 176
475 503 507 513 522
49
36
47
42
50
58
60
57
63
54
93 111
97 106 109
120 130 131
141 146
186 202 207 219 230
293 316 334 360 375
599 648 672 721 751
167 178 177 185 190
273 292 294 322 330
tlJ9 634 635 669 705
118 125 114 117 122
55
67
69
87 108
1,222 1,296 1,289 1,381 1,454
521 541 552 tlJ7 670
49
67
77
52
56

-13.4
-3.9
·8.1
11.4
-9.0
-16.7
9.3
-6.7
12.7
2.0
2.2
3.3
3.3
8.5
-2.3
2.0
4.5
5.5
6.7
5.9
2.8
3.8
2.1
·1.6
11.9
2.7
2.9
·3.2

-2.7
1.3
3.7
25.3
-2.2
12.7
7.4
2.2
-13.9
4.0
3.2
1.4
1.4
8.2
4.7
6.2
5.5
5.4
6.0
5.7
3.7
5.9
5.4
3.1
25.1
6.2
10.2
26.0

698 706 699 704 710
1,271 1,304 1,299 1,377 1,457
2,493 2,tIJO 2,588 2,758 2,911

0.1
1.9

0.8
5.9
6.1

In fotal

5,445 5,555 5,416 5,648 5,915

-0.3

4.5

1991

1992

1993

1.1

Fig. 103: IDC analysts have presented the values, calculated in million ECU,
ofthe accumulated IT market per country per segment, for the period 1990-94.
The table shows the values for Sweden. The tables are presented in the
European Infonnation Technology Observatory 93, by EITO.
Sources: /DClEuropean Information Technology Observatory 93
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3. Usage Areas in
Telecommunications and IT
Do You Know This About Usage Areas in Telecom
andlT?

*

A flight from Stockholm to New York results in an airline entering
27,000 bits of infonnation per passenger!

*

Currency unrest is seen to be the result of the "quiet revolution"
sweeping the world's economy. New telecom and computer technology
have tied the world's financial centers together. In a true sense, a
boundless, global financial market has developed. In the financial area
official statistics trail after reality as weIl, far after, states the International
Monetary Fund, IMF. Here is a small sample of howenormous sums travel
around the world with the help of technology:
- In the six years from 1986-92, the turnover of the international currency
trade has grown from US$ 325 billion to 1 trillion daily;
- The trade of stocks rose from US$ 120 billion to 1.4 trillion a year from
1980-90;
- The combined direct investments abroad from the USA, Japan, West
Germany, France and Great Britain increased during the years 1986-90
from US$ 61 billion to 156 billion per year;
- In autumn 1992, the global stock of foreign direct investments was
estimated at US$ 1.7 trillion.
Source: B/SlEconomist/Svenska Dagbladet, February 20, /993

*

American Express handles a quarter of a million transactions daily.

*

According to "The Economist" (September 12, 1992), European air
traftic is steered by 54 control centers, which together, have 31 different
computer systems, using 70 different program languages. This multiplicity
leads to, on the average, a delay of 22 minutes per flight for 2,600 flights
per day in Europe. One single airline, Lufthansa, loses 14,600 flight hours
per year waiting for permission to take off, and an additional13,700 flight
hours per year in circling while waiting to land. In the USA, only half as
many controi centers are needed to handle the same amount of air traffic.
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*

We can read about virtual companies in American and British business
magazines. These types of companies have been set up to solve problems,
for example, to develop a new product, and can consist of employees from
many different fInns. The virtual employee works geographically where
he/she nonnally does, and is tied together with hisIher colleagues with the
help of fast and cheap telecom and computer communications via virtual
networks. It is not unusual for those that work together in virtual
companies to have never met.
Source: International Management. June 1993.

*

MAN, Metropolitan Area Networks, are estimated to have a global market
of nearly VS$ 2 billion in the near future. By the year 2002, ISDN will be
responsible for mare than half of the European telecom carriers' revenues.
Source:

*

en' Research. London

Despite the many charge and credit cards, 81.1 percent of all Americans
still pay for their groceries in cash, 7.6 percent pay by check, and the
remaining 11.3 percent use some type of charge or credit card.
Source: Business Week. September 21. 1992

*

The majority of Danish households have at least one Dankort, a charge
and ATM card, common to all Danish banks, and savings & loans. In
1992, the card was used for 160 million transactions. Within seven years,
the number of checks in the Danish payment system has decreased from
230 to 100 million. The amount of circulating currency has also decreased,
so the Danish economy gets by with only 2.8 percent of the value of BNP
in the form of "real" money in circulation. The corresponding fIgure for
Sweden is 5.2 percent of BNP. Since the Dankort is so rational, and saves
so much for the banks, there is no charge to the user.
Source: Dagens Nyheter. April 17. /993. lArs Ramklint

*

The telephone numbers 071 and 020 have become a great success during
the last few years. 071 is a "calling-party pays" number - those who call
the number, pay at the same time for the service that he/she is seeking by
phone. Revenues are estimated to be approximately SEK 500 million for
Sweden during 1993, according to certain sources. 020-numbers
(corresponding to the VS 800 numbers) are mainly used by companies that
wish to reach their customers with information. An advertisment on TV
can contain a 020-number where one can caU for more information.
Shortly afterwards, the requested information is faxed to the caller at home
- paid for by the sender.
Source: Dagens Nyheter. July 17.1993
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*

Advertising and information to customers, both present and future, will
soon be completely different from that which we see in today's media. In
the US, Japanese car salespeople are, more and more, reaching people via
different types of databases for their informational campaigns. For
example, information is based on multimedia and is interactive, so that the
curious can get answers to their questions immediately. This is just the
beginning of how telecom and IT can be used as sales toois.
Source: Business Week, July 12, 1993

*

TV shopping is beginning to be in vogue in the US. With CUITent revenues
of US$ 2 billion, industry watchers estimate a 20 percent yearly increase in
the future.

*

A research project in Wales is trying to understand the psychological
effects of tele-commuting in sparsely populated areas. An interesting
result thus far, is that the managers are more affected that the actual
worker. The bosses are the ones who have a problem with understanding
their changed role, not the workers !
Source: New Scientist, June 5, 1993

*

During 1992, the French Minitel, now Teletel, increased by 10 percent,
reaching revenues equivalent to SEK 8 billion. There is a total of 6.2
million terminals in France, and over 20,000 different services available.
Total Minitel traffic reached 110 million hours. The figure shows the total
number of Minitel terminals instalied during the period
(In thousands)
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1983-91. Minitel is accessible, at horne or at work, to 29 percent of the
French population.
Source: Sveriges Tekniska Anacheer, nolice no. F-93-051
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*

Thanks to the help of ''tele-commuting'', 6.6 million Americans now work
at home. Approximately 80 percent work for companies with fewer than
100 employees. Two to three times a week, the tele-commuter goes into
the office to meet colleagues, managers and others. The demands for a new
type of management style are being discussed. IDO News states that 25
million Americans work outside the office. Of these, 26 percent are
salespeople, 18 percent administrative personnel, 15 percent engineers, 23
percent technical service, 10 percent upper management and 8 percent
miscellaneous. These should most likely be counted as tele-commuters, but
in a different way.
Sources: /DG News/ComputerSweden, January 22, 1993/Svenska Dagbladet, May 30. /993

*

With the help of Sverige Direkt, a service from Telia, telephone calls from
abroad can be placed directly on the telephone bill at home. If so wished, calls
can even be paid for by the receiving party - an equivalent to collect call.
Source: Te/ia AB

*

Giromat is a self-service pay automat for postgiro deposits, supplied by
the Swedish Post Office. With the help of your ATM card, you can now
also pay your bills automatically. The Giramat will write out a receipt and
reminder slip.
Source: Postgirot

*

Postgirot in Sweden has one of the country's largest computer centers
with optical reading and photo scanning as automatic routines. Every day
PostGirot receives 75,000 envelopes, handles 1,700,000 payment
transactions, 30,000 checks and 200,000 account withdrawals. Each day,
SEK 24 billion are placed in the books in actual payments. All for the
service of the 1.6 million postgiro account holders. Postgirot uses telecom
and IT more and more to develop and offer their customers new services GiroVision and GiroLink are two such services, which customers can use
and access directly from their own PC.
Source: Postgirot /992

*

Towards the end of 1992, Swedes had purchased cordiess telephones
worth slightly more than SEK one billion.
Source: Te/ia. Tele no. 4. 1992

*

AN! - Subscriber number transfer - means that the person called, in a
character display on the telephone or telephone switchboard terminal, can
see who is calling, and eventually save the information in his!her customer
database. For the moment, the service is not available in Sweden.
Source: TELDOK Report 76: "TeletjClnster"
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*

ATM, Automated Teller Machines, accountcd for approximatcly 7.8 billion
withdiawals in the USA in 1992. The diagram shnws the development of the
number of billion transactions from ATMs for the period 1983-92.
Billion transactions
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SOllrce: American Bal/kers Association/Business Weck, May 3 J. /993

*

Audiotex is a name for information and transaction services via the
telecom network, where the services contain some form of computcrized
solution. Some examples of Audiotex services are:
* wcather reports
* orctering of weather maps via fax
* reporting in sick by punching in your personal code (SS numberl, and
the date, on a touch-lane tclephone
* news, where one queries according to hisIher special interests
* stock market information, customMmade for your own stock portfolio
* ordering and home delivery of goods
* timetables for buses, tmins and planes
* ordering tickets.
SOllrce: TeleJOllrna/ellIlO. 2, /992

*

Biometrical security systems have shown to be both cheaper, and safer,
than personal eodes, magnetic cards, and other simiiar sccurity systems
against improper access inta computers and other eleClronic machines.
Fingerprint, cornea and hand scanners, speach recognition and handwriting
scanners are the most common varieties today. It is rumored that they will
soon be available even for PCs.
SOllrce: CompllterSlVedell, April/6, 1993

*

CD-discs for text storage are used more and morc often. The Swedish fiseal
tax legislatian and the Nalional Tax Board's instructions for taxation are
available on CD. In addition, CD-based information is avaiiable on 250,000
of Sweden's registered companies. and their most recent balance sheet
statement, as weIl as the "Siar-tele" directory with the addrcss, telephone and
fax numbers to approximately 100,000 Swedish companies and organizations.
SOllrce: Revisorn illformerar,

/10.

5. /993
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*

Computer viruses are now appearing on CD-ROM discs, according to the
Italian institute Istinfonn. Italy also holds a top position among the European countries as concerns computer viruses, both for the number of different viruses in circulation and their spreading. At the end of 1992, there
were 444 known viruses in circulation, of these, at least 38 different types
of viruses came from Italy.
Source: Sveriges TekniskLl Anacheer, notice no: IT-93·040

*

Distinctive Calling - the receiver hears who the call is for when the phone
rings. One can also tell whether it is a fax or a normal call. For the time
being, the service is not available in Sweden. See also ANI.
Source: TELDOK Report 76: "TeletjiJnster"

*

Electronic mail or E-mail, is growing very fast according to the American
magazine, Fortune. At the end of 1993, the world's 2,000 largest companies
had a total of 15.9 million E-mail users. In the beginning of 1992, the number
of users was 8.9 million. The number of sent messages is estimated to be 14.3
billion, compared to 2.3 billion in the beginning of 1992.
Source: Computer Sweden, March 27. 1992

*

ISDN - Integrated Services Digital Network - services are primarily
intended for companies. ISDN means that one can integrate voice, text,
data and images, even video images, in one and the same digital transmission. ISDN was introduced in Sweden in 1992. Subscribers are connected
either via their office switchboard, or with the help of a basic subscription,
Basic Rate Access, which provides access to two 64-kbps-channels and a
"data channel" with a capacity of 16 kbps.
Source: TELDOK Report 76: "TeletjiJnster"

*

Multimedia has found interested users in museums around Sweden. A
database connected to multimedia provides the visitor, for example at
Stockholm's City Museum, access to more than a million photographs,
artifacts and works of art, which are registered in the museum's database.
Thanks to multimedia terminals, visitors and researchers can have easy access
to information of special interest from the museum's huge database, with the
help of film, text and sound. The next step - the virtual museum?
Source: NewsleNer from SAS Institute, no. 2 1993REPRC

*

Video conference by PC connected with the help of cheap ISDN for the
average, nonnal user, is on the way. CCITT standards for picture compression
make it possible for systems from different manufacturers to communicate.
Up to now the use of the "normal" video conference has made inroads at
among others, the lecture halls ofStockholm' s Royal Institute ofTechnology,
where half of the class can study by long distance, from Gotland for example.
Source: Computer Sweden, May 7, 1993
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IT within Wholesale and Retail
by Ingrid FOrst

n. from a European perspective
'"
'"

In 1992, the commerce sector in Europe invested SEK 35 billion in IT.
European telecom suppliers are investing in the digitalization of trunk and
local networks, making faster, and better, transmission of information
possible. See also tig. 20, p. 36.

'"

The great technological development is expected to take place in the distribution chain, that is to say, between retailers and wholesalers, as well as
between wholesalers and suppliers. Information transfer is expected to take
place mostly via telecom networks.

'"

The integration of different systems within the distribution chain is
expected to lead to a more effective flow of information, and a reduction in
the numher of middlemen.

'"

A small number of the larger wholesalers and retailers within the EU have
begun to expand their IT structures. To this group belong the largest
grocery store chains within the EU and Sweden.

'"

EU commerce has invested relatively little in developing their IT structure.
With a few exceptions, the European wholesalers and retailers do not want to
be the tirst ones to utilize IT to its fullest. Qnly after other branches within
industry, especially manufacturing, have begun to use new technological
solutions, is commerce ready to follow their lead. The implementation of EDI
is an example. (see also p. 144 +) It is mostly the manufacturing industries that
have been able to develop and use industry-specific standards.

'"

The overall goal for the enlargement of the IT structure, is for the majority
of commerce within the EU to use the technological equipment for supervision and controi of their operations. This is especially true within the
areas of marketing and accounting.

'"

Commerce within the EU is investing in building up better internaI management systems, thereby increasing sales, and in coordinating operations
better with suppliers and customers.

'"

The completed investments are mainly concerned with data collection,
processing and analysis.
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no

from a national perspective

*
*

In 1992, Swedish commercial finns invested nearly SEK 4 billion in IT.
Swedish commerce is face to face with structural transformation and
internationalization. The parties must reduce their costs, reduce the number
of middlemen and strengthen their competitiveness.

*

Data communication over the telecom network between retailers and
wholesalers, is expected to expand greatly in the future, leading to greater
effectiveness.

*

Regionally and centrally, ICA-stores are expected to invest half a billion
SEK in IT during the 1990s. The goal is to tie together all the operations from manufacturers to final customers - thereby reducing the number of
middlemen and bringing down inventory costs.
Outsourcing

System integration
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Fig. 104: System integration is increasing fastest within commerce, providing
strong growth for system integration, outsourcing and system consultants.
Source: OVUMIComputer Sweden. April 1993

Usage areas within commerce

*

Wholesaling
- Swedish wholesalers mainly use computers for finance, administrative
and purchase routines, as weIl as for inventory and invoicing.
- Database management and expert systems have low priority.
- Half of the companies invest in communication, which in this case
means expanding local networks and electronic mail systems.
- Just over 10 percent invest in promoting contacts with the market via
international networks.
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Over 40 percent of all shopkeepers wish they had more information on
communication.
Mare lhan 30 percent inquire about information on marketing and sales
support.
Nearly 20 percent want to know morc aboUl expert systems.
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Planned development
Communication, general marketiog and sales support, followed by
inventory management and contral. as weil as purchasing, inventory and
invoicing routines, are prioritized areas for wholesalers.
Investing in cornmunication creates expectations of the future integration
of different systems, and thereby, a morc effective flow of information.

Expert systems and infonnation management are low priority areas.
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•

Retailing
Over half of the companies use computers, but there are great variations
within speciaJized trade.
Retail firms can be divided into two poles. Farthesl down are the small
stores, which in the best case, have a pe for worctprocessing and
accounting. At the opposite pole are the giants with supermarkets and
many stores. spending billions on IT.
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Usage Areas
Tcchnology is most widely uscd in the areas of financc/adminislration,

invoicing as weil as wordprocessing,
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- Over half of the companies believe that computerization has resulted in
more work being done, with no change in the number of employees, and
that more necessary information has come forward.

Number of employees
could be reduced
More work with no
change
Personnel increased
More necessary

information forthcoming
More unnecessary

information forthcoming

+---of----I-----+---+---+----+-------l %
40
10
20
30
50
60
70
o

Fig. 110: Computers are ofvalue, even within retailing.
Source: HUJ

Grocery stores
- Numbering articles with bar codes (BAN) on groceries and other daily
goods, makes it possible for grocery stores to utilize computer
technology for cash registers, marking prices, sales analysis, inventory
controi, etc.

Computer cash registers spreading
- Registers that can read bar codes are present today in approximately
2,300 out of 8,000 grocery stores. The greatest frequence of these registers is in the larger stores.
- Within the Swedish cooperative chain of stores (KF), the installation of
computerized cash registers is most developed. Within certain
associations, for example Konsum Stockholm and Konsum Väst, the
spread of computerized registers is 100 percent. In total, 900 of 1,400
cooperative grocery stores, or approximately 65 percent, have
computerized registers today.
- Of 2,900 ICA stores, approximately 30 percent have computerized
registers. However, their percentage of sales amounts to 65 percent.
- Of the remaining 3,800 grocery stores, approximately 500 are fitted with
computerized registers.
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Fig. 111: Computerized registers within grocery stores
Source: HUJ

- Marking prices
The largest profits from rationalization in going over to computerized registers
results from the work involved in marking prices - in addition to the actual
cashiers work - as weIl as the decrease in entry mistakes made at the register.
- Electronie shelf labelling
The labels are electronically connected to the store's price register, meaning
that the prices in the cash register, and on the shelves, will be identical as they
are updated at the same time.
- Automatized registers
Within KF and ICA, cash registers have been tested where the customer registers the goods themselves, while the cashier supervises and assists. An entirely
automatized check-out, without any manual handling, is for the time being, still
a utopia.
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• Paying in the store
Traditionally, cash has been the dominant means of payment. In the last few
years however, checks and charge cards have become all the more common.
During 1990 however, only 1.5 percent of the total transactions, and flve
percent of the total value of purchases within KF, were made with charge
cards. On the other hand, 75 percent of the purchase value at gas stations was
paid by charge card.
Card usage at gas stations has been so high due to their ability to provide
effective solutions for card handling. There are great possibilities for a large
increase in card handling within retailing during the 1990s.
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Fig. 112: Costsfor handling different payment methods within commerce, in SEK.
Source: HUJ

Electronie card management
- The only card handling which is comparible to cash - and even somewhat cheaper - is electronic card handling with PIN-codes, Le., personal
codes.
- The security aspect is important. Store robberies have increased greatly
in the last few years. Large amounts of cash in the registers creates
problems for the stores.
- Electronic handling of charge cards is advantageous for the financial
sector. By going over to charge cards, the banks avoid the costs for cash
withdrawals over the counter, or expensive check handling. The
transition from a paper-based to an electronic handling of charge cards
means that the banks avoid data entry and registation. Data entry already
takes place in the store.
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The number of credit card terminols
in Sweden, 1991

Sparbanken

4,500

Konto-

centralen

2,000

Fig. 1 /3: The market for oll-lille services for charge cords.
SOllTCe:

OVUM

• Marketing
Charge cards are a marketing tool. By using this channcl. the stores can reach
lheir frcqucnt CUSlOmers, which reprcsent a large portion of the revenues.
~ Borrowing
The company can use the card as a sauree of borrowing. Of the retait
companies that have given out charge cards so far, on ly ICA, KF and OK have
accepted deposils from households. Up to now, retailers have paid Oul a much
higher inleeest than thc banks have for equivaIent aCCDunts.

For thase who want to know more:
Trade up lo the year 2000, Trade's long term report, ISBN 91-38-50081-7
(Swedish)
Grossistförbundet Svensk Handel (1991), The use of information leehnology
(Swedish)
Payment methods,lnvesligative report, HUl, 1991 (Swedish)
Compuler Sweden (Swedish):
On-line serviees open new possibilities, March 19, 1993
Commerce needs to invest in computer communication, January 29, 1993
Focus on Commerce, April 2, 1993
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IT in Tourism
by Ingrid FOrst
... from an international perspective

•

Tourism employs more than 100 million people
Million
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Fig. 114: The ifltemational travel and tourism b,dustry is ;ncreas;llg.
Source:

\Vro,

World Travel Organil.llI;O/l

... from a national perspective

•

Swedish lourism consists of approximately 21,000 companies and employs
200,000 full and part-lime employees.
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*

The Swedish travel and tourism industry utilizes IT to a ralher high degree.
but detailed compilalions of IT usage within the induslry are lacking.
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The public sector

*

The Tourist and Travel Database, (TDB), is used as a basis for decision
making in several projects, and complements The Swedish Central Bank's
travel currency statistics.

*

TOUREC - the fmancial tourism model- a computer supported prognosis
and results rating tool, is used today by more than 120 municipalities in
Sweden.

*

A Product Bank, with information on Sweden's tourist attractions, is used
by municipalities and tourist offices.

Consumers

*

Sweden-on-line - under development - is an interactive system for
consumers, who via self-service terminals, can get information on hotels,
sights, transportation, etc., in Sweden.

*

Self-serve systems for tickets to trains, airplanes, theater, etc.

Tour organizers and travel agencies

*

The service providers, that is, tour organizers and travel agencies, use
booking and distribution systems.
- SMART (Scandinavian Multi Access Systems)
In SMART, travel agencies can get information and book travel
destinations both within Sweden and abroad. Planes, trains, buses, boats,
limousines/rental cars, hotels and charter trips are found in the system.
The travel agency's clients even have the possibility of communicating
directly via Memonet and their own terminal connected to the travel
agency.
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The SMART system

Fig. J16: 500 traveI agendes have daily, updared information/rom 60 travel
service providers via 3,550 terminals. SMART works with those products
coverillg travel agencies' !leeds. The products can be integrated, alldfimctions
call be cosi/yaccessed, by al/users ofthe travel agency.

•
•

Information, reservations and tickcling in 60 local travet service providers
reservations systerns, inc!uding Amadeus Direel Access, an international
booking systern for airlines.
Ticketing, for airline ticket aJlowances and automatic payment procedures,
are examples of services that are computcrized.
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Hotels

*

*

Computerization has brought a radical change in service quality for the
hotel guest. New services will be introduced successively into hotels. As
yet, there are no hotels which use all of the fol1owing services. but the
majority of these services are in place in Swedish hotels.

When booking reservations
-

Telephone systems with call waiting functions
Quicker booking with the support of client registers
Remote check-in/reservation terminals at airports (self-service)
Possibilities for companies to make reservations directly with the hotel's
central reservation center via terminal
- Possibilities for hotel personnel to reserve rooms at other hotels via
terminals at the reception desk
- Possibilities to make reservations via terminals at home

*

White checking in
- Check-in is faster with card scanners
- Automatic check-in terminals, intended for motels that are unmanned at
night, or larger hotels that would like to ease the load of their reception
- Customers. own credit cards are programed to function as the key to the
hotel room
- Lock systems with greater security for the guest

*

During the stay
- Pay TV films
Internal information channels on the TV with information on the hotel' s
facilities
Payment for room service via the TV
Searching external databases. for example flight schedules. from the
hotel room
Climate controllenergy saving systems with movement detectors in the
room. so that the air conditioning functions automatically when the guest
is in the room
Safe in the hotel room
Minibar in the room which is connected to the hotel's main system for
automatic charging.
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*

Digital telephone system with:
- Voicemail for messages
The customer's name appears on the telephone' s character display so
that the employees can answer the client in the right language, and with
the correct name
Possibilities to directly connect PCs in the room for external
communication
Messages in different languages (even connection to different alarm
systems)

*

When checking-out
- Check-out via the hotel room TV
- Automatic updating of the frequent guest register (so that the guest gets
advantages on their next visit)

*

More connections to the outside world
- To the bank for payments and other bank errands
- To the hotel chain's central marketing information system and frequent
customer list, and to suppliers for orders.
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THE HOTEL COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT 1991
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An EU - Perspective

*

IMPACT (Information Market Policy Actions)
A common European information service market for improving
competitive expectations for the European producers of, among other
things, tourism services, by utilizing advanced information systems.

*

ULYSSES INTERNATIONAL
A multi-lingual system which will supply general tourist information (on
roads, events, activities, sightseeing, lodging, etc.) and reservations
services. Even transmission of pictures and diagrams as weIl as
communication with other systems, such as Gallileo and Amadeus, will be
possible.

*

ATIS
A consortium built of the largest motor associations in Holland, Germany
and Great Britain in order to technologically and administratively,
coordinate the collection and distribution of tourist information.

*

EUROTOP
The goal is to solve the growing need for information, between tour
organizers and travel salespeople, by replacing existing printed travel
catalogs with an electronic catalog, where the gradually changing offering
of trips can be updated and made available. The electronic travel catalogs
are distrlbuted to the European travel salespeople through EUROTOP
SERVICE, a new, advanced network (ISDN.) The database even provides
information on place availability and reservations procedures.

For those who want to know more:
EV and tourism, Sveriges Turistråd 1992 (Swedish)
Hotel and Restaurant Facts, Sveriges Hotell och Restaurangforbund 1992
(Swedish)
SMART, Annual report as well as discussions with Charlotte Sandström,
communications director
RRF, Svenska Resebranschens Riksforbund, Christina Wennmark
Sverige Fakta AB, Dan Humle
Next Stop Sweden, Åsa Gunnarsson

Restauratören, no. I, 1993
Hospitality Management Consultants, Anders Grevby
Nordic Team, Hotel and Travel Systems, Anders Numan
Statistics Sweden (SCB), Gunlög Eidebrant-Nilsson, responsible for tourism
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EDI - Electronic Business?
EDI, Electronic Data Interchange, is reallyan advanced application of data
communications. It means that companies, authorities, and other organizations,
can easily work together with the help of computers. However, EDI is much
more than data communication - it represents a new way of entering into
agreements and doing business, influenciog the organization as weIl as the
routines.
SwePro, Swedish Trade Procedures Council, defioes EDI as:
"EDI consists ofdata, transferred electronically between computers, which are
structured beforehantl to agreed upon rules. With the help ofthese rules, Ihe
receiving compuler is able lo compute and understand the received dala. It's
all aboul the formalizalion ofinformation which will be Iransferred. "
The important part within the EDI system is that the receiving computer can
translate the incoming messages. The transmitted information is structured in
such away that makes it possible for the data to be worked automaticaIly into a
system, transferred automaticaIly and computed further in the receiving system, without any manual intervention.

The integrated logistic system

lnvanIllIy system Iwpp/iod inIlmaIIy or GldemaIIyI

~ EDI
TrmlSpOIfOIion hcnlIing sysIIlm Iwpp/iod inIamaDy or axIarnaIIyt

~ EDI
vcHdo =xtian sysIIlm II'OIlto pIamingI

~ Mobile data communication
DcI~

t:l goods . - vcHdo ')'IIllm lMabi1=<l

Fig. 118: The figure shows a simplijied overview ofan open EDI syslem and
how il could work. The payment flow is not shown however, as il would make
the figure far too complicated.
Source: TELDOK Report 75. 1992: "Lönsam logistik - med sikte pil 2000-talet. ..
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The current EDI system, for the most part, handles transferring orders of
payment from companies to banks, orders of goods or services, invoices,
decision making, insurance documents, delivery documents, customs
documents, and technical data.
There is a special EDI standard which is used within the Swedish medical
service, EANCOMlEDIT, which really is a basis for EDI for commercial
messages. Medical services use it for purchasing, sales, delivery,
transportation, receiving of goods, price changes, invoicing, etc., between
medical centers and externaI suppliers of goods and services. The system is
also used internally within medical services. HSS, the Swedish Health Care
Standards Institution, has worked out a system in conjunction with EMEDI,
European Medical ED!.
The EDI system of the future, the so called open EDI system, using more
publicly accessible networks for communication, will make it possible for two
unacquainted parties to do business entirely electronically. In order for it to
really work, speciallegislation is required, not in the least when it comes to
questions of responsibility and security. The demands for work on
standardization are great as weIl. EDIFACT has devoted itself to these
questions on an international level.
The users of EDI feel that they have achieved the following:

*
*
*
*
*

Lowered costs as severallinks of data entry are eliminated
lmproved data quality as the data is reused without risk of incorrect data
entry
Interest gains through faster invoicing and payment, Le. more effective
cash flows
Freeing capital within material handling through minimized inventory
levels and quicker delivery, hopefuIly according to JIT, Just-In-Time
principles.
lncreased competitiveness through improved communication and service
levels between supplier and customer.

EDI is seen to be the single IT area which can look forward to the greatest
growth, both within industry and the public sector. The development of EDIbased applications has been especially quick within the automotive and
construction industrles, in commerce and in transportation seclors. TDS, the
Swedish customs computer system, is in all probablity, the largest EDI system
in use anywhere in the world. See also fig. 122, p. 149.
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Swedish companies inleresled in EDI, May 1991

16:1.

27:1.

22:1.

• Use ED!

o Plan lo begin within

• Pion to begin within O Don'l know

one year

two yeors

Fig. 1/9: The figure shows the percentage ofcompanies in Sweden which \Vere
interested in EDI, use, or plan to lise EDI, in May /99/. In the begillning of
1993 there are said to be 5,000- 10,000 organizaliolls using ED! in Sweden.
Source: SweProl"The securiry ofillfonnatioll systems ;/1 societ)' dl/ring the 1990s", SAMS,
Febmary 3, 1993 (Swedish)

The predietion (OVUM 1990) is that there will be 39,000 ED! users in Europe
by 1994. In this context, a user is defined as an organization which has mare

than 200 employees. What ED! ean mean for the development of small
businesses is difficult to even imagine.
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Changed growth of EDI in Europe 1990-94
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Fig. J20: ED} is expected 10 grow greatly iII Europe lip 10 ,he beginning of
1994. 39,000 /Isers iII 1994 campare lo 1101 ,!/lile 4,000 iII 1990!
SOllrce: SweProl"The seelIrit)' of jnfonnation systems in society durillg lire /990s", SAMS.
Febnwr)' 3. 199] (Swedish)

Many countries have poinlcd out EDI as a strategic area for thc dcvelopmcnt of
companies' international compelitiveness. In Norway, Finland, the
Netherlands, and France, as weIl as Sweden, there are national ED] authorities.
On February 16, 1993, Sweden's EDI association, Edis, was founded.
With in thc EU, there are several programs which fceus on thc developmcnt of
European nClworks for dala communication. EV is also running a numbcr of

programs, focusing on standardizing. developing and stimulating the use of
ED!. TEDlS, Trade Electonic Data Interchange Systems, is one of the most allencompassing EV programs. It is run by DG xm and works towards open EDI
systems and common standards. TEDIS coordinates work in EV and EFTA
countries and provides technical suppon to VNJEDIFACf.
Detailed information on EDI is available in many different publications.
Sources: SweProrThe security of information systems in society during the
1990s", SAMS, February 3, 1993JHSS Repor! 4 1992: "E1eCl!onic commerce
in Swedish health care" (Both in Swedish)
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EDI Projects in Europe
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Fig. 121: A newly made inventory ofon-going EDI projects shows, according
to the research finn OVUM, the largest number ofprojects come under
EDIFACT-ac~tmHoUand.

Source: OVUMlSwePro News no. 3, Summer 1993
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The Status of the Customs Computer System, Summer 1993

Number of export/import cases (EDIj in TDS,1993
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Fig. 122: The Swedish Board ofCustom's compwer system, TDS, is on tlre way

to becoming olle of the Jargest ED! systems in place in Europe. The Swedish
Board of Custom 's EDP-bureau expects the ammal vo/wnc to evelltually reacIl
four million messages, from the curTen( 40,000. The flgure shows the
developmem the system has undergo1le ollly dUTing 1993.
SOllrce: SwePro News. 110. 3. Sflmmer /993. Björn Gralun
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SWIFT - Bank's Transaction System EDI
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Fig. 123: SIV1FT, Society for IVorldlVide Interbank Financial
Te!ecommullications, adapts all o/the trallsactiolls \Vilie" are carried out to a
standardized fonnat. In 1991, 365 million different types of SIV1FT messages
were handled.
Source: S. W./.F. T. Ammat Repan 199/
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Do You Know This About EDP in the Swedish Public
Administration 1993?
Taken/rom "EDP in the civil administration and de/ense 1993" by the Swedish Agency/or Administrative Development (SAFAD)

*

There is no tonger a total increase in state EDP costs for civil administration
and the defense. The earlier growth of 15-20 percent per year in current prices,
seems to have remained comptetely still for the budget year 1991/92.

*

The civil authorities, and parts of the Department of Defense authorities the miliary portion excepted - purchased PCs for a value of SEK 476
million during 1991/92, software for SEK 165 million, printers for SEK 51
million and other computer equipment for SEK 1,006 million.

*

The civil authorities' and defense's total EDP costs went up to SEK 3.462
billion. The civil authorities show costs of SEK 2.937 billion while
defense's costs are SEK 525 million.

*

Six authorities account for 65 percent of the civil authorities total EDP
costs, namely; The National Tax Board, The National (Swedish) Social
Insurance Board, The National Swedish Police Board, The National Labor
Market Administration, Statistics Sweden, and the Swedish National Road
Administration.

*

The civil authorities have 69,572 offices with computer support, Le.,
offlces with pes, work stations or computer terminals. The number of
offlces within the defense was 9,977. In total, there are 79,549 state offlces
with computer support.

*

A study has shown that the SAFAD has saved SEK 100 million by
functioning as a coordinator for state purchases of EDP equipment.

*

The SAFAD has studied the new expectations for EDP and IT in public
administration brought about by European integration. In 1992, the EU
invested a total of SEK 40 billion on IT related solutions. That corresponds
to flve percent of EU' s entire budget.

*

The compiled postage costs for the Swedish civil authorities is elose to
SEK one billion per year. This shows the extent of the paper flow, and the
desirability of getting an electronie system up and running. Today there are
three leveis: electronie mail, which is the transmission of text between
people; document transfer, the exchange of information between
computers; and EDI, the exchange of structured information for understanding between different applications. EDI is the area which has come
the farthest in the necessary standardization work.
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The State's EDP Costs 1987-92
EDP cosls in SEK million

4,000,----------------3,000 +-----------;==---l

o Current prices
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• 1980 price levet
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Budget year
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88/89
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91/92

Fig. J24: Total EDP coslsJor civil allthorities and dejense dIIring the period
1987-92, in currellt prices, as weIl as at 1980 pr;ce leve/s, expressed in SEK
million. In 1992 il illcreased to SEK 3.462 billion.
SOUTet!: EDP in civil administration and de/ense 1993. SAFAD (Swedish)

The State's Computer Supported Offices 1988-92
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Fig. 125: Thefigure shows tlre mill/ber of comp/lter sllpported offices;n state
civil and miIitary authorilies durillg the period 1988-92.
Souree: EDP in civil administration and de/ense /993. SAFAD (Swedish)
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The State's Personal Computers 1988-92
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Fig. 126: Personal compurers came to be all importallt work 1001/or the
employees of state civil and military authoriries during the period 1988-92.
Source: EDP in civil administrali011 al/d dc/ense 1993. SAFAD (Swedish)

The State's Computer Terminals 1988-92
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Ffg. /27: The llumber ofcomputer terminals in state alld milirary authorities
has decreased during the last felV years. The flgure shows the deve/opmellt for

1988-92.
SOllrce: EDP in civil administratiO/l and de/ense 1993, SAFAD (Swedish)
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Personal Computers in the State
Monufaclurer
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Ffg. 128: The "umber o/personal computers in civil aut!lorities mul the
de/ense 1992, distributed by manu/ae/urer.
Source: EDP in civil administration alld de/ense /993. SAFAD (Swedish)

The State's EDP Costs 1987-92
Personal Computers and Other Equipment
Total purcho!>e volue in SEK million
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Ffg. 129: /11 SEK million, the purc!lase va/Ile o/personal compUlers ami other
EDP equipment procured by state authoritiesfrom 1987-92. The purcJzase
value of other EDP equipmenl does not include milifary awhorities expenses.
Source: EDP ifl civil administration al/d defellse 1993, SAFAD (Swedish)
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MiseelIaneous EDP Equipment in theState
Market Shares 1992

.ICl/Nokio 32.2%
D Digitoi Equipment 10.6%
III Siemen,/Nixdorf
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D Olhers 2.8%

Ffg. 130: The jigure shows the marker shares, in pereent ofpurchase value, for
suppliers ofcomputer equipmenr, exciusive PCs, procured by civil aut!zorities
and parts of tlte de/ense.
SOllrce: EDP i" civil administration and de/el/se 1993, SAFAD (Swedish)
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4. The New Telecom Structures
Interconnection the Key Question
/ntroduction by Gull-May Ho/st
In the wake of new telecom structures and liberalization, comes a number of
problems with economical, legal, international and technical undertones. One
such question, mostly of an economic, legal and international nature, is that of
interconnection costs. This debate is by no means new, but as yet, still
unsolved. That is why we try to provide a brief illustration of the circumstances
in this complex question. To help us, we have Peter Lynel, one of the telecom
experts from Price Waterhouse Corporate Finance. We also have interesting
contributions later on in the chapter about the liberalization in
Sweden as seen from the point ofview of the country's leading telecom carriers.
Why is interconnection so important? The answer is obvious - it is in all
telecom users, interest to be able to reach everyone, regardless of which
network carrier they have chosen. Interconnection is also important for free
competition, as it takes a long time, and requires enormous resources, for a new
carrier in a market to build up their own, all encompassing, network. It is
obviously practical to use already existing infrastructures. The question then
becomes how much the new carrier and their customers should pay in order to
be able to use the existing network. Should the price be the same for a network
carrier as for an end user?
Those who want interconnection, normally competitive network carriers, feel
that they should have a discount, as compared to the normal price of the end
user. Their reason is that carriers have larger traffic volumes, and that carriers
take over some functions from those who originally invested in building the
network. Such functions include marketing and invoicing to the end users and therefore also risks of credit losses. In other words, the carriers are looking
for a "wholesale price" which is lower than that paid by the end user. Such an
"interconnection discount" corresponds to the margin which a retailer of
another's network services needs to cover their own costs.
Up till now, it has not been possible to find a simple, uniform formula for
applying an interconnection discount. Each country has chosen their own
model, which becomes clearer in the following articles.
One reason for the great variety of national models is that telecom charges all
over the world are distorted in relationship to the real costs. The room for
discounts on longdistance calls is great, as users often pay much more than the
actual cost of the call. On the other hand, there is no room whatsoever for
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discounting local calls as the user is already paying less than the actual cost.
This is why some countries, for example the USA, have initiated an extra
charge for companies that want interconnection with the local network, a so
called access charge, (in Great Britain called an access deficit charge) which
contributes to cover the costs of the local network. Covering costs is necessary
simply to maintain, renovate and modernize the local network. Another
component in the extra charge is the social and political reasons for
equalization - everyone should be able to afford a telephone. For this to be
possible, some sort of subsidy must take place. The question is: who will pay
for it and how?
For the time being, the interconnection charges paid by carriers in different
countries normally include two different types of prices:
1. One for the actual transmission of the caU - paying for the length of time
one actually uses the network of another carrier;
2. An additional cost to contribute to the deficit in the local network.
This deceptively simple principle has found various applications in different
countries, based on diverse philosophies. This has, to a high degree,
complicated the possibility for lucid, international, comparisons. In the
examples which follow, grossly simplified, we find that in Australia, "pay first,
get cheap interconnection" is applied, while Great Britain applies the principle
of "cheap interconnection first, then pay for the deficit."
Despite great national differences, a striving towards cost-based solutions is
taking place. There is no other way out in a competitive markel. How will
Sweden divide the costs in the transition to a telecommunications market with
many carriers? That is the key question. Finally, see also the Appendix, p. 253.
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Interconnection Costs - A Comparison
By Peter Lynel, Price Waterhouse Corporate Finance
In Sweden, the requirements for interconnection are formulated in the telecom
law. In the proposition for a telecom law and a changed business form for
Televerket (Swedish P1T)*, appears the following:
"As a general starting pointfor the economic requirements, it could be stated
that they should probably be decided based on reasonable, businesslike principles. It can, in my opinion, be seen as reasonable that those who supply
networ/cs for interconnection, demand reasonable profits based on granting
access. The income from this access, that is to say, the price ofthe
interconnection, should cover the actual costs, write-offs, and interest on
capital, as weil as the maintenance and R&D costs which can be attributed to
the actual interconnection. Such a position lies weil in line with the concept of
cost-oriented. "
This quotation reflects the Swedish government's views on the basis for future
agreements between Telia and competing carriers concerning interconnection
prices.

Introduction
There is a terminology used today which does not always reflect reality,
especially as concerns interconnection. In Sweden the term "chargen is often
used, which gives the impression of a tax, rather than a payment, for a performed service. FoIIowing, the term "pricen is used, that is, the price which the
customer pays for a delivered service.

If the costs of the Iocal network are not covered by the income from traffic and
fixed charges, there will be a deficit. A loss can come about as the result of flat
rates, when the costs vary for supplying telephony in different parts of the
country. In addition, deficits can result from poorly balanced prices with
restrictions on raising prices, or, when due to a national commitment, the
carrier is obligated to supply telephones to everyone with the same leveI of
service, but does not receive the full cost of the suppIied services.
A portion of the costs are to maintain, repair and upgrade the network. In order
to supply services in the future, the price must finance those costs associated
with supplying the service, otherwise, the network carrier cannot reinvest and
satisfy the customer demands.
Every country requires that the network carrier supplies access to the network,
whether or not an individual or business requests interconnection. In principle,

* Telia AB since July 1, 1993.
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the customer receives the same service - a line connected between two points.
If a competing carrier wants to buy this same service. they often demand a
lower price. partially with respect to the fact that certain functions. such as
marketing. invoicing. etc.• are handled by themselves. and partIyas a discount
for greater traffic volume.
Following is a short description of the situation in Australia, Great Britain and
the USA. and their starting points for setting the price of interconnection.
These countries have different viewpoints. and have chosen different methods
for interconnection prices. depending on how long interconnection has been
going on. (20 years in the USA. 10 years in Great Britain and just a few years
in Australia). the degree of openness in the market. etc.

Australia
Australia has chosen to organize their network based telecom market into a
duopoly up to 1997. with the market overseen by AUSTEL. the regulatory
telecom authority. The two carriers are state-owned Teistra and the private
Optus. Through low interconnection prices. but specified requirements for
investments in the development of the network, AUSTEL would like to quickly
create conditions for open competition and multiplicity in the network supply.
As concerns interconnection. Australia is divided into regions where the
interconnection prices are regulated. however. competition prevails in the
traffic between the different regions. Therefore, the requirements and price
setting for that traffic is the subject of direct negotiation between Teistra and
Optus. that is to say. setting the market price. As competition reaches certain
levels within other traffic segments. the regulation of interconnection will
cease.
Interconnection prices are separated into two categories. one related to usage
and one to interconnection. For the usage dependent category. Australia has
designed its own model. where the starting point is those costs that can be
assigned as directly attributable incremental costs for usage and capital costs.
In general this means variable costs. transmission. switching. etc.• as weIl as
the costs for new investments caused by interconnection. However. they have
chosen another starting point for estimating the value of the interconnection to
the local network. The main portion of the costs for the local network is
assigned to the original investment costs and additional costs do not normally
occur as a result of interconnection. If the same starting point was used as
above. the costs would have been zero. However. the starting point has been
that the local network is commercially important. even for the competitive
carrier. The interconnection price is based on the non-capital directly
attributable cost of operating and maintaining the local network and are
charged per minute.
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The price of interconnection varies with time. and depends upon in which of
the three ·types of regions the interconnection occurs. In addition. the price is
divided into four elements: customer access network charge. local exchange
switching. junction network carriage. and trunk exchange switching. All are
charged per minute. There is also a cost for each attempted call. as even
attempted calls require capacity.
As the Australian interconnection prices have a cost for attempted calls. a
comparison with Sweden is difficult. To produce a better comparison. I have
started with Swedish consumer statistics. Il is estimated that only 61 percent of
all attempted calls in Sweden lead to a completed call. On the average. 1.200
calls are placed. for a total of 4.750 minutes per inhabitantJper year (Swedish
average according to Telia.) Beloware the interconnection prices in Australia
sorted into this consumption pattern. It should be noted that this comparison
assumes that all switches and lines in a region are utilized.

Peak (Day)
Central business distrid (CBD)
Metropolitan
Country

0.16
0.15
0.21

Off-peak Of which access
0.05
0.06
0.09

0.01
0.02
0.05

Fig. 131: Local interconnection prices in Australia separated into type of
region, in SEKlmin.
In pace with Optus· building out their own network, these interconnection
prices will decrease. In Sydney for example. Optus has connection points to
most of the local switches.
Except for the direct costs assigned to interconnection. the new carrier Optus
has paid AUD 800 million for their licence. As a part of the agreement. Optus
took over the ownership tights to the satellite carrier AUSSAT. In addition,
Optus has committed itself, according to a fixed time plan to: expand their
network so that they will have reached 45 percent of the population for
longdistance and international traffic by 1992; supply telephone booths from
February 1993; offer longdistance traffic to the entire country by 1997. etc. In
total. these investments are expected to be in the order of AUD 4 billion by
1997. This means that it has cost Optus in the order of AUD 5 billion. (the
majority imposed in the license agreement) corresponding to approximately
SEK 26 billion, in order to enter the markel.
In comparing the requirements of interconnection and usage charges of various
modeis. between Australia and other countries, we must consider the large
investment committment that Optus has made, and the license cost. To show
the level of these costs, we can allocate them over the market of approximately
158 million call hours, which was the basis for entrance to the market. In
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addition, the goal was to reach a market share of 25 percent by 1997. If we
divide the cost into market share and trafiic volume for the period up to 1997,
it results in a supplimental cost of SEK 2.92 per minute, where SEK 0.54 per
minute is the license cost. In this case, we have not taken into account any
changes in volume during the period.
USA
In the USA, as in other countries, longdistance and international traffic
subsidizes low subscription and local traffic costs. The development has been
going on for nearly 20 years, since 1974, when MCI requested interconnection,
to today, when the telecommunications market and network have been made
competitive all the way down to the locallevel. As the USA is a federation, the
market is regulated both on a federal and on a state level. In the USA, unlike
Great Britain and Australia, the market is organized into local and longdistance
companies. A local company may not connect a longdistance call.
The US telecommunications market is divided geographically into regions, so
called Local Access Transport Areas (LATAs), within which a local company
still has a monopoly. Longdistance traffic is viewed as all trafiic outside of,
and between, different LATAs. A local company can operate in many regions,
for example, Bell South operates in 38 LATAs. A LATA can vary in size as
weil. A call between New York City and New Jersey is a longdistance call,
despite a relatively short physical distance, while in Nevada, the entire state is
a region. Locally, the market is regulated on the individual state level, but a
local company can operate in several states. Longdistance companies pay the
local companies for interconnection at both ends, that is to say, to the local
company where the call orginated, and to the local company where the
receiving party is located. Price levels vary between the different local
companies, but an average is shown below. The local monopoly has been
broken up and possibilities now exist for competitive companies to transmit
traffic on a locallevel through their own equipment instalIed in the local
companies' premises.

Day & night
End user common line charge
local switching rate
local transport rate

0.08
0.06
0.04

Total

0.18

Fig. 132: Average USA loeal intereonneetion priees. 1992. in SEKlmin.
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The slarting point for allocating and classifying COSIS, and Ihereby the local
inlcrconneclion priees. is to separate them by traffic sensitive costs and 000traffic sensitive costs.

The non-traffic sensitive costs occur for the loeal network. whether or not they
are utilized, 5uch as fixed costs for cquipment, the nctwork, maintcnancc, and
switches. Il is paid as one price for access by both the longdistance carrier and
the end user. The enduser pays a common line charge in their subscriplion, and
the longdistance carrier pays a variable peice per minute.
The traffic sensitive costs includc switching. interconneclion paints.
equipmem, elc., which are a function of the networks design, and are directly
attribulable lo the volurne of calls and usage. They are paid by tbe longdistance
carriers and cansist of a switching element and a distance dependent transmission element, both paid on a per minute basis.

The transport element is distance-related and cancerns the conveyancc betwcen
the longdistance companics, interconnectian point and the local switch. For
Bell Atlanlic, this can vary belween SEK 0.06 - 0.10. As Ihis distance can vary
greatly, the above represents an average for the US. It is this component that
makes it interesting for the longdistance company to have their interconnection
poim as c10se lO the end user as possible, or lo use a so called "by pass."

...

Total inlerconnedion price

End user
End Office

Tandem

.. Cl"

LT = locol transport
Cl = Common line

"EO"

..

lT

..

EO = End office
lP = lnlerconneclion point

Fig J33: LocalllelWOrk struclure in the USA

In addition, there is the price for the transmission through the long-distanee
network, that is, all interregional traffie. These prices are dislance-dependenl,
are paid per minute, and can arnounlto SEK 1.75 - 2.62 for Ihe Iype of service
such as MTS by AT&T. By cornrnilling lO a certain volurne, during a set
period, a buyer can obtain discounls up to 36 percen!. There are rnany
possibilities in the US. By packaging or dividing up the traffie and priees, for
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example offering a higher fixed price and a lower variable price, the buyers'
price can vary considerably.

Great Britain
The market in Great Britain is organized into a de facto duopoly between the
previously state-owned carrier British Telecom (BT) and Mercury. In 1985,
Great Britain's regulatory authority, Oftel, set the groundwork for an
agreement concerning prices and requirements for interconnection between BT
and Mercury. The starting point for the interconnection prices was a division of
BT's total costs. At the same time, Oftel admilted thatthere was a loss related
to the local network, resulting from the need for rebalancing, and the demands
for uniform tariffs. The yearly price increases for interconnection were set
initially at the consumer index of -3 percent.
In 1992, Oftel conducted an overview of the interconnection requirments and
prices. This set the ground for discussions as to whether a viewpoint starting
with a marginal cost price selting should replace the earlier division of BT's
total costs, Le. fully allocated cost prices. Oftel determined that a price which
was lower than the fully allocated cost would be unfair in the long ron.
To compensate BT for the access deficit in the local network, Oftel decided
that BT should be paid a compensation by the various actors in the telecom
markel. This awakened strong reactions in BT's competitors, as to why Oftel
used the possibility of preventing BT from obtaining compensation by issuing
a mainer to Mercury. Oftel has this possibility up to 1997. In order to avoid the
requirement paying an access deficit charge to BT, the competing carrier can
not have more than 10 percent of the market share, or BT's market share can
not go under 85 percent. How this market share is to be calculated has not yet
been defined. * (see footnote)
Since a 1985 agreement, no contract on interconnection prices between BT and
Mercury has been made public. However, in August 1993, an agreement was
made between the cable TV company Nynex CableCollU1ls Sussex LID and
BT on interconnection conditions and prices. A definitive agreement could not
be reached as concerns local prices, but rather has been turned over to Ortel for
confirmation. ** (see footnote)
In 1991 a so called illustrative price list, was made public as to the size of the
compensation that the cable TV company, according to BT, should pay for the
deficit in the local network.

* On December /5. /993. Oftel made clear that the room for exclusion from contribution to the
deficit was "utilized" as ST's market share had gone down to nearly 85 percent. Roomfor
exceptions had already been utilized by Mercury. which was able lo avoid paying a charge on
Ihe 25 percent ofthe international trajJic they had already achieved. (Ed. note)
** BT has announced that the interconnection agreement between BT and MCL concerns only
these two companies. Other carriers must submit to the more expensive interconnection
agreement between BT and Nynex being applied. (Ed. note)
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local
Long national> 56 km
Short national < 56 km

Peak

Standard

Cheap

Access
deAcit charge

0.19
0.46
0.50

0.19
0.38
0.41

0.19
0.24
0.26

0.04
0.10
0.10

Fig. 134: Interconnection prices according to the Nynex/BT agreement of
August 1993, as weil as the compensationfor the access deficit in the local
network according to BT 1991 in SEKlmin.
On December 2, 1993, a new agreement was presented between BT and Mercury. Il contains the following call prices:

local switchin~ area
Regional switc in~ area
Short national cal s
long national calls

Cheap

Standard

Peak

0.08
0.10
0.12
0.15

0.15
0.18
0.21
0.26

0.19
0.23
0.27
0.34

Fig. 135: Interconnection prices according to the 1993 BTlMercury agreement
in SEKlmin.
There are two local segments. Which one Mercury uses depends on how far
down in the network they have their connection point. If the connection point is
near the local switch, only that segment is used. If however, it is located on a
higher level, the second segment is used.
A condition for being able to utilize a connection point at a lower lever is that
Mercury has bullt lines up to this level, or that Mercury rents a line from BT.
This cost must be weighed against the lower call price which Mercury provides
through a connection point at the lower level. The level chosen depends upon
the most profitable alternative.
There is a physical barrier when it comes to longdistance transmission. A short
national call is up to 56.4 km, while at greater distances, it is a long national
call.
Oftel also determined that BT has a right to compensation for the local network
deficit. This compensation is to be divided into local, national and international
calls. For the last category there are 13 different leveis.
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Cheap

Standard

Peak

0.03
0.12

0.07
0.19

0.09
0.24

0.21
7.24

0.26
7.27

0.26
7.27

local calls
National calls
International calls
Charge band 1
Charge Band 13

Fig. 136: Compensation for the deficit in the loeal network, in SEK/min.
The agreement states that Oftel again forces BT to refrain from compensation
for the deficit.

In a comparison between the Nynex and the Mercury agreements, we must take
into consideration that Nynex is a company with a local network, while Mercury
is a company focused on longdistance. New to the agreement is that the cost for
attempted calls is also included as a portion of the price for the time called.

Summary
The Swedish telecom law is based on the fact that the carrier that offers the
network for interconnection, shall have the right to reasonable and fair
compensation, and that the starting point for the compensation shall be costoriented. The canier which secures telephony in the entire country can, in
principle, obtain compensation for this from the other caniers who buy
interconnection services.
As seen above, the starting point for setting the price of interconnection and
access is different for the three countries, Australia, USA and Great Britain,
which complicates a comparison. Given different purposes and assumptions,
but above all, how far they have reached in the development of a deregulated
and competitive market, different models have been chosen for price setting of
interconnection and access.

Australia CBO
Metropolitan
Country
license
Investments
USA
Great Britain

local
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.54
2.38
0.08
0.04

Short national long national

0.10

0.10

Fig. 137: Compilation ofaccess prices for Australia, USA and Great Britian,
inSEKImin.
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Morning
Australia local CBO
Metropolitan
Country
Great Britain local
National> 56 km
National < 56 km
USA
local
>578 km
>3,590 km

0.15
0.13
0.16
0.15
0.36
0.40
0.10
1.17
1.67

Ahernoon

Evening

0.15
0.28
0.32

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.15
0.14
0.16
0.71
1.12

Off-peak

0.61
0.86

Fig. 138: Compilation ofinterconnection prices for Australia, USA, and Great
Britain, in SEKlmin.
The assumptions in each country vary as to what constitutes distance, and
thereby charges, time spans. costs for caU attempts. etc. The above summary
can be seen as a norm. where deviations can occur both above and below.
depending on the traffic situation. contracts entered into. etc.• in each special
case. The development and the tendencies which have been shown can be of
guidance as to how the development can go in Sweden.
The question of interconnection prices. their levet. structure. etc., will be an
object for discussion for a long time to come, but hopefuUy, the calculations
and starting points will be easier than in these countries.
Given limited space for presenting a very complicated subject, this presentation
has of necessity been short. It is meant to provide an overview. rather than a
complete picture of the situation. More information, for those who wish, can be
found in the publications in the bibliography.
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Liberalization - The US Experience
by Staffan Reinefjord, Managing Director, AT& T Nordies AB
AT&T welcomes this opportunity to share specific insights and expertise
gained from experience in the US market, where AT&T within a decade has
undergone a transformation from a monopoly provider of telecommunications
services in the 1970s to, at present, a fInn that faces fIerce and effective
competition in all of its markets.
In some signifIcant respects, the evolution of a competitive telecom market in
Sweden is likely to differ from the experience in the United States. However,
in view of increasing global competition, Swedish customer needs will not
differ fundamentally from those in the US. The telecom market will continue to
be driven by customers who seek to procure cost-effective, effIcient, timely
and innovative telecom services.

Customer Benefits
The signiticant expansion of competition in domestic and international long
distance services in the US following the January l, 1984 divestiture of the
Bell System has resulted in signifIcant customer benefIts. Customers now have
choices of services, service providers, pricing plans, billing and other features,
as established carriers and new entrants have responded to customer demand
for innovative, effIcient, cost-based services. Since 1984, for example, the
number of new service offerings that AT&T introduced each year has
increased dramatically, from 35 new offerings in 1985, to 188 new services
introduced in 1990. As competitors have kept pace with customer demand, the
network capacity of established and new providers has increased, and at the
same time, the unit costs of technology have declined (fig. 139). As a result,
since 1984, customers have enjoyed significant savings in their
telecommunications expenses as market forces have driven prices downward,
costs and carriers compete for customer' s business .
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Fig. 139: Interchange carriers' fiber networks, 1990
Source: AT&T

Reduced Prices
From January 1984 to January 1991, AT&T's prices for direct dial interstate
calls were reduced by more than 40 percent, and international calling prices
declined by 30 percent (jig. 140). During the period December 1983 through
June 1990, the overallievei of telecommunications expense to customers,
increased by only 18 percent, although the Consumer Price Index in the US
rose by 28 percent. Increases in local service prices were moderate between
1984 and 1990, despite an initial rise after the AT&T divestiture of its local
operating companies (jig. 141).
Telephone penetration and subscriber usage have also increased since 1984. In
November 1983, FCC (The Federal Communications Commission) reports
indicated that 91.4 percent of all American households had a phone available.
By November 1990, the telephone penetration rate grew to 94.7 percent.
Similarly,local and long distance usage rose. As new competitors entered the
market, the total services market expanded, with the number of interstate
switched access minutes by carriers having increased by more that 100 percent
between 1984 and 1990, from 37.5 billion minutes to 78.7 billion minutes - an
annnual average growth rate of approximately 13 percent. According to FCC
reports, long distance revenues (both intrastate and interstate) approached US$
51 billion in 1991 as compared with US$ 38.8 billion in 1984, despite decreasing prices.
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The number of new carriers grew rapidly in the first five years after the January
l, 1984 divestiture with the introduction of interconnection arrangements that
allowed customers to access all carriers on an equal basis (Le. uequal access").
During this time, AT&T experienced an annual traffic growth rate of 7.5
percent. At the same time, the revenues of AT&T's competitors more than
quadrupled. The market share of AT&T's competitors, based on interstate
switched minutes of use, grew from 15.8 percent prior to the implementation of
equal access to 36.7 percent in 1990. As competitors grew, employment
increased, with new carriers employing approximately 36,000 persons in 1987
and over 47,000 by 1990.
Thus, the VS experience with full long distance competition, has resulted in
unquestionable benefits to customers and carriers alike, through a stimulated
and expanding market.
Transition Period

The detailed implementation of a fully competitive long distance environment
in the VS involved a transition period during which specific steps were taken to
meet customer and carrier needs. A timetable was established for providing
interconnection arrangements and equal access capabilities. In this way, the
local operators had a level of certainty to consider how these requirements
could be included in network modernization and construction plans, while new
entrants were provided a level of certainty to enable them to assess market entry.
The experience in the VS suggests that specific obligations to provide
interconnection services (both switched and leased lines) to new entrants at
reasonable rates and on a timely basis, will assist in the development of full
and fair competition. The general role was to provide equal interconnection
arrangements on a non-discriminatory basis to all long distance service providers.
To provide price predictability and equal, non-discriminatory, availability of
interconnection, all interconnection arrangements are best offered pursuant to
terms and conditions (or "tariffs") publicly filed with regulators. Merely
leaving interconnection terms and conditions to commercial agreements in a
multi-carrier environment does not seem satisfactory. Even the opportunity for
new entrants to appeal to regulators following unsuccessful negotiation with
the TO (telecom operator), would not provide the necessary level of certainty
required by a potential entrant. Although the involvement of the regulator
could lead to an eventual contractual agreement on interconnection terms, it
would not afford the potential entrant an adequate planning base from which to
make an entry decision. Nor would it provide sufficient assurance to new and
existing entrants that interconnection, vital to their business, could be obtained
in a timely fashion, and with the terms and conditions that would make operations viable.
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Pollcies for Interconnection
The experience in the United States suggests that national regulatory
authorities would need to administer at least the following policies with respect
to interconnection:
Equal and non-discriminatory access, not only among new entrants, but
also between an established TO and new entrants;
Presubscription selection of long distance carrier by customers;
Cost-based pricing of interconnection charges and timely interconnection
services provisioning;
Published interconnection charges (or tttariffs tt ), with unbundled
interconnection components;
Accounting and audit rules to avoid cross-subsidy of competitive services
by reserved services.
Global competition among users and, in tum, their demands for more costeffective, innovative telecommunications solutions, will inexorably drive the
telecommunications industry to worldwide competitive reform. AT&T hopes
that insights available from the US experience in this regard will be useful in
accomplishing the transition.
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BT - A Global Operator
by Bo Rehn, Managing Director, ST Nordie

Since privatisation in 1984, BT (formerly British Telecom) has evolved from a
state-owned monopoly acting mainly in the domestic market, into a customeroriented company working in a competitive market with global ambitions.
Consequently, BT today serves as a model for many other European
telecommunications companies.
BT now has more than 100 offices in some 30 countries and a tumover of more
than SEK 145 billion annually (:1: 13.24 billion). In addition to the UK, BT is
present in eight European countries.
The company started its Nordic operations at the end of 1989, and currently
employs a staff of 50. Nordic activities comprise sales, marketing and providing customer service as weil as managing local correspondent relationships.
Today, BT is the fourth largest telecommunications carrier in the world, and
Europe's Iargest independent communications company.

Brs International Services
BT' s business is to design, build, operate and manage networks and
applications across the world. BT operates one of the world's largest managed
data networks, GNS (Global Network Services), providing complete end-toend managed services in 21 countries inc1uding the Nordic region, and over
100 countries using local access networks.

Pioneering European Privatisation
BT was privatised by the Thatcher administration in 1984. The aim was to
introduce private sector discipline and market forces into this vital industry.
The initial restructuring of the UK telecommunications sector had begun
already in 1981. The liberalization of the telecommunications market was seen
by the Govemment as going hand-in-hand with privatization. The Govemmentappointed industry regulator, OFrEL, was set up to promote a program of
increased competition, and to provide customer protection in those market
sectors where BT remained a de facto monopoly.
A further 27.8 percent of the govemment's balance of initial share issue was
sold in December 1991. The govemment also announced its intention of selling
some or all, of its remaining shareholding in July 1993.
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BT's overall prices are currently kept at 6.25 percent below the annual Retail
Price Index figure (RPI) by OFfEL. This increased to 7.5 percent after August
l 1993. Since 1987, BT's average can charges have fallen by around 24 percent, relative to inflation.

Developments in the UK Telecommunications Market
The period between 1985 and 1990 witnessed a progressive liberalization of
services. During this period, two analog cellular networks were licensed. Value
added and basic data services were liberalized in 1987, perrnitting inter alia
competition to BT's and Mercury's packet switching services using leased
lines provided by the duopolists.
By 1989 there were six specialized satellite operators providing point to multipoint services. The same year, three operators were licensed to provide
microcellular GSM based services (PCN).
In 1989, the UK government also liberalized national, simple resale services
which enabled anyone to provide voice bypass services using leased lines
rented from BT or Mercury.
In September 1991, the Government's new policy on the telecommunications
market was announced. The conc1usion was that the UK domestic market
should be completely open to competition, with licenses available to any
carrier possessing sufficient resources to provide services.

Competitive Environment in the UK
To summarize, the home market of BT is now a highly competitive one:
The market for customer premises equipment is completely liberalized
Value added and data services are liberalized
Voice resale services are liberalized at the nationallevei
Cable TV operators are beginning to form an alternative to local telephony
A large proportion of BT's customers are able to access the Mercury long
distance and international services, if desired
In line with the new Government telecommunications policy, new
operators are being licensed - e.g. British Waterways and British Railsoon about to enter the market
Further competition is expected from PCN (Personal Communications
Network) operators
Government policy is to speed up international telecommunications
competition, subject to reciprocity in overseas markets
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The BT License
The BT license of 1984 included more than 50 stringent conditions that would
controi BT's market dominance, and ensure that BT did not abuse its position
in away that would run contrary to the public interest. Among the conditions
were:
- An obligation to serve all custorners without discrimination or preference, and
to provide basic telephony services, and any other services, where the demand
is reasonable (with the exception of cellular and cable TV services, which are
in effect reserved for other carriers). BT also faces other social obligations such
as running emergency services and phone booths.

- An obligation to assist its competitors in certain ways (pricing announcement
rules, interconnection and non-discrimination rules). The most important of
these conditions are probably the interconnection rules compelling BT to open
up the public networks so that cornpetitors may reach all customers.

8T's Internationalization
Privatization gave BT the opportunity to invest both at horne and abroad. The
legislation of 1984 also allowed for network cornpetition in the UK, making it
the rrrst, and still the only, country in Europe that has actually introduced
competition in the basic telecommunications area of public voice services.
Competition at home, and growing markets abroad, combined with the freedom
to make decisions involving substantial financing without government
constraints, encouraged BT to expand internationally.
The mid-80s were a more optimistic period of the world economy than the
present one, and it was apparent that BT's main existing and potential
customers were themselves "going global." This meant that their needs for
telecommunications were no longer confined by national or even regional
borders, and those needs could only be properly met by companies that had an
actual presence which matched their clients, around the world.
At the end of the 1980s, BT also adopted a decision not to become a provider
of telecommunicatons equipment, nor become a manufacturer, instead, BT
would focus on areas of telecommunications where it believed it had most to
offer - the operation of telecommunications networks.
Consequently, BT's international business development since 1990 has been
targeted almost exclusively at large corporations, particularly companies with
operations on a global or regional scale.
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Sweden's telephone & letter traffic abroad, 1921-2010
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Fig 142: In the beginning ofthe century, Swedes communicated by letter,
nearly 100 percent ofal/long distance communication was sent by mail. At the
end of the century, the majority ofal/long distance communication takes place
with the help oftelecom technology. In the first decade ofthe 21st century,
letters will be as scare as phone calls were some JOO years earlier. In the mid1980s, telecom took over letters previously dominant role.
Source: Andersson. Åke E and Strömquist, Ulf: "K-samhiJlletsjramlid" 1988

The Telecommunications Market in Sweden and the Nordle Region
The Swedish and Nordie mackets for telecommunications and network services
are characterized by a high degree of maturity. The globalization of Swedish
industry, with its large percentage of multinational corporations, creates demand for communications services of high quality.
Another feature of the Nordie telecommunications macket is the relatively lacge
proportion of intra-regional traffic, a consequence of the substantial volume of
trade taking place among the Nordic countries (19.6 percent oftotal Nordic
trade stays within the Nordie area). 54.62 percent of all Nordic international
telecommunications trafiic stays within the region. Compared to the five
largest ED nations, the Nordic region has 15.68 percent more of its total
outgoing traffic staying within the region.
The Nordic and Swedish industries undergo a constant transition, away from
branches that rely on raw materials, on to high-tech research intensive
industries. This entails increased demands on the infrastructure. In the past, the
location of companies depended heavily on proximity to either mackets or raw
materials, or to some ideal point in between. Today, given the development of
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trade. transport and telecommunications, a completely different set of parameters controI the choice of location.
Relative to other countries. Sweden has a very high proportion of research
intensive companies. Pharmaceuticals. autos. electronics. aviation and aerospace are a few industries that have grown in importance. A growth in research
intensive companies is followed by higher demands on telecommunications.
The expansion of tele-communications networks has transformed Sweden. and
the entire Nordic region. into a particularly interesting market with a high
growth rate. This may be illustrated using a number of factors:

*

A higher finishing value of the industrial output leads to more capital being
tied up. lnventory reduction and a higher rate of throughput become
important aspects of the rationalization process.

*

Customization has turned into an important competitive factor, while at the
same time, requiring shorter lead times.

*

Consequently. systems for material administration have been rendered
more effective. Just-in-time. reduced inventories. higher tumover rate. and
a higher degree of customer orientation on the part of industry - all rest on
efficient and secure information transfer.

At the same time, increased internationalization calls for the expansion of
networks.
Early on. the Nordic industry began the transition from simple to more
advanced technologies. Modem manufacturing methods. coupled with
production and products characterized by a high degree of know-how. along
with the focus on international markets, combine to make the Nordic industry a
very demanding customer in the telecommunications field.
The Ericsson group has grown to become one of the world's leading suppliers
of telecommunications equipment. including switching and mobile telephony,
etc. BT is one of Ericsson'slargest customers worldwide.
The Swedish market is one of the most demanding in the world. Customers as
weIl as suppliers are at the forefront in requiring technical solutions.
The Swedish telecom market has grown heavily in the latter years. The
traditional strong dominance by Televerket in most market segments is subject
to increasing competition - from domestic suppliers such as Tele2. Comvik and
Nordic Tel. as weIl as international suppliers like BT, AT&T. France Telecom
and GElS.
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As of July l, 1993, the Swedish telecom market is govemed by a new law,
based on the report from the Telecom Act Commission. Televerket's dual task
of serving as public authority as weIl as market player has ended. The powers
of authority are executed by the newly fonned National Post and Telecom
Agency.

Telecommunications Regulation
In setting up roles for a liberalized telecom market, regulators may be tempted
to use interconnection charges as a mechanism to ensure the funding of universal services.
In the short ron this would be an imperfect solution in BT's opinion. Besides
creating a complex market situation, true competition would never be achieved.
To reach an agreement on the funding of the stipulated social obligations
would obviously entail disputes and time-consuming regulatory intervention.
The system would also impose heavy demands on the impartiality of the regulator. Consequently, it should be a temporary solution pending full tariff
rebalancing.
In general, telecom operator tariffs do not ref1ect the actual costs - a
consequence of the history of providing universal service in a monopoly
environmenl. The incumbent operator may use its dominant position to
introduce discount schemes that favor large customers, thus rendering the
macket entry of new operators more difficull.
The pricing distortion means that true competition is encouraged only in some
sectors of the markel. Clearly, competing on equal tenns with services that are
subsidized by the incumbent telecom operator becomes impossible.
As long as the incumbent operator remains effectively the monopoly supplier
of local access, it is reasonable to demand that charges should be cost-based.
As competition develops in the local access macket as weIl, participants should
be free to apply pricing based on nonnal commercial principles.
As for interconnection, BT believes that competitors in infrastructure must be
obliged to carry each other's traffic on fair terms. When competition is first
introduced, the problem is to set the rate at which the incumbent operator will
complete calls carried by the new network operators, and provide local access
to their networks.

Il is BT's view that regulation should deal exclusively with the setting up of
fair market arrangements for the participants.
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Getting Established in a Monopolistic Market
by Flemming Ömeholm, president, AB NordicTel
Sweden has the highest percentage of mobile telephones per capita in the
world. Today there are approximately 700,000 subscribers, and invoices of
total services have reached the order of SEK 5 billion per year. By the year
2000, there will be more than two million mobile telephone subscribers in
Sweden, with total invoices estimated to then be more than SEK 10 billion.
One third of these two million subscribers are expected to make use of AB
NordicTel's GSM network, going by the brand name, Europolitan.

Permission - but first Denied
In the spring of 1990, NordicTel requested permission from the Swedish National Post and Telecom Agency to utilize a portion of the spectrum in order to
operate a GSM network. Previously, the Agency had promised band frequency
to Televerket Radio and Comvik's GSM operations. NordicTel's application
was rejected by explaining that there was not room for three operators in the
available spectrum.
In December 1990, the govemment overturned the Agency's decision, as it felt
that there was room for an additional operator. NordicTel was over a year
behind schedule when this decision came, and therefore expanding the network
was given the highest priority. On March 4, 1991, AB NordicTel was
registered as a carrier of GSM operations, and Sweden had its third mobile
telephone operator.

Organisation
AB NordicTel is owned by NordicTel Holdings. Behind NordicTel Holdings
are three Swedish companies, Volvo, Trelleborg and the Nobel-companies via
Spectra-Physics, as weil as the British Vodafone, one of the world's largest
mobile telephone operators. In June 1993, an agreement was reached between
the American telecom carrler, PacTel, and the three Swedish owners, which
resulted in PacTel acquiring 51 percent of NordicTel Holdings.
Volvo, Trelleborg and Spectra-Physics thereby own eight percent each, white
Vodafone keeps their 25 percent. The acquisition requires that certain conditions
be filled, and the final transfer took place during the second half of 1993.
AB NordicTel has their headquarters in Karlskrona where the departments for
Operations, Customer Service, Marketing and Sales, as weil as Finance are
located. There are regional offices in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö.
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In July 1993, 10 months after Europolitan opened for commercial operations,
the network covered an area in Sweden with 5.5 million inhabitants. The current
growth of network expansion is approximately 250,000 persons per month.

Competition on Equal Terms?
It is self evident that a new company must press it's costs very hard in order to
be able to compete with companies the size of Telia. As a small organization,
AB NordicTellacks the advantages of economies of scale. The small
organization can not use the NMT-network to establish their GSM network, in
the way Televerket did when they introduced an advantageous GSM-offer to
existing NMT customers. The offer was stopped however, when the contents of
the new legislation on competition were known - in that the law went into
effect on July 1, 1993, the possibilities for combination offers were greatly
limited.
The legalisation on competition places additional demands on those companies
with a dominant position, which is described as "a company with a strong
economic position making it possible for this same company to interfere with
effective competition in a relevant markel... In general, such a dominant position is based on several different factors, an especially important one being
market share.
The Swedish National Audit Bureau has taken the initiative to investigate the
competition conditions, part1y between NMT and GSM, and partly between the
different GSM operators in Sweden.

Europolitan's Competitive Edge: Quality
To succeed in a market such as mobile telephony, where the competition is so
intense, places great demands on an organization such as Europolitan's with
approximately 150 employees.
The organization is neither large nor weIl established, in the sense that it has
been around for a long time. Europolitan must therefore offer their customers
the best service possible. One element in this undertaking is that every
customer, via Customer Service, shall be able to have their questions answered
24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
Most likely, the geographical coverage and price structure for mobile telephone
services will be fairly homogenous for the operators in the long ron. That is
why customer service, a wide-spread distribution network, and the greatest
flexibility possible, are critical factors which will decide who will be
successful, and to what degree. A key criterion for Europolitan's survival is for
existing and future customers, retail sales people, suppliers and everyone else
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who comes in contact with the company NordicTellEuropolitan, to experience
them as a quality leader in every detail. Quality is the comerstone of the operations.
Another goal is to quickly establish agreements with foreign colleagues in
order to offer Europolitan users the greatest possible accessibility when they
are travelling as weIl.
Finally, it is the services, and to a certain degree the price of them, which
attracts users. The Europolitan network is built directly for pocket telephones
of class 4, for use everywhere, both in metropolitan and rural areas. The users
are provided with the "Twin card," which means that both the SIM-card and
the credit card have the same telephone number. The customer can pick their
telephone number, given that it is available. The voice box service, EuroVoice,
calls the customer as soon as he/she has a message.
Europolitan's tariffs with a Price Guarantee, are adapted to the users,
consumption pattem and how much they call. The customer can change tariff
leveIs if they wish. Eventually, the difference between tariff levels will be
credited to the customer's benefit. With the help of a price guarantee, the
customer knows that he/she will never pay too much. The customer pays for
every connected second and thereby, only for the time that the call takes.
Certain of Europolitan's services are directed towards a specific customer
group. EuroSplit sorts out mobile telephone calls on the bill, for example by a
certain client or project - the customer decides. A Money Back Guarantee
gives customers the right to, within three months, discontinue their subscription
and get their subscriber fee as well as the monthly fee back. Air time used per
call must however be paid by the customer.

Resources
To manage Europolitan' s commitments requires resources, both financial and
technical. On a daily basis, the owners support with economic and technical
know-how and expertise. Especially valuable is Europolitan' s access to the
technical expertise of Vodafone, one of the world' s most successful mobile
telephone operators. These resources increased dramatically when the
agreement with PacTel was finalized. This partnership is yet another critical
factor for Europolitan's competitiveness, ability to adapt quickly and the quick
introduction of new services according to the needs of the customer. The result
is dynamics and flexibility.
The corporate culture, as concerns values, attitudes, and ethics is also a
determining resource. It is normal for corporate culture to grow over the course
of time. As NordicTel went from zero to 150 employees in a single calendar
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year, there has not been time to wait for a corporate culture to form itself. It
was a matter of quickly agreeing on what prevailed and, with a strong hand,
determining the identity and culture. The organization chart is taken from
sports. On the game field are the departments for Technology and Operations,
Marketing and Sales, Customer Service, and Finance. Management and
Personnel act as cheerleaders and supporters. One of the foremost goals is to
hire and keep employees with high competence and motivation.
Thanks to this young corporate culture, NordicTel has an organization free
from hierarchies. Responsibility is spread throughout organization, work is
done on a project and process-oriented basis. The employees work according to
10 corporate standards as to how decisions should be made, and how everyone
should act in their internal and external contacts.
The corporate standards bring about, among other things, that Europolitan shall
be the personal alternative as concerns mobile telephone services, and that
unconventional roads must be harmonized with trustworthiness. The leading
ideals are humility, honesty and flexibility. This also means having respect for
the technical systems, which are the main working tooIs, without letting the
technology take over. Respecting expenses is a necessity for NordicTel's
survival, as weil as living by and with changes.
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Liberalization in the EU as Compared to Sweden
by Olof Nordling, Director of EV Affairs, Telia International
All of the EV countries come fonnally from a situation with statutory
monopolies for all telecommunication services and equipment. Through the
Green Paper of 1987, EV set the political foundation for a complete
Iiberalization of the telecom terminal macket, and a partial liberalization in the
telecom services markel. Through severallegislative acts, the EV has to a large
degree, accomplished the policies on the fonnal plane, even if carrying out the
directives, in practice, lags behind in several EV countries. Some of the more
important directives in this context cancern:
l. Fullliberalization of the terminal market (in the widest sense, including all
Customer Premises Equipment)
2. Mutual recognition of the conformity of telecom terminals, (Le. a terminal
which is approved in one EV country should also be able to be used in
other Member States)
3. Liberalization of all telecom services except the "basic" services
(including of course, telephony)
4.

ONP, Open Network Provision, with roles for how monopoly protected
services could be utilized for supplying liberalized services.

Some comments are called for:
- l and 2 are both called "the terminal directive," and risk for confusion exists!
- l and 3 were adopted directly by the Commission and were brought by
discontented Member States before the EV Court of Justice, which however
approved the Commission's actions in both cases.
- 3 and 4 are orten mixed up in Sweden. They are certainly connected, however
formal liberalization in itself is covered in 3, which is called the "service
directive", while ONP is directed towards practical measures, harmonizing the
roles for network usage, etc.
- ONP has developed according to plan from a general directive, "the ONP
framework directive," with general roles, to several detailed directives for
specific services. Important examples are ONP for leased lines (adopted
directive) and ONP for telephony (proposed directive), which at the same time
illustrate the points named above. "ONP for leased lines" provides roles for
leased circuits so that these can be used to offer liberalized services. This is
why the service of leasing lines can, in and of itself, remain in monopoly
protection. ONP provides tools to make the fonnalliberalization possible in
practice, in an environment where monopoly rights remain.
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We have just covered a part of the EU's telecom policy. Many of EV' s
additional measures concern harmonization in order to realize a single inner
market in the to date, motley telecom area as weil.

Actual Development
EU's telecom policy continues to develop, and as anticipated in the "service
directive," during 1992 the Commission undertook an overview of the telecom
sector's situation in order to review the remaining monopoly rights. The
Commission's study, called "Services Review", which was hotly debated,
seeks to motivate the needs of further liberalization, firstly of telephony over
Eu's inner country borders. A policy decision in the fonn of a resolution, was
taken at the Council meeting in June 1993. After such a decision, additional
time is needed to work out and adopt the directives and other legal acts, as weil
as time for implementation in the Member States. Effects can therefore be
expected only after a few years. 1997 could be seen as a likely year.
In the version of "Services Review", dated March 22, 1993 the Commission
went further than most expected and presented a program for the successive
liberalization of all the remaining areas. Following are some of the important
elements:
1. The ability to use alternative physical infrastructures for corporate
networks, as weil as closed user groups from January l, 1994. The usage of
cable TV networks for already liberalized telecom services.
2. The directive for the liberalization of services via satellite and mutual
recognition of licenses for such services, should be adopted before January
1, 1994.
3. The Green Paper for mobile services should be ready by January 1, 1994 at
the latest, and for the physical infrastructure at the latest by January l,
1996.
4.

By January 1, 1997, an analysis should be completed concerning, among
others, the areas with undeveloped networks in EU's border areas.
Transition rules should be set by January l, 1998.

5.

Fullliberalization of telephony by January 1, 1998. The Green Paper on
infrastructure will be utilized thereafter for the liberalization of physical
networks.

In the plans are also the reworking of ONP, financial measures, increased
commercial and political independence for telecom network operators. etc. An
ambitious piece of documentation which now must be approved internally
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within the Commission before it goes to the Council. Much can change,
especially on the detailed level. Watching the EV's telecom politics is like
"shooting at a moving target."
Liberalization in Sweden
If we now compare Sweden's path to liberalization, we can observe that
Sweden has never had a formal monopoly for telecom services, nor for the
establishment of the physical network. The now completely abolished
monopoly for equipment connected to Telia's network was not some sort of
legally binding monopoly, rather it was due to the fact that the definition of the
network included the terminal equipment. When Swedes talks about
"monopoly" in the telecom area, in general, this concept was meant. The
starting point consequently, was a completely different one from that ofthe
EV' s Member States.
"In practice" the liberalization could be carried out quickly in Sweden, without
any complicated legislative changes. Sweden's few rules, in the form of a
laconic telecom ordinance and occasional governmental decrees, hardly set
obstacles in the way of a liberalization, rather quite the opposite. Especially
since the govemment decided on full liberalization of third party traffic. The
problem has, if anything, shown to be the inverse, that an environment with
several carriers demands a somewhat more formally expanded set of rules. This
in tum results in proposals for a new telecom law, as weil as the establishment
of the Swedish National Post and Telecom Agency, as an independent regulatory
telecom authority with expanded duties compared to its predecessor, STN.
The Consequences from the Swedish Perspective
As concerns the liberalization in itself, Sweden has little to leam from the EV,
rather the inverse, Sweden lies far ahead of the EV in this area. That Sweden
Iiberalized "in order to fulml requirements from EV," as some claim, is a
fundamental misunderstanding. It may be so in other industries, however, not
within the telecom sector, which in Sweden was liberalized in practice, through
local market forces.
Therefore Sweden in general, and Swedish operators in particular, have an
offensive interest in the EV reaching an equallevel of liberalization as soon as
possible in order to have the same access to the markets in the EV's Member
States, which the EV and other countries' carriers already take advantage of
today in Sweden. From this perspective, the new version of "Services Review"
provides much hope.
The circumstances are somewhat different with EV's measures to reach
harmonization in the telecom area. By definition, no one can "be ahead" as it
concems being like everyone else. There are reasons to pay attention from the
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Swedish side, because the set of rules which are growing forth are both more
comprehensive and more detailed than what we are used to in Sweden.
Furthermore, to date the EV has come from a situation where essential services
and assets were monopoly protected. Here the detailed ONP rules are worth
careful analysis. The overview of ONP rules, anticipated in light of a situation
of full competition, is especially welcome from the Swedish perspective, and
experiences from Sweden can contrlbute constructively to this work.
In order to provide a small sample of other harmonization measures with direct
consequences for Sweden, we can name those rules which the EV is
developing for common numbering in Europe. To date, they have decided on
112 as the SOS number (corresponding to the Swedish SOS number 90 000
and the American 911) and 00 as the international access code. This effects
Sweden Direct and ironically, there is contradiction between the rule that the
international access prefix shall be 00 and the newly established Swedish rule
where we assuredly have 00, but followed by a numher for the choice of operator for international calls. The classic 009 will go through Televerket, 007 via
Tele2. This situation has not been anticipated in EV's legislative acts, and will
at least lead to some interesting discussions between the EV and Sweden.

Negative and Positive Deviations
At a EV Council meeting on June 16, 1993, a resolution was adopted which
basically made the telecom policies development within the EV discussed
above, permanent. A few countries will however be able to delay their
liheralization of telephony by a few years after 1998 as they have
"insufficiently developed infrastructures" or "small networks."
So much for the negative deviations. It should at the same time be underlined
that there is nothing which prevents that one "deviates positiveiy" or liberates
earlier than the EV requires, which is the case in Great Britain. However, even
in that country, the liberalization is undertaken from a starting point where
"everything that is not expressly permitted, is forbidden." This has led to a
complicated license system for those that wish to offer telecom services, providing the British authorities the possibility to make political or commercial
issues and take other considerations as factors in the attribution of licenses to
foreign companies. This implies that the risk for protectionism still remains.
For those who perchance are awarded a telephony license, the costly truth of
operations then becomes apparent in the form of the interconnection charges
which are offered. The British local call fees are six to seven times higher than
the Swedish ones. In addition, from foreign competitive carriers an extra "access deficit charge" is demanded of approximately one SEK per minute, over
and above the normal cost of the call. All together, the charges are three times
higher than the established interconnection rate in Sweden, SEK 0.65 per
minute, everything included.
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This as an example that even when a fully formal liberalization has been
accomplished, one can steer the practical conditions for international competition
in many different ways. As compared to Great Britain, Sweden offers a competitive
climate with equal conditions for foreign and national companies.

Menu or

a la Carte?

To sum up, the EV's model for liberalization follows a richly detailed, step by step
approach, while the Swedish model serves everything at once, with broad
guidelines on a more generalleveI. To make a restaurant analogy: "Would you like
the daily special (EV) or il la carte (Sweden)?"
Although if certain of the EV's Member States were serving, il would most
likely sound like: ''This is not my table!"

Comparison of Telecom Market Conditions
in the EU and Sweden 1993
EU (except UK)
Free market for terminals
Value added services
Third party trafFic for
data communications
Establishment of data nelworks
Mobile telephony
Satellite communications (2-way VSAn
Third party telephony trafFic
Telephony services
Cable TV
Building of (physical) nelwork
Independent regulation

Under liberalization
Free/under Iiberalization
Free 1996

Sweden
Free market
Free
Free

Free 1996
Monopoly/ duopoly
Monopoly/free
Forbidden/restrictions
Legislatively set monopoly
Geographical monopoly
Monopoly
Under realization

Free
30perators
Free
Free
Free
Free
Free
Accomplished

Fig. 143: Sweden's adaptation to EV brings with it thefact that the earlier, to
a large degree, completely free Swedish telecom market, gets a more
comprehensive set of rules. Within the EV, Great Britain still has the freest
market, however, the authorities exert more requirements in licensing than
Sweden does. The figure above shows that Sweden has let in more operators on
the mobile telephone side than any other European country. One bit ofnews is
also that Sweden, with the establishment of The Swedish National Post and
Telecom Agency, now has an independently regulated telecom market. (See
Appendix. p. 253.)
Source: Telia AB. Corporate Strategy
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The OEeC Liberallzation Index
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Fig. 144: OECD's liberalization index/rom "Communications Outlook 1993."
According to this, New Zealand and Sweden are the OECD's most open
markets with the highest index, 16.
Key:
C
PC
D
RD
B

Competitive
Partly competitive
Duopoly
Regional duopoly
Competition allowed in
borderline license cases

199X = Year when competition is expected
to be introduced
M = Monopoly
N = No services
16 = Most liberalized
O = Least liberalized

OECD wams that the index only represents a subjective comparison, and so
should not be taken as a definitive or quantitatively absolute statement. (See
Appendix, p. 253.)
Source: OECD Outlook 1993
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Do You Know about These Changes in the Telecom
Market?

*

ETNO stands for European Public Telecommunications Network
Operations Association. In May 1992 t ETNO was founded as a telecom
operatorst industry association and consists of 26 network operators from
21 countries. ETNO will t most of allt establish and bring forward the
operatorst common viewpoints on the EV's telecom policy initiatives. The
association has gone through the EV Commissions proposals as concerns
data and integrity protection in the digital network, ONP for telephony
servicest and the policy for Europets telecom equipment industry.
Source: Digitalen no. 28, Jul)' /992

*

On July It 1992, Sweden got a new authorityt The Swedish National Post
and Telecom Agency. The agencfs main duty is to manage the telecom
regulations which, for the first time t are introduced into Sweden as a result
of the ESS negotiations and EV harmonization. This new regulation of the
telecom market is steered likewise by Sweden's new telecom law of July 1t
1993. According to this lawt a company which wants to operate telecom
traffic in Sweden must apply fort and receive, an operatorts license.
Source: "Management ofTechnology", /M/T, no. /. March /993

*

On February 17, 1993 the Nordic Telecom Operators Branch Association of NORDTEL was founded as a sub-department to ETNO. Il consists
of, among otherst Telia, Tele2, Tele Danmark, Telecom in Finland t the
Norwegian Televerket, and the Islandic PTT. The Assocation's purpose is
to "aid in developing public1y accessible telecom networks and telecom
services that are of use to customers in the Nordic countries. n Anyone who
is operating in the telecom area in the Nordic countries can be a member.
The association has ifsoffice in Copenhagen.
Source: Press information from Telia

*

On July I, 1993, arter 140 years as a state-owned agency, Televerket was
reorganized into a corporation, Telia AB. The new telecommunications
company will compete in the market by the same rules as everyone else.
For the moment t the Swedish state still owns 100 percent of Telia AB. The
company has eight regional offices to take care of their customers in
Sweden, as weIl as one subsidiary which focuses on the very largest users
(Telia Megacom.) The Telia concern includes the parent company Telia
AB t as weIl as the specialized subsidiaries Telia Mobitel, Telia Megacom t
Telia Internationalt Telia Data, Telia Research, Telefinans t Fastighets AB
Telaris, and Telia Holdings AB.
Source: Telia AB
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*

The Stattel Delegation, whose duties are to make telecommunications in
the Swedish state administration more effective, has signed an agreement
with a foreign operator offering data communication. This is unique in
Europe. "Sweden is somewhat of an experimental field for the
liberalization of telecommunications," states the magazine, "Ny Teknik."
Source: Ny Teknik/l'eknisk Tidskrift 1993:21

*

The number of strategic aIliances in the world' svarious industries
increased greatly during the period 1980-89. According to a study, there
were 1,660 such alliances agreed upon the period in the IT area. They are
distributed according to the following:
Computers
198
Industrial automatization
278
Micro electronics
383
Software
344
Telecommunications
366
Other
91
Total

1,660

Source: Hagedoorn and Schakenraad. Maastricht Economic Research Institute in
Innovation and Technologyffhe Economist. March 27. 1993

*

The EV presses on with harmonization and Iiberalization in Europe. The
Commission's most recent time plan looks like this:
- 1994: Owners of private networks can to a limited extent, use these for
the transmission of telephone calls
- 1996: International telecom trafiic will be allowed for everyone who
uses leased lines from the monopoly operators
- 1998: All voice-based traffic, international as weIl as domestic, interurban and local, will be free over leased lines.
Source: Business Week, April 5. 1993

*

On July 15, 1993 the French govemment annouced that they will be selling
out a minority portion of France TeIecom. On July 23 of the same year,
the Dutch govemment, KPN, invited new operators to compete with
Koninklijke P'IT Netherlands. On July 26, Deutsche Bundespost Telekom
stated that the German govemment should set down a plan for selling out
stock in DB Telekom as soon as possible.
Source: The Economist. July 31. /993

*

In April 1994, the Japanese market for mobile telephony will be
deregulated. The Ministry for Post and Telecommunications have chosen a
total deregulation of the terminal markel.
Source: Sveriges Tekniska Attacheer. notice no.: J-93-022
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*

The FCC has made some decisions for the demonopolization of the 10cal
portion of the American telephony market as weIl. Local telephone
services have revenues of about US$ 90 billion annually, which is why we
can count on competition.
Source: The Wall Street Journal. September 18. 19921Sveriges Tekniska AttacMer.
nolice no.: Ul-92-202
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5. IT2000 - Industrial Policy
through New Methods and Goals
by Göran Axelsson
"IT2oo0" is the name of a review by the Swedish government of its support to
research and development projects within telecommunications and information
technology, IT.
The review was initiated by the Department of Industry and supported by the
Government. The results of this review of the Government' s programs and
other initiatives in the areas of telecommunications and IT, were presented by
experts and decision makers representing industry, trade, and public administration in the autumn of 1991.
In 1992, an interdepartmental work group was formed, and given the specific
objective of following up the original plans, and of preparing the 1993 bill by
the Government to the Parliament for government supported research and
development programs.
During the spring of 1993, the Government and the Parliament made a number
of strategic decisions, all of them influencing the government's support to
research and development in telecommunications and IT. In spite of the fact
that the Government was forced to cut costs rather dramatically,
telecommunications and IT were still considered as growth areas, having
strategic importance for the future.

Earlier IT Programs
The first Swedish industrial policy-based investments in the IT area, were all
directed towards the computer industry. The Swedish company Datasaab
produced medium sized computers in direct competition with the mM series
1400 and 360. At this period in time, the country had considerable potential to
produce general computers. The production was concentrated to work stations,
and specialized systems for traffic controi and the like.
During the late 70s and the early 80s, Swedish society gave priority to societal
questions. The general approach was strongly influenced by the French
researchers Nora and Minc, and their studies in France during the late 70s, and
by the so called Siemens report on office work, which forecast depopulized
offices by 1985. The general opinion was, that an overall cut-back by some 30
- 40 percent of the number of white collar employees would be possible thanks
to the micro electronic revolution. Other "hot" topics for general debate and
political decisions during this period, were the fact that society in general
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became more vulnerable as computers were more widely implemented, and
that there was a lot of uncertainty about what positions towards the electronic
industry and the computer manufacturers should be held. Should the politicians
promote "buy Swedish" or not?
There was a lot of uneasiness among the political parties as weIl as among the
whitre coIlar employees. trade unions, TCO and SACO. Because of this, the
Government felt forced to clearify what role the state should play in this
development. As one consequence, during the period 1975-85, a number of
government investigations on possible societal and industrial policies for
computing and telecommunication. among others. were presented. As a result.
the Government realized that there was a need to implement a program for
research and development in the IT area.
In 1983. Parliament decided to implement a comprehensive IT program. The
first part included microelectronics, later it was to be extended to system
development and development of user related problems. Parliament asked the
Government to prepare a proposal for such a program. The microelectronics
program started in 1984.
In early 1987, the Government introduced a proposal for a total IT program. Its
industrial part was financed in equal parts by the Government and industry. A
special delegation. having it's own administration, the IT Delegation, was
commissioned to manage and controI the industrial IT program. The main
objective of the two programs, the microelectronic one, and the industrial one,
was to develop and gather knowledge.
The third part of the general program, the one concerned with development of
the possibilities for users to utilize IT. only had rough outlines. and the
Government had to promise Parliament to get back with a concrete proposal as
soon as possible.
During the years that foIlowed, some negative comments to the priorities of the
IT program were heard. Small and medium sized companies complained that
only large enterprises were supported. The trade unions and other special
interest groups complained that the "softer" components, the human interest
ones. were neglected.
However, during the final stage ofthe program, a comprehensive dissemination of
information and knowledge has taken place. The program for microelectronics as
well as the one for IT, received a very positive evaluation in the end.
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IT2000
In March 1991, the then Ministry of Industry initiated the IT2000 program with
the specific objective of evaluating the need for continued government support.
Three groups of specialists were established and asked to present their proposals by no later than September of that same year. The objectives of this
exercise were to undertake an indepth study of the possible future prospects of
Swedish IT industry, and to express a proposal for an industrial policy for the
90s, elucidated from many different aspects.
The study had to consider three main questions:

1. How is it possible to create a competitive furthering environment for large
enterprises and organisations, which depend on IT?

2. What is needed to increase the number of independent and growth oriented,
small IT companies?
3. How can IT be used to increase productivity, effectivity, and efficiency in
industry, trade, and public administration?
There was a certain hope that Sweden would be able to position itself better,
even to strengthen its position in the IT field, should it be possible to find good
answers to these questions.
IT2000 would not increase the costs for the Govemment, but it would use
existing resources better. The Government wanted support from all important
parties in the IT area before it committed itself to participating in any
programs, especially as regards applications.

A separate group was formed for each of the three main questions. The
ministries and public authorities involved, as well as important actors
representing industry, trade, and research, participated in each of the groups.
In tum, they were supported by a coordinating group in the Ministry of
Industry. In total, the Minister of Industry appointed 45 persons to the four
groups. They were:

The Large Users' Group consisting of representatives from the defense
industry; large Swedish IT dependent manufacturers; the IT support
organizations; universities and polytechnical institutes.
The IT Dependent Growth Companies' Group made up of representatives
of software developers; small, innovative companies; and companies involved
in technology dissemination.
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The IT Users' Group was made up of specialists from the service industries;
manufacturing corporations, dependent on IT; small companies; various centers for IT dissemination; IT support organizations; public authorities; etc.
The chairperson of each group, several specialists, and decision makers from
the ministries, made up the Coordinating Group.

The Results
One overall result of the joint efforts of the groups is, that almost all ministries
are involved in at least one project, resulting from the industrial policy program
for all forms of ITs.
The most important conc1usions from the groups are shortlisted below:
The Large Users' Group focused on the IT dependent industry. Thanks to IT
components and IT systems, the products, systems, and services from these
companies offer their users a considerable added value. This also goes for the
traditional IT industry.
Among its demands, the Group expressed, that the Government should create
the best possible opportunities for the IT industry in Sweden. This industry
needs opportunities for growth, equivalent at least to those being offered by
other countries. Likewise, the possibilities for fonning new companies within
this industrial sector must equal those of the leading IT countries in the world.
Moreover, the Group expressed the opinion that existing support to the IT
dependent corporations is insufficient. The access to competence, as weIl as the
size of public1y supported research and development programs, are not
satisfactory to the large corporations.
In the 1990s, the situation is likely to become even more difficult for the IT
dependent Swedish corporations, which should result in considerable support
from the Govemment as weIl as from the rest of industry. On the wish list is an
increase by 100 percent in the number of academically educated engineers by
the year 2000. The universities must build competence centers and coordinate
their activities with the corporations to a much larger extent. The governmental
and local authorities should utilize public technology procurement to agreater
extent than at present. Finally, the Group asked for more money from the
Government, should it be politically desirable to lift Sweden to the same levet
as the leading European countries.
The IT Dependent Growth Companies' Group stated that the best help a small,
IT dependent growth company can get, is for one or more large corporations to
order and buy very qualified products or advanced systems. In particular, when
the small company is in a start-up phase and unknown but highly competent.
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The Government should support such small fast growing companies, especially
as Sweden needs a large number of them.
The Group pointed out that large corporations, in comparison to the small
companies, have a considerable advantage when it comes to searching for and
the handling of market information and know-how about customers, sales,
business opportunities, etc. Thus, the Group stressed. there is a need to disseminate selected information to small companies, and to create opportunities
for coUaboration between them. lt is particularly important for small
companies to maintain and develop competence. and to create strategic
alliances. Stimulation of the market, and improved customer contacts, are other
examples of activities. not forgetting the key words - competence and quality.
But also more general and "heavy" issues for growth companies were brought
out by this Group. More liberal taxation rules, and labour market regulations.
are important in order to improve the competitive comptetence and the
conditions for growth, which is all in line with the Government's decision to
support general issues rather than industry sector related problems.
In particular, the Group stated that there is a need for a national IT commission
for the IT industry. whose objective should be to support small IT companies
regarding large public technology procurement programs. It is feared that
without such support, only large corporations will profit from the public
procurement programs.
The spin-off effects of advanced development programs'like "man on the
moon" were pointed out. As local Swedish examples. two technology
development programs were indicated as models - "the security program for
the Baltic" and "the project for a exhaust-free, fixed track taxi system for
Gothenburg".
Interviews undertaken by the Group indicated that small growth companies in
Stockholm need an improved infrastructure, via for instance EDI, improved
access to public procurement, and relevant information. Companies based in
other parts of Sweden are looking for more up-to-date information about EU,
and easier access to new markets.
The IT Users' Group presented a vision: "Swedish industry and public administration should lead international IT utilization in areas of strategic importance
to Sweden. Swedish IT users should improve their role as pioneers in effective
IT utilization."
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The Group presented their proposals in five different strategic areas:
access to a national. high quality network for tele and data
communications;
know-how of management questions related to IT
possibilities to develop organizations that are independent of antiquated IT
solutions
knowledge about. and competence in. the introduction of IT systems
opportunities for small companies to successfully introduce IT.
The Group stressed the fact that in order to successfully introduce advanced IT
systems. there are a number of non-technology related prerequisites that have
to be fulfilled, such as organizational issues, business related issues. skilIs, and
competence.
They proposed to the Govemment that the resources should be reallocated
according to the following:
from one-of-a-kind activities in many different areas to weil focused
activities
from a defensive usage of the public resources to an offensive one
from a narrow IT perspective to a broad one
from a technology orientated Government support to market and user
orientated activities
from national to European activities.
Specifically. the need for activities in the following areas were stressed:
training and competence development
the public administration as the leading IT user
an infrastructure based on telecommunications networks. adapted to the
needs of small and medium sized companies - a majority are still using
yesterday's methods in conducting their business!
The Users' Group pointed out that it is not sufficient for IT issues to be
discussed by the Ministry of Industry alone. It is vital that all ministries
involved are active in the field. Thus. they suggested the formation of a common group. responsible for implementation in the ministries.

A Summary of the Proposals
The proposals from the three groups can be summed up in three different kinds
of activities. as follows:
1.

Competence - education, R&D. competence centers. dissemination of
technology, collaboration between industry and govemment. Four
ministries are involved: education.labor. industry. and foreign trade.
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2. The public sector - technology procurement, rules and regulations,
competence centers for local governments. Five ministries are involved:
defence, communications, finance, industry, and internal affairs.
3.

Infrastructure - deregulation, harmonization, standardization. Four
ministries are involved: foreign affairs, communications, industry, and
internal affairs.

The Inter-Ministerial Group for Implementation
The Government has formed an inter-ministerial work group with explicit
responsibility for the implementation of the proposals in IT2000. The objective
is to coordinate the preparations of the more detailed proposals, and to indicate
priorities. The group consists of experts from seven ministries, which is an
indication of the fact that IT-related issues are given a much wider spread of
attention than earlier.
The group has initiated a numher of studies, for instance "Infrastructural
Investments in the Information Societyn; "The Needs for Education and
Training within the Information Technology Arean; "Collaboration on Common IT Issues for Civilian and Military Utilizationn; "SIREN - An Alternative
to National Collaboration in the IT Arean; "Efficient IT - Opportunities for a
New Development Program within the Application Areas of IT. A Preliminary
studyn; "Information Technology on the Roads - An Analysis of Traffic Policy
Consequences n.

The Decisions of the Government and the Parliament
The flest results were made public in February 1993, when the Government
presented its proposals to the Parliament in the bill 1992/93: 170, entitled
"Research for Knowledge and Future".
The Government has expressed the following objectives for R&D in the IT
area:
- to create internationally competitive opportunities for IT dependent
industry in Sweden;
to construct knowledge-based foundation for Swedish IT manufacturing in
important industry areas;
to encourage Swedish industry and public administration to become international leaders in the utilization of information technology in areas of
strategic importance to the country;
to increase the involvement of small and medium sized IT companies in
national and international research programs.
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As one major action the Govemment proposes, that R&D results are
disseminated via demonstration projects. The second major action is to
increase the knowledge base in the areas of computer technology,
communications, and microelectronics.
New resources are allocated to research projects by reallocations and important
effeclivness. The tOlal amounl is SEK 170 million for each of!he budget years
1993/94-1995/96, which is an increase by more !han 90 percenl in comparison
to 1992193. In addition, cornprehensive general activities are carried out in
order to encourage the creation of small cornpanies and risk capital. These are
all, in one way or another, related to the IT area.
The Parliament accepted the proposition and the new programs started on July
1,1993.

The Computer Industry in Sweden 1950-91

Fig. 145: The Swedish compurer induslry, ilS rise, down/all, and final doom.
Source: Computer Sweden, Janunry 8, /993. J Sundll'o//
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6. Future Applications
Do You Know This About Future Applications?

*

HDTV, high definition television, is on its way, in spite of recent twists
and tums in policy decisions regarding digital or analog technology. As
expected by many, the digital standard won, which means that the system
developed by the Americans is most likely to become the standard. Experimental tests have started in Sweden. 1995 is planned as the start-up year
for the new technology, when Swedish Television, STV, will start a
systematic training in its use for their employees. By the year 2000, STV
plans to broadcast in HDTV 4 - 5 hours daily, and during 200l - 2007 the
pAL system picture format 4:3 will be abandoned for the 16:9 HDTV
format.
Source: Telia, Tele no. 1 1992

*

Interesting times are ahead in the IT area, at least according to the analysts
of the American Gartner Group. Just consider this:
- companies and organisations of all kinds will more and more frequently
collaborate in small ad hoc groups in order to solve problems quickly.
These groups, by some called "ftrmets", are made up of people from
different departments and companies and will be disolved once the task
is solved;
- no single supplier will have more that 50 percent of the market for
operating systems;
- no single supplier will have more than 25 percent of the hardware
market;
- OS/2 is given slightly less than a 50 percent chance to succeed.
Sources: The Gartner Group/Öppna system no. 1:1992

*

On March 25, 1993, the FCC gave the American cable TV producer, Time
Wamer, permission to develop the flrst FSN, "Full Service Network" in the
world in Orlando, Florida. The idea is to create a model of the much talked
about "Communications Super Highway", offering users different services
such as interactive video services, Le., games and video on demand
(VOD), telecom services such as long distance access, Personal
Communications Services, PCS, Le., wireless communications, and mobile
communications. Companies are offered access to high speed networks and
video conferences. The trial, for a trial it is, will include 4,000 households.
Source: Sveriges Tekniska Allacheer
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*

Interactive dailies and similar publications are becoming established in the
USA. In the year 2000 the equivalent market in Europe will be worth ECU
12 billion. The consumers choose the content of their daily or publication
themself, by pointing to a flat screen. The publishers look upon themselves
as being in the "content business", which is believed to have an interesting
future thanks to CD-I technology, CDs for interactive CD-ROM readers.
The International Electronic Publishing Research Centre, IERPC, presents
the following figures for the CD-I market:

Number of CD-Is
in million

1995

2000 and beyond

USA
Japan
Europe

1.25
1
1

30
20
20

CD discs in million

1995

2000 and beyond

USA
Japan
Europe

6.25
4
4

150
100
100

Source: lERPC

*

Multimedia in Japan and the VS is regarded as a medium for
entertainment. In France, the technology is regarded foremost as a
conveyor of education and culture.
Source: lERPC

*

The unintelligent databases of today will become the intelligent ones of
tomorrow, with integrated multimedia based systems. "The post-litterate
generation" will receive their information via their PCs, all tied together in
high speed networks, which can transmit pictures and videos from, for
example, TV news emissions of the last month, text from the dailies and
magazines of the past year, combined with data from databases and voice
messages from electronic mail systems. The passive systems we know will
become active, according to IERPC and others.
Source: lERPC

*

Electronic dictionaries have become a great success in France - "La
Larousse Electronique" has beaten all sales records. In Japan, electronic
books on music are highly popular, and in the US, electronic vocabularies
are successful. In the future we can look forward to intelligent guides based
on expert systems - "do it yourself' assisted by the leading experts of this
world!
Source: lERPC
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*

What will the TV news services of the future be like? Stories reported by
one single journalist, who does the research, the interviews and also serves
as the cameraman and the technician? The question is not so much of what
is feasible from a technology point of view - New York 1 News is already
providing their viewers with 24 hour news, thanks to reporters working in
this way. Rather, the question of quality will become the focal point - what
kind of reporting will be provided when real "big news" occurs? Is it
possible for one single reporter to cover all aspects? But, on the other hand,
today's TV teams have already decreased from six persons to two, due to
technological developments...
Source: The Economist. September 12, 1992

*

Before the tum of the century, the market for 3DO players, terminals for
games based on 32 bit processors, will total 50 million units worldwide,
according to IERPc.
Source: lERPC

*

Data compression is the one technology without which the information
compact equipment of the future is not possible. Electronic dictionaries,
vocabularies and databases are some examples of data compression
applications.
Source: IERPC

*

NTT, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, the second largest
telecommunications operator in the world, is sponsoring research programs
on how the brain's neurons communicate. The objective is to find possible
models for future computers, based on how the brain operates. Other
Japanese companies, such as NBC, are involved in similar projects.
Source: Science, vol. 260, May 2/, /993

*

NIT, the National Information Infrastructure, is the name of a much hyped
program in the USA, aimed at implementing a computer high speed
network, covering the entire nation by 1996. The network will transmit
data at speeds of one billion bitslsecond. Researchers, university professors
and students, libraries, hospitals, schooIs, companies and authorities
involved in research programs, will be able to utilize this "data super
highway" in order to exchange information across the country.
Source: Science, vol. 260. May 2/, /993

*

WaveLAN is the name of the flrst cordIess system for data transmission. It
is a set of microwave radio Iinks for transmission of data between standard
computers.
Source: Science, vol. 260, May 2/, 1993
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*

Who will be the leader in the advanced operating systems of the future?
There are many options. The table below includes the flve most successful
ones so far:
Nr

OS/2

UNlX

SOlARIS

NOOSTEP

MICROSOFT

IBM

NOVEU's UNIX
SYSTEMlABS

SUNMJCROSYSTEMS

NeXT

Installed copies

80,000 test copies

2million

24 miUion

800,000

so, 000

Microprocessor

486!Penthium
DEC'sA1pho
MlPS

486/Penthium

486/Penthium
WOfkstations
18M's RS!fiXYJ

1,000

1,200

18,000

Supplier

Number of applications

486/Penthium 486/Penthium
Sporc
Motorolo 68000
7,500

620

•The SUN wrsians are not included.

Sources: DataQuest Inc.lBusiness Week. May 31, 1993

*

Within twelve months, the inhabitants of Manhauan, New York City, will
just have to tell their telephone whom they want to call, instead of pushing
a number or a code. In the VS this service is called "voice dialing." Each
user will store a voice-based library in their normal telephone, and the
telephone will then choose the appropriate number upon request.
Source: Sveriges Tekniska Attacheer, note no.: U3-93-0U

*

Of the 569 new firms spun off from the Swedish universities since 1970,
32 percent are involved in data and telecommunications, electronics and
computers. The distribution is three percent for data and telecommunications, 16 percent for computers and 13 percent for electronics.
Source: Ny teknik/feknisk tidskrift 1993:11

*

Automated translating systems, which can easily be connected to any
telephone, now take care of simultaneous translations between speakers of
different languages. The next step may weIl be electronic headgear, which
directly translates whatever the wearer says to the language of the
conversational partner.
Source: Svenska Dagbladet, June 13. 1993

*

The for so many decades discussed video telephone is by no means dead.
The only thing it lacks is a common international standard for picture
transmission which can solve today's user problem. Anyone using their
picture phone from AT&T, calling a friend having a similar gadget from
BT, will not receive a picture! For reliable picture transmission, one user
can only call another user having equipment from the same supplier.
Source: New Scientist. April 17, 1993
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*

Some market experts believe that the Japanese buy new, electronic
equipment for some US$ 17 billion a year. Arnong those gadgets no up-todate Japanese can live without are:
- The Global Positioning System, which, led by satellite signals, calculates
the latitude and longitude of the user. Boating amateurs are seen as the
natural target group, but also international business people lost...
- The virtual ski instructor needs no snow, no hills, and no skis. Just jump
into your boots in your living room, put on your virtual helmet, grap
your poles and go!
- The portable pe with a built-in modem for communication, all for
underwater usage is here!
Please note, that new products are introduced every single week. Thus it
may weil happen that these products are obsolete by the time you read this.
However, whatever the products, the French weekly "L'Express" is
certainly correct in stating that uHomo Digitalus est arrive!" - digital man
is here!
Sources: Time Magazine, December 14, 1992/L'Express, November 20,1992

*

Virtual Reality is - reality! By virtual reality we mean advanced computer
supported simulation programs. Virtual Reality - YR - is predicted to tum
over more than f.l billion before the tum of the century, according to the
Financial Times. Entertainment, computer aided design and production,
simulation and education, are seen as the largest market segments at this
time.
Source: Financial Times, October 12, 1993

*

Video transmission via ordinary telecom copper lines combined with
ADSL, Asymetric Digital Subscriber Lines, offers every household access
to video-on-demand and other services of similar character. The ADSL
technology works as a powerful modem, "scaring" good old POTS lines
into high power functionality.
Source: Telia
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The IT Induslry in 2001
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Fig. 146: The telecommwzicaliolls Gnd IT ;lldustries are cOlls1alltly creating
Ilew visions ahow the fU/ure. Tlms, Apple Computers imagilles thar the users
IVafIl products Ihat canfulfill tlle demands accordi1Jg to this scheme by 2001.
The mallher of fec/lIlo/agical oppOrtllllilies for new products and services
demollstrate all overwhelming growlh, amollg DIllers due to the Jaet that there
are Ila longer borders among today's differem technologies and indus/ries.
Sources: AppleIThe Economist, Febroary 27, 1993
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The World's Telephones in the year 2000
Wired - Wireless - Mobile

Million .su6scribers

I 000

I 000

500
400

100
O

1995

1990

2000

Yeor

Fig. J47: Worldwide, by 'he year 2000, 'here will be one billion subscribers for
ordinary w;red telephones. 400 million subscrihers ofcord/ess personal
telephones, DECT, and JOO million subscribers o/mobile telephones.
Scource: Al/gon AB, Annllat Repor! 1992
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New Media CD-ROM Players in the USA
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Fig. 148: CD-ROM teelmology is breaking throllgh in the VS. 111 1991,
350,000 CD-ROM players were sold in the cOllntry with o value of SEK 1.3
billion. In 1996, that same market will sel/5.4 million players valueing SEK
5.4 billion. The average price will fall during the period, from approximateiy
SEK 3,900fora separate player in 1991, to SEK 1,700 in 1996.
Source: Frost &: Sulli'llan/CompulerSweden March 27.1992

New Media CD-ROM Databases in the US
Value
(billion SEK)

2,-------------,

o
1991

1996

Fig. 149: As CD-ROM ployers become more accessible in tenns ofprice, and
ftnd more lIsesfor the average user, for example, photo album, dictionary,
teJepholle calolog, elc., the CD-ROM based databases will jind more users. In
1991, CD-ROM database services vaJueing SEK 245 millioll \Vere sold. The
Glla/ysls Frost & Sullivan prediet thaI the value of/hese services in the VS
market will grow sevenfold until 1996, to a total value of SEK 1.7 billion. At
the same time, the average price will drop from SEK 1,000 to SEK 450 during
the same period,
SOllrces: Frost &: Sullil'anJComputerSweden. Marcll27. 1992
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The Market for Cordless Access in the USA 1989-95
Thousands of units
10000
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100
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0.1
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1990

1991
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1995

Fig. 150: The marketfor cordiess access is not yet a fast moving one. in spite
of peN technology offering great opportunities, not in the least for the service
industry. One reason for the sluggishness is the lack ofstandards. One basic
demand is open systems. The diagram shows the predicted number of installed
cordless local networ/cs in the USA for the period 1989-95.
Sources: IDG News/Computer Sweden. January 22, 1993
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This Vear's Innovation: The Personal Digital
Assistant (PDA)
by Bengt-Arne Vedin
Mainframes, minicomputers, personal computers, portable computers, lap-tops
- there is no doubt that development is headed towards information technology
assistance on an increasingly smaller scale: pen-computers, handheld
computers for inventory, teleterminals which use radio to register that arental
car has been returned, or keep track of fast-delivery letters and packages. Next
step, many believe, will be personal digital assistance: wallet sized computers
which can connect to other computers, directly or via the telephone network.
Prototypes already exist in the form of advanced pocket calculators and
electronic calendars.
At the time this was written, the advanced offspring of these predecessors
existed only on the drawing board. The announced personal digital assistants of
Apple and others were, as so often in the information technology world,
delayed. The first products on the scene will certainly be limited in their
functions, in relation to all the promises and dreams of future systems. So what
can we expect, and when?
Small portable products require altogether more input via symbols or through
pen-writing and speech than keyboards, which tend to be too small and
uncomfortable to use. There are - as always - several different contempiated
standards or operating systems for pen-writing on computers (Go, PenDOS,
Windows for Pen Computing.) The problem for them all is identifying the
handwriting, precisely as the problem for voice commands is speech
recognition. Another problem is that, ideally, the portable pocket computers
should offer communication possibilities, they should be mobile (computer)
telephones. This works well for voice communications but data transmission
requires a totally different freedom of interference.
The idea is to make many functions available in the same portable computer
and tenniDal: fax, electronic mail, voice messaging service, computing
capabilities and comprehensive reference lists of, for instance, hotels and
restaurants. During 1993, EO Gointly owned by AT&T, Matsushita, and others
- NEC and Toshiba have decided to use the same system) introduced a mobile,
pen-based product, AT&T especially emphasized its mobility.
The AT&T product arrivedjust a hair before the much talked-about PDA
Newton from Apple. General Magic, started by ex-Apple wizzards, and backed
by half a dozen electronic giants - Apple, AT&T, Matsushita, Motorola,
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Philips and Sony, is combining all these qualities in the development of
Telescript, a system which makes it possible to communicate freely between
different platforms and networks. Psion already launched a more traditional
keyboard based version; Amstrad's response is writing-based.
So, when using Telescript it is sufficient to indicate a name on one's personal
telephone list in order for that person to be called up, or in order for the right
electronic mailbox in the correct electronic conference system to receive the
message. One of several built-in functions is a system checking that the receiver actually has received, Le. called up and read, the message. On the other
hand, the user should be able to ask the "assistant" to select and prioritize the
received mail by sender, for instance. And he/she should have the opportunity
to choose to receive a messsage immediately via expensive cordiess communication, or to receive information only about the fact that a message is waiting,
to be picked up later whenever an ordinary telephone is available.
Tests carried out have indicated another set of shortcomings in addition to
cellular tele-transmission, such as batteries of limited capacity, and hardware
not quite compatible, or not functioning properly. However, new systems,
smaller and more functional, are on their way. The question is whether EO and
Magic may start a standards war, even worse than the one expected when
Microsoft launches their own system software for personal communication in
early 1994(?)
The Apple Newton contains a number of gimmicks. When opening a "folder",
there is an accompanying sound as if a desk drawer is being pulled open. When
looking through the telephone list there are sounds as if a telephone directory is
being leafed through. When putting something in the trash can, sounds of
crumpling a piece of paper illustrate the action. Newton is not equipped with a
cellular telephone but has a communications link via infrared light for "close
contact" with a base computer or with other Newton units within close
proximity.
The question is whether these "digital assistants" are to be regarded as
developed substitutes for pocket calendars, be they electronic or paper-based,
or as improved cellular telephones, or as something totally new. From a base
close to zero, Technology Partners predict sales of US$ 7.4 billion by 1997.
Many companies, including mM, Compaq, Tandy, Sony, Casio, and Motorola,
are sufficiently uncertain about these market predictions. Thus, they have
products under development, but are putting off market introductions until they
know how the Apple Newton is received. Sharp is manufacturing the Newton
for Apple, and they are planning for their own version. Ericsson, collaborating
with General Electric on cellular telephone systems in the US, has developed
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an add-on system allowing the popular handheld computer from Hewlett
Packard to communicate by. for instance. receiving and sending electronic
mail. Maybe such add-on systems for existing lap-tops offer another attractive
solution?
Many of today' s users of hand held computers are engineers and economists,
having a need to carry out complex calculations quickly, perhaps using standard formulas of a statistical or technical nature, or maybe using special formulas of their own design. Another category of users are brokers, trading with
stock, currencies, options, and raw materials - they find "historical" data,
though not neccessarily very old, and background information interesting - as
weIl as different kinds of current quotations. Communications possibilities
offer distinct advantages to all of them. Other types of information of interest
could be general news, weather forecasts, traffic news, sports and general
information search, given that the chosen starting point is videotex or videotexlike systems. The question is how large the market will be, for instance the
need for convenience versus speed. and, of course, price sensitivity.
Even though the development to a large degree depends on needs, demand will
be sensitive to price. Facing the introduction of new devices in the middle of
1993, estimates were made for a total market of 100,000 to 250,000, which is a
wide span indeed. This is related to pioneering products, always highly priced,
estimated to cost from SEK 15.000 to SEK 30,000, i. e. toys for the price
insensitive. As usual, a true mass market is there only when prices have come
down to less than SEK 5,000.
Except for these "guesstimates", what should we believe is the future market
development for these products? A lot depends to what extent they will be
regarded as totally new devices, or if they are seen as substitutes for already
existing, or as innovations trying to take over the already existing and also
adding substantial new developments to the old applications. As already
discussed, our indications are that substitution of some kind of, for instance,
pocket diaries, and maybe of cellular telephones are the best guesses, but
complementary functions also offer good bets.
If the market is totally untapped and moreover independent of some kind of
existing infrastructure. for instance base stations for cellular telephony. or
developing standards, the development will follow a S-eurve, deserved to be
called c1assic:

s =S..( l-e·

b')( l +ea-bt)

At the time "infinite" the result will be "S..u, at the time t=O, il becomes O, as
expected.
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Should we be faced with a substitutiont where the market S does not grow at
all, as for instance in the case of leaded gasoline being repliced by unleaded, or
one kind of weed-killer being replaced by an environmental friendly one, the
development curve looks a little different:

It is also possible to express this as the frequency of "the new" relative to "the
old" being eb/(l+eb), a number approaching l at t=oo, but 1/2 instead at t=Ot
i.e. t the point in time at which there is an even match between the old and the
new. The frequencies of the old and the new are the mirror images of each
other. Thanks to the mathematical simplicity of the formulat the substitution
curve f/(I-f) becomes a straight line in a logarithmic diagram.
Finally, when there is competition between old and new, and the new is
enlarging the overall market substantiallyt sometimes without any effect on the
market share of the existing one, sometimes affecting the existing market later
on, the equation becomes rather more complex, since we now have to decide
the size of the advantage of the newcomer.
The frrst equation above contains a number of constants denominated S..' a and
b. The frrst one refers to the "saturated market"t while a and b can be derived
from the growth curve of the new product t that is to say the growth rate of the
product. Let us assume that we know the development of such a product, the
named constants. But before market saturation occurs, a new challenger
appears on the market, a new technology. Ils development as it gradually drives
the old technology from the markett wholly or partially, or finds new niches,
can be determined by calculating its "competitive advantage," given by yet
another constant A, which appears as soon as the competitor has reached some
level of its own market curve t so that it is possible to fit a formula to il. The
formula for this and for the later continued development, is given in the
following differential equation:

S d(t+I)

=JlSi( 1+aS

dt+dAS At)

By differential equation is simply meant that index t is equivalent to the value
of S at the point in time t, index (t+l) the value at a point in time one time unit
later. The letter d indicates the first established product, the one that is being
attacked, and A indicates the challenger. In this case it is possible to derive the
constants Jl and d from the behaviour of the market beJore the challenger A
appears, which is determined by how things proceed after A has appeared.
(One example from real life is telegraphy versus telephony, measured by the
number of messages compared to the number of telephone calls: A tums to
have the value .018, and telegraphy had its peak in 1940.) Should we suppose
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that Sd is on ils way to saturation following the normal, unthreatened curve to
Sd.' the challenge having the attacker's advantage of Q from SA at the point in
time T means a development after T according to:

According to some researchers there are nine factors which influence success,
giving an advantage, deciding if there is an advantage factor, and how large it
is. The most powerful factor is so dominant that it is quite possible to forget the
others. It is, not unexpectedly so, a superior product bringing new and unique
advantages to the user. Among the other factors are good selling power/marketing organisation, higher quality and good adjustment between technical
demands and technical capabilities within the company.
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7. Telecommunications and IT
Companies
Some Telecom Operators and Suppliers, Results in 1992
Company

Nul1\b8l'Cif

Revenues

~:

312,700

$64.9 biUion

1885

170,700

t13.242 biOion

1981

38,835

0.2 billion

1929

255,219

DM 53.9 billion

1990

employees

(USA)

BT

(UJ<)

Cable & Wireless
IUK)
Deutsche Bundespast Te1elcom
(Gennany)
France Tel6com
(France)
KOD

(Japan)
MCI

155,300

FF 122.6 billion

1988

6,000

'1# 244.3 billion

1953

30,964

$10.5 billion

1968

(USA)

AB Nordic TeJ
.(Sweden)
NIT
(Japan)
Sprint
(USA)

I

Te!ef6nico de Espana

150

1991

2n,903

'1# 6 398.4

(1990)
43,400

billion

1985

$9.2 billion

1899

74,437

ESP 1,154 billion

1924

41,"1

sEJ< 34.419 b.lbon

1853

ISpain)

I[:.:fl t aTeleverket
IT8Ie2
(Sweden)

1985

100
125,700

ECU 16 billion

1986

169,804

DM 34.4 billion

1886

66,232

SEK 47 billion

1876

t9.4 billion

m 2,973 billion

1980

107,000

$13.3 billion

1928

117,994

... 3,514 billion

1899

57,955

$8.4 billion

1882

252,200

NlG 58.5 billion

1891

413,000

DM 78.5 billion

1847

Fig. 152: Some operators and suppliers oftelecommunications equipment,
compared by the number ofemployees and the latest available revenues,
expressed in local currency. AITN: The abovejigures pertain to the latest
complete business year, which is not always recorded in calendar years.
(* Also conducts other operations)
Sources: Datapro: Reports on International Nerwor/cs and ServiceslDatapro: Vendor Profilesl
corporate annual reports
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Telecommunications Traffic 1992
Million US$

AT&T

08T

3,993
2,471
2,301

Fr
BT
MCI
Cable & Wirelcss
Swiss PIT
m Netherlands
Irilelllaly
Belgacom
KOD
Sprint
Te!ef6nico
OPT Auslria
Telmex/Mexico
Teleglobe/Canada

1,792
1,660
1,525
1,156
1,100
~11

90s

sc4z

77~
7131

70ai

692~

Teta

6821
610 !
594 j
425
!
389

TeIstra
Chinose m·
Telecom Danmark
Saudi Telocom
Italcable
Norsk Tclelcom
IlJ Japon
OOT Taiwan
OTE Greece
Singapore Telecom
Emirates Te!ecom·
Korea Te1ocom
Telecom Eiroann
Tdecom Finland

360
329
323
306
296
291
283
275
273
241

Turk m

230

Telslcom South-Africa
EmbrareI Brazil
Vidosh Sanchar India·
IDC Japan
CTT Portugal
TCNZ New Zeeland
Bezeg Israel
TelinIar Argentina
Telekom Malaysia

220
195
186
182
170
156
151
121
116

·1991

o
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~
!
l

!
1
!
j
~

!
~

1
j

!
1
~

!
~
1

i
!

1,000

2,000

3.000

4,000

Fig. 153: The diagram shows the international teleeom trafik in million US$
1992 per supplier. Worth noting is that none oJ the Regional Bell Operating
Companies (RBOC) are included, despite the Jaet that they are relatively large.
Source: Intemationallnstitute of Communications
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Telecom in the World
The Leading Manufacturers 1990/91

Billion US$
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Fig. 154: The figure shows the world's leading manufacturers of
ranked by sales, expressed in billion US$, as
weil as the companies ' income before taxes 1990191.

telecommunication~'equipment,

Source: Communicalions OU/look /993, OECD
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Telecommunications in the World
The World's 15 Leading Operators 1990/91

Billion US$
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Fig. 155: The world'sfifteen largest telecom operators ranked by revenuesJor
1990/91, expressed in billion US$. The companies' income beJore taxes is also
indicated. That Telia is not included has, oJeourse, to do with the eompany's
relatively small size in international terms.
Source: Communcations Outlook 1993. OECD
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Same Leading Operatars in Numbers for 1991

Numberof
employees

%stale
ownership

Revenues
billion US$

AT&T

317,100

O

63.1

NIT

264,908

67

48.1

DBPTelekom

250,000

100

28.4

British Telecom

226,900

22

23.3

France Telecom

156,100

100

20.4

TeleF6nica de Espana

75,499

32

9.7

Sprint

43,200

O

8.8

MCI

27,857

O

8.4

Swiss PIT

19,396

100

7.3

42,800
Televerket Sweden
Telia AB after July 1, 1993

100

5.7

Company

Fig. 156: The Yankee Group did this ranking o/the world's telecom operators
with 1991 data as a starting point. Among these, NIT' and AT&T are ranked as
the world's second, respectively ninth company,/or all categories with respect
to total market value.
Sources: The Yankee Group, Newsweek, April 5. 199211ntemational Business Week, July /3,
/992
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Mobile Communications in the World
Market Shares per Supplier, January 1993

Million

wb$Cribers
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EriCIson
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North America
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Asio, Middlc E011

•

Oceonio, Africa, Latin Americo
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Molorolo

AT&T

3

2

NK

N,T,

Nokio

o
Fig. 157: Tlzejigure separates the global marketfor mobile communications
per supplier in Jafluary 1993. At filat lime, there weTe 21,574,200 subscribers.
SOllrce: Ericsson Re/erenee List eeUl/lar Systems lalluary 1993
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Competitive Situation in the USA, 1991
Revenues and profits in billion US$

Company

Revenues

Profits

International traffic:
1.4

AT&T

38.8

MCI

8.5

0.551

US Sprint

8.8

0.367

local services:
Arneritech

10.8

1.2

Bell A~antic

12.3

1.3

Bell South

14.4

1.5

NYNEX

13.2

0.601

Pacific Telesis

9.8

1.0

Southwestem Bell

9.3

1.1

US West

10.6

0.553

Fig. J58: The figure shows the complementary relationship between the largest
operators in the USA, partiyas concerns international traffk, partly locally,
expressed in revenues and profits in billion US$. There is completelyfree
competition as concerns international traf/k. The local trafiic is stilllimited by
the FCC's rules, but these will be eased little by little. For example, it has
recently been possible for cable TV companies to of/er telecom services as weil.
Source: Public Network Europe. October 1992
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Competitive Situation in Japan, 1991
Revenues and Profits in Billion Ven

The percentage expresses the yearly change, increase or decrease.
local traffic/domestic services:
1989 %
NIT's revenues
NCC
Combined revenues
NCC's share
of total domestic
revenues
NIT's profits
NCC
Combined profits

1990 %

1991 %

5,847 +2.5

6,034 +3.2

6,056 +1.6

199 +148

304 +52

406 +33

3%

5%

484.7 +13.8%

414.3 -14.5%

6.5%

352.8 -14.8

29.2

31.3

30.6

1989 %

1990 %

1991 %

240.7 -6

244.5 -1.6

International traffic:
KDD's revenues
NCC
Combined revenues
NCC's share
of total international
revenues
KDD's profits

256.3 -0.1
3.75 -

19.0 +500

1%
29.4

7%

-

25.9 -11.9

51.5 +271
21%
26.0 +0.2

Fig. 159: In Japan, NTI' has long dominated domestic traffic, and KDD,
international traffic. However, since 1985, newcompetitorshave gainedfoothold,
the so called New Common Carriers, NCC, which consists of three domestic
operators, DDI, Japan Telecom, and Teleway Japan, as weil as two international
carriers, IDCandIT. The Minister/orPosts andTelecommunications is considering
an entirelyfree market, or alternatively, a liberalizedone. Due to declining tariffs,
the Japanese market grew 13 percentfrom 1989 to 1991.
Source: Public Network Europe, July/August /992
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Operators
Due to floating exehange rates, all revenue figures are in loeal
eurrencies. See page B/or rates o/the US$, ECU and Yen.

Ameritech - American Information Technologies

Country of origin: USA
Primary operation:

*

Telecomrnuncations services in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio and Wisconsin - covering 17 percent of the US population.

International operations:

*

*
*

Ameritech International was founded in 1990 in order to exploit business
opportunities outside of the US;
The company concentrates on international markets that are undergoing
liberalization and privatization of operators;
Areas of interest are Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Oceania, and Latin
America. Ameritech International and Bell Atlantic are part owners of
"Telecom Corporation of New Zealand".

In Europe:

*
*
*
*

*

Active in Europe since 1991;
Ameritech has strategic alliances with six European telecommunications
companies for common marketing of products and services: France
Telecom, ItalCable, SpA, PIT Telecom BV, Telef6nica and KTAS (Denmark);
The first commitment in Europe was in Poland where they, together with
France Telecom and the Polish telecom administration, constructed an
analog mobile telephone network;
Ameritech International, together with Singapore Telecom, own 49.9
percent of Norway's second GSM operator, NetCom GSM;
Ameritech and ItalCable have an agreement to develop mobile telephones
and services.

The company in numbers:

*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 11.15 billion;
Number of employees: 71,300.
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AT&T
Country of origin: USA
Areas of operation:

*

In the beginning of the 1990s AT&T focused their operations on three
main areas:
- Public, global networks with user equipment and network systems
- Data networks and open systems
- Strategic international alliances and intelligent networks.

The market:

*
*
*

*
*

*

Over half of the revenues, in 1992 approximately US$ 39 billion, was
generated from telecommunications services via their own public switches
and networks for domestic and internationallongdistance traffic;
Nine percent of the telecom services business is generated by international
operati'ons;
The major challenge is to maintain the North American market, and at the
same time, increase the international market share. AT&T' s goal is that
international operations shall generate halfthe revenues before the year 2000;
AT&T has had a subsidiary in Sweden since 1988;
Another partial goal is that by 1995, over half of the trafflc over AT&T' s
network shou1d be from data communication;
With revenues of US$ 7.5 billion, AT&T Network Systems is the USA' s
leading supplier of network equipment.

The company in numbers:

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 64.9 billion, ofwhich approximate1y US$ 39.5 billion
is generated by te1ecom services;
Number of employees: 312,700, with 50,000 emp10yed outside of the US;
Up until 1984, when deregulation went into effect, AT&T was the largest
company in the US;
AT&T's international operations are steered by the FCC, Federal
Communications Commission, the VS regulatory authority;
Bell Laboratories are well-known for their research and development;
Since the end of the 1980s, AT&T has, above all, focused on ISDN;
AT&T has invested US$ 15 billion in R&D during the last flve years.
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Bell Atlantic

Country of origin: USA
Primary operation:

*

Bell Atlantic has 18 million telecommunications customers in New Jersey.
Pennsylvania, Delaware. Maryland, Virginia and Washington D.C.

International operations:

*
*

Bell Atlantic looks for international business opportunities. They go in
where regulatory possibilities are provided. and where they feel there is
political and economic stability;
The company owns just under 30 percent of "Telecom Corporation of New
Zealand", where Ameritech is also part owner.

In Europe:

*

*

In Western Europe, Bell Atlantic has concentrated on mobile telephone
systems and public packaged networks;
In the Czech Republic and Slovakia, Bell Atlantic is part of a consortium
with among others, US West. Currently, they are modemizing the
countries' telecom networks. In 1991, an analog mobile telephone network
and a public data communications network were installed.

The company in numbers:

*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 12.6 billion;
Number of employees: 71,400.
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Bell South

Country of origin: USA
Prlmary operation:
* Bell South provides telecommunications services in the southem states of
Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Lousiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee. Bell South is the RBOC which has the
most access lines, 18.9 million.
International:
* Bell South wants to become a world leader in wireless communications;
* Currently, the company is involved in the operation of mobile networks in
flve Latin American countries: Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Uruguay, and
Venezuela;
* The largest of Bell South's international interests is in Australia, where the
company is part of the Optus consortium, with 24.5 percent. The Optus
consortium, the second operator in Austrialia, is currently constructing a
digital mobile network;
* Bell South has interests in Ram Mobile Data which will be constructing
and operating mobile data networks in both the USA and Europe.
In Europe:
* European headquarters are based in Brussels;
* In France, Bell South is a part owner in COFIRA, which has been operating the second GSM network since July 1992. Bell South also has a
minority share in the leading cable TV company, ComDev, with nearly
275,000 subscribers. In addition, Bell South owns 12.5 percent of France
T616com's new mobile data system;
* Bell South has shares in consortia competing in the GSM markets in
France, Denmark and Germany;
* The company persues, in various collaborations, mobile data networks in
Holland, Great Britain and France.
The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: US$ 15.2 billion;
* Number of Employees: 97,112.
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BT
Country of origin: Great Britain
Areas of operation:
* The main business areas are domestic and international telephone services;
* Three business areas:
- British Telecom U.K.
- British Telecom International (BTI)
- Communications Systems Division (CSD);
* British Telecom U.K. is the largest division and is responsible for local and
international networks and services to households and companies;
* BTI is responsible for international networks and services, maritime and
airborne communication, as weIl as off-shore operations;
BTI
has established agreements with a number of foreign operators, and
*
operates their own subsidiaries in various countries, e.g., in Sweden;
* CSD is responsible for sales, distribution and integration of user
equipment, systems, and services, such as electronic mail, VAN services,
mobile communication, PBX manufacturing and the yellow pages.
The market:
* In 1993, domestic telecom traffic generated f. 5.5 billion, without any
grOWth;
* Public networks (PSTN) are responsible for more than half of BT's
revenues, and represent 82 percent of the assets;
* The new open market of the EU provides many new opportunities, while at
the same time, BT will have stronger competition in the domestic market;
* BT supplies 23 million people with telephony, the majority being local
calls. Competitor Mercury focuses on the more profitable longdistance
calls, as weIl as the corporate sector;
* In November 1992, AT&T and BT entered into an agreement whereby
AT&T would purchase BT's 18 percent share in McCaw Cellular
Communications, Inc.
The company in numbers:
* 1993 revenues: f. 13,242 million;
* Number of employees 1993: 170,000;
* BT was privatized in December 1984 and the state now owns 23 percent.
BT has more stockholders than any other company in the world.
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Cable & Wireless (C&W)

Country of origin: Great Britain
Areas of operation:

*
*

*
*

*
*

Installation and management of domestic systems and international cable
networks;
Concentrates on mobile communications and niche markets through
purchases or joint ventures;
Hong Kong is a core business and is responsible for 43 percent of revenues
and 65 percent of the trading profit. Hongkong Telecom's international
telecom trafiic rose by 15 percent. while traffic between Hong Kong and
South China increased by 35 percent;
C&W operates 15 mobile communications companies in the world. with
agreements for six additionaI companies to start during 1994;
A 25 year license. starting in 1984. gave Mercury Communications Ltd.•
C&W's public network operator in Great Britain, the same status as BT.
Today, C&W operates 4,800 kms of fiber optic cable and an additional
2,000 lans of digital microwave Iinks;
In September 1991. a new corporate structure was introduced in which
markets were separated into OECD and non-OECD countries.

Themarket:

*
*

*
*

"The Global Digital Highway:' a digital network based on fiber optic
cable, connecting the world' s economic and financial centers. is a core
activitiy in the company's strategy;
Asia and Oceania are the most important markets. the Caribbean and the
Middle East also have high priority;
Many subsidiaries and weIl-developed cooperative agreements are part of
their strategyasweIl. These exist in Hong Kong, USA, Japan. Bahrain, the
Philippines, Vanuatu. West Indies, Sweden (Tele2). Eastern Europe and
China;
US operations occur via an alliance with US Sprint.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*
*
*

Revenues. March 31. 1992: f. 3.176 billion;
Profit before tax, March 31. 1992: f. 714 million;
Number of employees 1992: 38.835;
Founded in 1929 as a private company. it was nationalized in 1946. In
1981 the company was privatized once again;
Owns 40 percent of Tele2 in Sweden;
C&W have operations in over 50 countries, with concentration in the
former British Empire and the core business in Hong Kong.
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Comviq GSM

Country of origin: Sweden
Areas of operation:

*
*

Mobile telephony, mainly GSM based;
Value added and additional services, for example, directory service,
secretarial services, infonnational services, and limited time calling.

The market:

*
*

Focuses first and forernost on large companies;
Comvik has signed roaming agreements with Denmark, Finland and
Gennany.

The company in short:

*
*

Established in 1989;
Owned by Kinnevik.
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Deutsche Bundespost Telekom
Country of origin: Gennany
Areas of operation:
* Three main service areas:

*
*

- telephony
- mobile telephony
- data and other non-voice communication;
Telekom supplies all types of services above and beyond telephony - fax,
teletex, interactive videotex. cable TV. personal paging services, land
mobile radio, video conferences, electronic mail, etc.;
They manufacture more than 200 different types of telephones and pay
telephones.

The market:

*

*

*
*
*
*

Telekom is Europe's largest telcom operator/supplier. Some numbers from
1991:
- 33,400,000 telecom accesses
- 800,000 connections to leased lines
- 9,800,000 cable accesses
- 285,000 ISDN accesses
- 946,000 fax accesses
- 113.000 telex accesses;
One of the top priorities is the modemization of the six new federal states
with investments of DM 55 billion over aseven year period. The goal is
that by 1994. the new federal states will have access to the same service as
the old federal states;
In 1991, 550,000 new subscriptions were instalied in the new federal
states, mainly for industry and administration;
Telekom has their own subsidiaries in the key markets of Brussels, New
York, Paris. London and Tokyo;
Kopernikus, Telekom's satellite system, is used for telephony, TV, and the
transmission of large amounts of data;
Together with France Telecom, Telekom has built Eunetcom for international telecom and data communications services.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*
*

1992 revenues: DM 53.9 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 255,519;
Privatization and liberalization are still hot political topics in Germany, and
within the EV. A certain amount of liberalization is under progress, for
example, in the mobile telephony area;
There are 3.000 employees working with R&D at Telecommunication
Engineering Center (FI'Z);
Deutsche Bundespost was separated into three business areas on January l,
1990: Postdienst, Postbank and Telekom.
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France Telecom
Country of origin: France
Areas of operation:

*

*
*
*

Functions as a domestic and international telecom supplier, but purchases
equipment from various manufacturers;
The first public telecom operator to launch ISDN services;
Teletel, France Telecom's videotex service for private users, has over six
million Minitel terminals in France. Minitel provides access to
approximately 20,000 different databases and services;
Expanding on Minitel's success, the system is being connected to foreign
videotex systems.

The market:

*
*
*

*
*

For the most part, all of France's trunk network is digital;
International services are responsible for over 10 percent of revenues;
France Telecom has established agreements with, among others, Deutsche
Bundespost Telekom, OSI and MCI Communications Corp.;
France Telecom is building out their services through joint-venture
agreements with other European and international network suppliers;
The ED' s demand for liberalization exerts continued pressure on the
French political decision makers as concerns the liberalization of France
Telecom. Certain principal decisions on the sale of a portion of the state's
shares have been taken.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*
*

1992 revenues: Ff 122 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 153,300;
France Telecom become public in January 1991;
A name change, and a change in strategy to a commercially oriented company in 1988;
Ff 1.8 billion were spent on R&D at the Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications (CNET).
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KDD, Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd.

Country of origin: Japan
Areas of operation:

*

KOD is an international telecom operator. with Japan as a base. which offers:
- International telephone services;
ISDN services to 13 countries, inc1uding G4-fax. video conferencing,
transmission of data and images;
Leased lines;
International TV transmission via satellite;
Owns and operates a global network consisting of satellites and undersea
cables of various types.

The market:

*

*
*
*

Strong focus on developing advanced telecom services which can be paid
for with many major credit cards;
The KOD group has 33 subsidiaries with operations in Europe, USA,
Africa, Asia, Australia and Latin America;
China and the USA have strong growth, and KDD has a number of
cooperative agreements as weIl as R&D projects in progress in these
countries;
KOD is cooperating with Unisource. owned by Telia together with the
Dutch and Swiss PTT's.

The company in Rumbers:

*
*
*

Revenues, March 31, 1992: Y244.5 billion;
Number of employees, March 31, 1992: 6,004;
KOD was founded in 1953, but has its roots in the international telecom
traffic going back to 1871.
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MCI Communications Corporation

Country of origin: USA
Areas of operation:

*

*
*

Two main divisions:
- MCJ Telecommunications with seven self-standing divisions, each
responsible for one of the RBOC' s domestic longdistance traffic;
- MCJ International, Inc., is responsible for MCI's electronic mail, telex,
and international services;
The purchase of Overseas Telecommunications, Inc. (OTJ) in September
1990 gave access to 24 communications satellites and the development of
satellite communications;
Offers a large assortment of telecom services such as domestic and internationallongdistance calls, telephones with telephone cards, special "nonpeak" charges, special services for large users of longdistance traffic, 071
(calling-party pays) numbers for domestic and international calls,
electronic mail, fax, telex, etc.

The market:

*
*

*
*

*

As the second largest longdistance operator in the US, MCJ has 16 percent
of the US market;
MCJ International has 80 offices around the world, including one in
Sweden;
MCI's network was digitalized in 1991, and has a length of 78,800 kms;
A transatlantic fiber cable, TAT-X, in agreement with BT, is expected to
be fmished during 1993;
MCJ handles approximately 20 percent of the US international trafiic.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*

*

1992 revenues: US$ 10.5 billion;
Number ofemployees 1991: 27,857;
Founded in 1968. In 1969, it was the first company to receive pennission
from the FCC, the US regulatory authority, to compete with AT&T in the
longdistance market;
In August 1990, MCJ purchased MCJ Telecom USA, the fourth largest
10ngdistance operator.
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AB NordicTel
Country of origin: Sweden
Areas of operation:

*
*

Mobile telephone operator with GSM base operating under the name
Europolitan;
.
Associated services such as voice mail, specified invoicing, etc.

The market:

*
*
*
*

Has agreements on interconnection and international roaming with the
Finish Radiolinja and the Danish SONOFON, covering 10 million
subscribers;
Interconnection agreement with the Itallan SIP, providing access to the
Italian GSM network;
Interconnection agreement with France Telecom providing subscribers
access to the French GSM network, ftineris;
In total, Europolitan subscribers have access to 170 million potential users.

The company in Bumbers:

*

*
*

*
*

Registered as an operating company for GSM users on March 4, 1991,
thereby becoming the third Swedish operator;
In 1992-93, invested some SEK 500 million in constructing Europolitan's
GSM network;
Owned by NordicTel Holdings, which in tum is owned by British
Vodafone (25 percent), American PacTel (51 percent), and in equal parts
(8 percent each) by the original owners, Volvo, Trelleborg and the Nobel
company, Spectra-Physics;
Number of employees, August 1993: 150;
Headquarters in Karlskrona.
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NTT - Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

Country of origin: Japan
Areas of operation:

*

*
*

The main area of operations is telecommunications services, which in 1992
accounted for 92.7 percent of revenues. This includes: telephone services,
leased lines, digital data exchange, data communication and associated
services, pocket paging services, telegraphy and other services - ISDN, fax,
videotex, video conferences, etc;
Eleven regional divisions are responsible for telephony services within Japan;
In 1985, NIT International Operations, NTII, was founded to assist
existing users outside of Japan's borders.

The market:

*
*

Japan is NIT's market;
NIT is the world's second largest telecom operator. Some numbers from
1992:
55.8 million telephone subscribers
846,000 mobile telephone subscribers
387.1 million telephone cards sold
973,000 leased circuit lines
3,859,000 pocket pager subscribers
482,000 fax network subscribers
90 percent of Japan' s population has access to ISDN.

The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: y 6,398.4 billion;

*
*
*

*

Number of employees 1990: 272,903;
Privitized at the end of 1984, NIT is currently 74.5 percent owned by the
Japanese state, while 90 percent of the common stock is owned by private
persons. Non-Japanese nationals are now able to hold NIT stock;
Japan's telecom authority, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications
(MPT), keeps NIT' s activities in check, and prohibits international
telephony operations;
R&D costs in 1992 were Y 286.9 billion.
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Nynex
Country of origin: USA
Primary operation:
* Nynex has approximately 12 million subscribers in the North Western
USA - New York and the states of New England.
International:
* Nynex is an international company with activities in more than 60 countries;
* Nynex's international strategy is to build alliances with companies in other
countries as those markets are opened for competition;
* Nynex Network Systems owns 15 percent of TelecomAsia in Thailand.
TelecomAsia will build and operate a network with two million main lines
over a 25 year period;
* Nynex is involved in three projects in Indonesia, involving building out
the existing telecom network;
* Though different subsidiaries to Nynex World Service Group, the company
has sold more than 700 bank systems in over 70 countries.
In Europe:
* Nynex is the largest cable TV owner in Great Britain, with 19 local
distributors and 2.7 million households. The company is considering
offering customers telephony in all the distribution areas. Currently there
are 20,000 telephone lines to the users;
* Nynex is one of the members of the Hennes consortium, which will build a
data network for l.! railroad companies in Europe. When the project is
completed, it will be the first public, pan-European, broadband network,
consisting of fiber optic cables placed along the railroad tracks;
* On Gibraltar, Nynex Communications is developing and building
Gibraltar's public telephone network;
* Nynex has offices in Brussels, London and on Gibraltar.
The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: US$ 13.15 billion;
* Number of employees: 81,900.
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Paclfic Telesis

Country of origin: USA
Primary operation:

*

Pacific Telesis, nonnally called PacTel. covers the states of California and
Nevada and serves 11 million telecom users.

International:

*

*
*

Pacific Telesis International rons PacTel's international operations. Pacific
Telesis International' s main business areas are wireless communication,
international carrier services and infonnation services. The company has
become a significant actor within mobile telephony through alliances in
markets with great growth and strong economies. Important markets are
Europe and AsialOceania;
In Japan, Pacific Telesis owns shares in a numher of consortia which have
licenses to build digital mobile telephony networks. The company owns 10
percent in International Digital Communications (IDC), which has a license to supply the market with international carrier services;
In Thailand, Pacific Telesis owns 49 percent in PerCom which has a license
to supply Thailand's 55 million inhabitants with public personal pagers.

In Europe:

*
*

*
*

In Portugal, Gennany and Sweden (NordicTel), Pacific Telesis International is part owner of GSM operators, i.e. digital mobile telephony;
In Spain, Pacific Telesis International is in a consortium.
SistelcomTelemansaje. for a personal paging system covering the entire
domestic market;
In Great Britain, Pacific Telesis International owns two Cable TV
networks, covering 121,000 households;
Pacific Telesis has offices in London and Frankfurt.

The company in numbers:

*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 9.94 billion;
Number of employees: 61,346.
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South Western Bell (USA)

Country of origin: USA
Primary operation:

*

South Western Bell's territory covers Arkansas, Kansas, Missouri,
Oklahoma and Texas, with a total of9.? million subscribers.

International:

*

*
*

South Western BeU'sinternational strategy consists of taking advantage of
opportunities that exist in the privitization of state-owned monopolies, as
weil as in building up new mobile telephone and cable TV systems;
In Mexico, South Western Bell owns 10 percent in Telephones de Mexico
(Telmex) in which even France Telecom has a share;
In Israel, South Western Bell has 50 percent of the cable TV company
Golden Hannels Ltd., which will reach 279,000 households in 1994.

In Europe:
* In Great Britain, South Western Bell is involved in several coole TV
distribution networks, covering 1.1 million households. In the areas in
which South Western Bell has interests, approximately 16,000 telephone
subscribers are currently served;
* South Western Bell has an office in London.

The company in numbers:

*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 10.02 billion;
Number of employees: 59,500.
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Sprint
Country of origin: USA
Areas of operation:

*
*
*

Longdistance trafflc;
Local trafiic - seven business areas are responsible for operations on a
regionallevel. Sprint has offices in 17 states;
Catalog distribution.

Themarket:

*

*
*
*
*

The USA is the major market. Sprint is the third largest longdistance trafflc
operator;
Built up the flrst entirely digital network for transmission of voice, data
and images in the USA;
Operates the world's largest public data network;
Via their subsidiary. North Supply, sells equipment for data, voice and
video communication to distributors and retailers;
Has a cooperative agreement with Tele2 in Sweden.

The company in nombers:

*
*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 9.2 billion;
Number of employees: 43,400;
On February 26. 1992, United Telecommunications. Inc. changed ils name to
Sprint. United Telecommunications was founded in 1899 in Kansas City.
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Telefonica de Espaiia
Country of origin: Spain
Areas of operation:
* Currently, Telef6nica has an agreement with the Spanish state guaranteeing
the company elose to exelusive rights to operate networks for, and function
as a supplier of, basic telephony services. However, the country's
membership in EV places demands upon liberalization, which is why
liberalization is slowly on its way, starting with the more advanced
telecom services. The following business operations build the base:
- Manufacturing of telecommunications equipment and components
- Constructon and installation
- Information technology with software development
- Telephony services
- International activities
- R&D;
* The international operations focus onjoint-venture agreements with AT&T,
Fujitsu, Ericsson, EDS, and European Silicon Structures, to name a few;
* In 1970, Telef6nica received permission to supply a series of new services:
leased lines, private networks, telex, teletex, fax, videotex and EDI;
* Mobile communication ineludes personal paging, mobile telephony, land
mobile radio as weil as marine communication.
The market:
* The Spanish telecom network is the flfth largest in Europe with over 13.5
million instalIed lines in June 1992;
* Domestic telecom services are responsible for 78.7 percent of service
revenues;
* In preparation for the 1992 World Exhibition in Sevill~ and the Olympic
Games in Barcelona, ESP 130 billion was invested to modernize the
telecom network;
* At the end of 1991, 33.6 percent of the country's local switches were
digital.
The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: ESP 1,154 billion;
* Number of employees 1991: 74,437;
* Telef6nica was founded in 1924 by ITT. In 1945 the govemment
purchased a portion of the stock and gave Telef6nica monopoly status for
domestic and international telephony services;
* At the end of 1991, the Kingdom of Spain owned 33.69 percent of the
stock in Telef6nica, and was thereby the largest single owner. No one else
owns more than flve percent.
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Telia AB
(Televerket until July 1, 1993)

Country of origin: Sweden
Areas of operation:

*

*

The main area of operations is communication, without restrictions, in all
its forms in the Swedish markel. This includes, network services with
fixed and mobile telephony, data communication, customized private
networks, leased lines, personal paging, cable TV, VAN's and VSAT;
Office switchboards, terminals, service, personal telecom services, catalog
services, customer financing, and consulting services are also a part of
operations.

The market:

*

*
*

*

*

*

The mobile telephony networks NMT and GSM have given Sweden more
mobile telephones per capita than any other country in the world, with over
700,000 subscribers;
In June 1992, Televerket, together with PIT Telecom Netherlands,
founded ajoint-venture company called Unisource, which currently offers
data communications to customers in Europe;
In December 1992, an agreement was signed, together with Finnish
operators, involving the development of the Estonian telecom network.
Together, the Finnish and Swedish operators own 49 percent of The
Estonian Telephone Company;
In January 1993, together with the Swiss PIT Telecom, Unisource signed
an agreement of intention that would expand Unisource to a joint-venture
among the Dutch, Swiss and Swedish telecom operators. The goal - being
able to compete in the European and the international markets;
The digitalization of the Swedish telecom network has accelerated, and is
expected to be completed by the year 2000, 15 years before schedule;
In 1992, Sweden received its first regulatory authority in the National Post
and Telecom Agency, and the previously free Swedish market became
regulated.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*

*

1992 revenues: SEK 35 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 41,771;
On July l, 1993, Televerket changed ils name to Telia AB;
During 1992, Televerket was obligated to pay a one-time sum of SEK 5
billion to the state treasury, as weIl as buy-out a state loan of SEK 2.2
billion;
R&D costs reached approximately SEK 1.2 billion, or 3.5 percent of
revenues.
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Tele2
Country of origin: Sweden
Areas of operation:
* Supplier of international and domestic telecommunications with Sweden as
a base;
Serviceslproducts
directed towards:
*
- corporations
- trade and industry
- households;
* Mobile communication based on GSM via Comviq;
* Cooperative agreement with the Swedish National Rail Administration for
a 2300 kIDs long fiber network;
* Cooperative agreement with SNUS (Swedish Network User Society) for
the use of SWIPnet, a network offering external data transmission, me
transmission, message handling, as weil as data communication between
UNIX computers and local networks;
An
agreement with Sprint International makes Tele2 a retailer with
*
exc1usive rights to SprintNet in Scandinavia.
The market:
* Within 10 years from start-up, expects to have revenues ofover a billion SEK;
* The market is divided into three operations:
- connected transmission of sound and data
- leased networks for use in different areas, mostly for data communication
- leased private networks for companies;
* The goal is to, within three to seven years, take approximately 10 percent
of the total market, equivalent to SEK 330 - 350 million;
* Introduced to the Swedish market during the spring of 1991.
The company in numbers:
* Expects to have reach break-even in 1996;
* Number of Employees 1991: 70;
* Owned by Comviq (60 percent) and Cable & Wireless (40 percent);
* Registered in September 1990 as Tele2, with Comviq Skyport as a base,
which was founded in December 1985.

See also Cable & Wireless and Sprint, pages 227 and 238.
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US West

Country of origin: USA
Areas of operation:
* US West covers 14 states and thereby the largest land mass of the seven
Regional Bell Operating Companies;
* VS West and Time Warner have joined to utilize each respective
companies' strength in the cable TV area.
International:
VS West considers itself to be strong and competitive within four areas:
infrastructure for telecommunications networks, cable TV,
telecommunication, and private networks (including cellular networks,
personal paging systems and Personal Communcations Network, PCN)
* In Japan, together with 001 Corporation and Nissan Motor Company, VS
West is part of an alliance which is licensed to ron a digital mobile
telephone network in Tokyo and Nagoya.

*

In Europe:
* In France, US West has nine percent of Lyonnaise Communications,
reaching two million households with its cable TV. Together with France
T6lecom, US West offers information services including electronic
catalogs, and there are plans for these to be offered intemationally;
* In Great Britain, VS West owns half of Mercury One-to-One (C&W owns
the other half.) Mercury One-to-One constructs and rons the world's first
commercial PCN (Personal Communications Network) which, when fully
developed, will reach 58 million people;
* VS West is also developing cable TV together with Telecommunications
Inc., under the name of TeleWest. TeleWest is Great Britain's largest cable
TV operator, covering some 2.9 million households. TeleWest offers
telephony in certain of their areas;
* Office in London.
The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: VS$ 10.3 billion;
* Number of employees: 63,700.
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Suppliers

Aleatel NV

Country of origin: France
Areas of operation:

*
*

*
*

The main business area (40 percent) is networks with digital switches;
Manufacturing cables makes up 26 percent of operations - the company is
the world'slargest supplier of telecom and power transmission cables.
Fiber cables are also a growth area;
In 1991, the company manufactured seven million telephones and is
thereby the world's next largest telephone manufacturer. They also lead in
videotex teminals;
In July 1991, Alcatel purchased Rockwell Intemational's Network Transmission System Division. This made Alcatel, after AT&T. the second
largest supplier in the VS.

Themarket:

*
*
*

*
*

79.8 percent of sales take place in Europe;
France is the single largest macket, with 24.4 percent of revenues;
Central and Eastem Europe are new markets for Alcatel - different
agreements have been entered into in Russia, Poland, The Czech Republic
and Romania;
Following the solid position in Mexico, strong growth is expected in
Argentina, Brasil and Uruguay;
Alcatel purchased Telettra, previously owned by Fiat, thereby
strengthening their position in Italy.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*

*
*

1992 revenues: ECU 16 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 125,782;
Alcatel was founded with the merger of French CGE and American ITT in
1986. The company is 100 percent owned by the French Alcatel Alsthom;
Headquarters are in Amsterdam;
In 1991, Alcatel invested ECU 1.8 billion in R&D.
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Bosch

Country of origin: Gennany
Areas of operation:
* Bosch Telecom has three divisionst each one dominated by at least one
previously independent company:
- For public communication: ANT Nachrichtentechnik GmbH
- For private communication: Telenonna GmbH and J S Telecom
- For mobile communcation: Blaupunkt-Werke GmbH;
* Telenonna is also divided into three divisions:
- Systems for private communication t Le. switchest terminals, videotex
systems and private networks
- Systems for professional use, diverse caliber infonnation systems, office
systems and data systemst fax and telex machines
- Security systems, alanns t TN security services and exhibition systems.
The market:
* Gennany is the Bosch-groupts horne market. Telenorma GmbH is
Germany's second largest telecommunications company after Siemens. Il
is the third largest in Europe after Alcatel and Siemens;
* Nearly 90 percent of the company's sales are generated in their horne
market;
* Bosch hast through purchases of telecommunications companies such as
Telenonna Telefonbau, Nonnalzeit Lehner & Co. t ANT
Nachrichtentechnik GrnbH t Blaupunkt-Werke GrnbH and Jeurnont
Schneider Telecommunication (J S Telecom SA) fmnly established
themself in the Gennan telecom market.

The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: DM 34.4 billion;
* Number of employees 1992: 169,804;
* Founded in 1886;
* Well-known for their electronic automotive systems;
* DM 5.3 billion is generated by their telecom products;
* In 1989, Bosch invested DM 1.8 billlion in R&D.
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Ericsson

Country of origin: Sweden
Areas of operation:

*

The company has six main business areas. Following, are figures for
percent of total sales in each business area in 1992:
- Public Telecommunications, 35 percent;
- Radio Communications, 32 percent;
- Business Communications, 13 percent;
- Cable and Networks, 14 percent;
- Defense Systems, 4 percent;
- Components, 2 percent.

The market:

*
*
*

*
*

With 60 percent of revenues, Europe is the largest geographical market,
with Sweden responsible for 13 percent;
The USA and Canada generate about the same revenues as Latin America,
with 12 and 11 percent of sales respectively;
AXE systems are found in 101 countries, both for flXed and mobile
networks;
Ericsson's mobile telephone systems have over six million users in 48
countries, equivalent to 40 percent of the world market;
A number of former Eastem Block countries have signed agreements with
Ericsson to supply mobile telephone networks - Slovenia, Romania,
Hungary and Poland, to name a few.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*

1992 sales: SEK 47 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 66,232;
Fully or partly owned subsidiaries in 64 countries;
In 1992, investments in R&D went up to SEK 7.377 billion, or the
equivalent of 16 percent of net sales.
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GEC Plessey Telecommunications (GPT)

Country of origin: Great Britain
Areas of operation:

*

*
*

*

The main business area is the manufacture of public and private switches.
PABX·s. package switches and transmission equipment;
Manufactures private switching system ISDX and i-SLX;
More than 40 telecom operators use GPT's pay telephones for coins. credit
and charge cards;
Four major business areas:
- Telecommunication systems (switches)
- Transmission
- Business systems
- International services.

Themarket:

*
*

*
*

About 70 percent of sales are generated in Great Britain;
The greatest challenges are found in the EU's service market. for example
mobile telephony and VAN's;
In the USA, the company's strength lies in small and mid-sized switches
(fewer than 25,000 lines) for rural areas;
Subsidiaries exist in the USA (Stromberg-Carlson), Australia. Canada,
Kenya and New Zealand.

The company in numbers:
* 1992 revenues: Over f. 9.4 billion;

*

Number of employees 1992: 156,000.
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Italtel

Country of origin: Italy
Areas of operation:

* Six main business areas:

*

*
*

- Societa Italiana Telcommunicazioni (SIT) - network services
- Telematica - telecom and computer communications services
- Sistemi - systems
- Tecnoelettronica - electronics
- Tecnomeccanica - mechanics
- Telesis;
SIT develops, manufactures and markets switches, transmission systems,
radio networks and power systems. These product areas are responsible for
more than 80 percent of the total revenues;
Public switches are the single largest product area, generating over 55
percent of total sales;
Telematica's activities include manufacturing private digital switches,
telephones, videotex and teletex terminals, modems, WAN's and faxes.

The market:

*

*
*

Italtel has 40 percent of the ltalian telecommunications equipment market,
and 51 percent of the public switches market;
The Italian state operator, SIP, has started a renewal program under the
name "Piano Europa", setting requirements for, among others, modem
switches from Italtel;
Italtel has operations in over 40 countries.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*

1992 revenues: ITL 2,973 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 16,517;
Italtel has worked together with AT&T since 1989, providing ltaltel access
to Bell Laboratories. The agreement has resulted in a marketing company
for AT&T and Italtel' s products.
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Motorola
Country of origin: USA
Areas of operation:

*

*

*

The company operates in four technical areas:
communication
components
computers
controI equipment;
Operations are divided into three main sectors, and four self-standing groups:
- Land Mobile Products Sector with two-way radios and electronic
communications systems;
- Semiconductor Products Sector with semiconductors, integrated circuits,
and microprocessors as weil as microcomputers;
- General Systems Sector includes mobile telephony, land mobile radio,
microcomputer boards, and infonnation processing equipment;
- Paging and Telepoint Systems Group;
- Infonnation Systems Group;
- Govemment Electronics Group;
- Automotive and Industrial Electronics Group;
The world' slargest supplier of mobile telephone systems.

The market:

*
*

*
*

In 1991,52 percent of net sales were generated in North America;
Business in Europe accounted for 21 percent with nine percent each from
Japan, the Asia-Pacific area and the rest of the world;
Semiconductors are responsible for 31 percent of revenues, as are
communications products;
A priority is the development of products for the transportation sector.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*

*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 13.3 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 107,000;
Operations in 34 countries;
Approximately eight percent of net sales is invested in R&D, distributed
among eight centers for advanced research;
The Nordic countries, with 700 employees, are responsible for about eight
percent of European sales;
CordIess communication will be the dominant operation, with nearly 70
percent of sales in 1995, according to International Business Week.
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NEC

Country of origin: Japan
Areas of operation:

*

*

Four main business areas:
- Communications systems and equipment are responsible for 26 percent
of the total sales, with products such as electronic and digital telephones,
videotelephones, fax, CATV-systems, teleconference systems and fiber
optic communications systems;
- Computers and industrial electronic systems are the largest business
area, with 43 percent of sales from products such as super, mini and
personal computers, as weil as software;
- Electronic equipment includes integrated circuits, microprocessors and
transistors, and is responsible for 22 percent of total sales;
- Home electronics includes TV's, video equipment, CD players, and
kitchen appliances, with seven percent of NEC's sales;
Four groups are responsible for marketing, divided into sectors.

The market:

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Domestic sales account for 75 percent, international sales, 25 percent;
NTT purchased a third of their digital switches, digital transmission
systems and fiber optical hardware from NEC;
Sales increased 220 percent during the 1980s;
The company is strong in the American computer market and has targeted
the USA for the future;
Internationalization of research activities via NEC Research Institute in
New Jersey, USA;
NEC has 15 subsidiaries and offices in Europe, including Sweden;
NEC markets and manufactures in Europe in four sectors:
- Semiconductors: DRAM, ASIC
- Home electronics: video equipment
- Microwave and satellite communications systems
- Communications equipment: fax, mobile radio.

The company in nombers:

*

*
*
*

1992 revenues: Jj 3,514 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 117,994;
NEC has 78 factories, 51 subsidiarieslbranches and 375 offices in the world;
NEC invests approximately 16 percent of annUal sales in R&D.
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Northern Telecom

Country of origin: Canada
Areas of operation:

*
*
*

Manufactures switches, transmission systems, fiber optical cables,
subscriber switching systems, packaged switching systems and telephones;
The world'slargest manufacturer of digital systems;
Main business divisions:
- Northem Telecom Inc. (NTI) is responsible for the American market;
- Northem Telecom World Trade Corporation (NTWT) is the umbrella
organization for international operations;
- Northem Telecom Canada Limited (NTC) is responsible for the Canadian market;
- Northem Telecom Electronies Limited (NTE) manufactures printed
circuit boards, components, and specially ordered semiconductor
circuits;
- Bell-Northem Research Ltd. (BNR) is the R&D division.

Themarket:
* Northem Telecom has an installed base of over 50 million lines in more
than 60 countries;
* The US market represents about 60 percent of revenues, Canada 38 percent
and other countries approximately four percent;
The largest supplier of digital PBX switches in Europe;
* Central office switching systems account for 54 percent of sales;
* The international market for future growth includes Australia, France,
Japan, New Zealand, Germany, Great Britain and Eastem Europe;
* Manufactures PABX-switches, System A345 and System M345 for Telia.

*

The company in numbers:

*
*
*
*
*
*

1992 revenues: US$ 8.4 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 57,955;
Founded in 1882 as the equipment supplier to Bell Canada;
Bell Canada Enterprises Inc., a holding company for Bell Canada, owns
52.5 percent of Northem Telecom;
In 1988, Northem Telecom invested 13.1 percent of total revenues in R&D;
At the end of 1992, Northem Telecom had invested a billion dollars on the
development of standards for synchronous optical networlcs (SONET).
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Philips

Country of origin: The Netherlancls
Areas of operation:

*

Since 1987, Philips has been going through an extensive restructuring,
which has led to the sale or divestment of a number of previous businesses.
The process is still not completely finished. (Sept. 1993).

*

The following business areas were reported in 1991 's annual report:
- Consumer products;
Lighting;
ProfessionaI products and systems;
Components and semiconductors;
Miscellaneous;
During 1991, the frrst system for interactive CD, CD-I, was introduced
in the VS. CD-I is expected by many industry watchers to be the next
big home electronics product;
Despite EV's many requirements as concerns a European standard for
HDTV, Philips has one of the leading rolls in Europe in the area;
In the telecom area, the company focuses on transmission systems and
terminals for "the average user."

Themarket:

*
*
*

Philips has a dominant position in the Dutch market;
The company has a strong position, approximately 40 percent, in the
European consumer electronics market;
Philips has subsidiaries in over 60 countries, including 17 in Europe.

The company in numbers:

*
*
*

*

1992 revenues: NLG 58.5 billion;
Number of employees: 252,200;
Approximately 18 percent of revenues, or NLG 10.5 billion, is generated
by the telecom area, employing approximately 14,500 people;
In 1991, NLG 3.87 billion, or 6.8 percent of revenues, was invested in R&D;
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SlemensAB
Country of origin: Germany
Areas of operation:

*

*
*

Thirteen product groups including semiconductors, passive components
and electronic tubing, transportation systems, public communications
networks and private communications systems;
Siemens Nixdorf Information Systems, SNI, is Europe's largest computer
manufacturer;
The most weil known telecom products are EWSD switches with
installations in some 40 countries, Hicom PABX, EWSP packet switches
and Transdata 960 communications computer systems.

Themarket:

*

*
*

*

International sales account for approximately 55 percent of the total
revenues, Germany for about 45 percent;
Siemens Stromberg-Carlson accounts for five percent of the American
public switching market;
Through corporate acquisitions, Siemens has become the third largest
supplier of public networks in North America, after AT&T and Northem
Telecom;
Well-established in Eastern Europe for a long time, Siemens is provided
with a strong base for growth.

The company in numbers:

*

*
*
*

*
*
*

1992 revenues: DM 78.5 billion;
Number of employees 1992: 413,000;
The telecom area generated DM 18.5 billion;
Siemens owns 78 percent of the former Nixdorf Computers AG, now
called Siemens Nixdorf Informations Systems (SNI);
In 1990, the company spent approximately DM 7 billion on R&D;
90 percent of R&D resources go to product oriented projects;
In 1989, Siemens purchased 40 percent of GEC Plessey
Telecommunications (GPT). GPT's American subsidiary, Stromberg
Carlson, and Siemens American company, became Siemens StrombergCarlson, with Siemens owning 70 percent of the stock.
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8. Appendix
The following information is an extract from "Study of the International
Competitiveness of the UK Telecommunications Infrastructure" prepared
for The British Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) by Robert Harrison.
pA Consulting Group. in February 1994. The study is based on data collected
from July to December 1993. Le.• about the same period our yearbook was in
its final stages. The DTI study compares telecom in selected countries to the
UK situation from a British point of view. These countries are: France.
Germany. Japan. The Netherlands, Sweden. and the USA. It is important to
bear this limitation in mind when comparing the following facts to those in the
previous chapters. We also ask the reader to bear in mind that the Swedish
general standpoint for telecommunications is, that everything is permitted.
uniess it is explicitly regulated. as compared to the standpoint taken in several
other countries, that everything that is not explicitly permitted is forbidden.
Several subjects are covered by the report. We have chosen to highlight two
issues of great importance to future development - liberalization and
infrastructure. This information is not included in the Swedish version of
''TELDOKs Årsbok 1994n •
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1. Liberalization
Degree of Liberalization 1993
Country
France
Gerrnany
Japan
Netherlands
Sweden

USA
UK
M:Monopofy
l: local

D:Duopoly
R: Resfrided

C: Compelilion
U:Unrestrictecl

Fig. AJ: The diagram shows the degree of liberaliZGtioll in the selected

coullIr/es, in four areas: telephollY v/a fixed Iletworks, cable TV, mobile
commull;catiofJs, and leased lines.
Source: "Study ofthe Intemalional Compeliriveness o/t/le UK Telecommunications
InfrastrucllIre"

Fixed Network Competition 1993

locolloap

Main

Future plans

Network
France
Gennonv
Japan

No
No
Very limited

Netherlonds
Sweden

No
Permi"ed
limitedCAPs serve

No
No
Ves Type I

Possiblv bv 1998
Possibly by 1998

(arriers

USA

No
Ves Tele 2
Ves -IXEs

Ves eoble TV
operatars,

Fulllocal competition in

loeol loap expeded

business only

UK

Possiblv bv 1998

within 5 years

Ves - multiple
operators

metropolitan

nets and radio
operators

Ftg. A 2: This dlagram descnbes the competitioll in thefixed ne/works per
country as weil as the p/ans for jurure competition. Sweden has multiple fixed
network and infrastructure operators. Thus, infrastructure can be leasedfrom
Te/ia as well asfrom the National Railway Board. and the National Electricity
Board, or the iocal energy suppliers and the CA1Y operators.
Source: "Stud)' oftlle International Competitiveness oftlle UK Telecommunicatiolls
Irifrastructllre"
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Cellular Voice Networks Competition 1993
Current Status

Future Plans

France

Duopoly

3rd licence to be issued in 199.4

Germany

Competition

Japan

Competition

More competition in PDC

Netherlands

Monopoly

2nd Iicence to be issued in 199.4

Sweden

Competition

USA

local Duopoly

Multiple PCS licences to be
issued in 199.4

UK

Competition

Fig. A 3: Competition in cellular voice networks. current status andfuture plans.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
ln/rastructure ..
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Digital Mobile Radio Services Competition 1993

Country

Service

Service start Operator

date
DeS 1800

1992
1993
TBA

Gennany

GSM

1992

Japan
Netherlands

DCS 1800
PDC 1800
GSM

1992
1994
1993
1994

Sweden

GSM

France

USA

UK

GSM

DeS 1800
DAMPS
(TDMAor
CDMA)
GSM
DeS 1800

1992
1992
1992
TBA
1993

199.4
1992
1993

France Telecom
SFR
France Telecom
SFR
TBA
Deutsche Telekom
Mannesmann
Mobilfunk
E-plus
NTT

PlTTeJecom
2nd operator licence
procedure TBA end 93
Comvik
Telia
Nordidel
app'n byTeiia
local wireline carrier
and competitor
Cellnet
Vodafone
Mercury One-2-0ne
Hutchison

1994

Fig. A 4: Competition in digital mobile radio services, GSM and DCS 1800.
DCS1800 is a variation of GSM, covering a bandwidth of 1800MHz instead of
the 900MHz, normal to GSM. In Sweden, Telia and others are asking for
jrequencies in the 1800MHz band.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastrueture ..
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Competition in Cable TV 1993

Competition in
CATV

CATV
pennitted to
offer
telephony

TO

France

local Monopoly

Gennany

National
Monopoly

No
Cancarry
data
No

Yes, on a UseofCATV
10001 basis networks for
telepoint voice
Yes

In theory, but
none do so
No
Cancarry
data
Yes

No

Country

Japan
Netherfands

local Monopoly

Sweden

USA

A1lowed but
none exists
local Monopoly

UK

local Monopoly

Fulure Plans

pennitted
to offer
CATV

Through
subsidiary
Yes

No
No
Can provide
leased circuits
Yes,
Yes
through
local CATV
licences

Competition
both ways
within 5 years
TO not
permitted to
offerCATV
nationally until
1998 at the
earliest

Fig. A 5: The competitive situation ofcable ~ the current situation andfuture
plans. In early 1994, Japan announced that it will make it possiblefor CATV
operators to carry telephony. (TO =Telecom Operator) In Sweden,
competition is almost house by house - it is up to the house owner to decide
from whom to buy CATV services. Competition has been around since the very
start ofcable TV. For an up-to-date description ofthe Swedish cable-TV·
situation, see also fig. 45, fig. 56, andfig. 57.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure ..
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Mobile Data and Paging Networks Competition 1993

Country

Current status

France

Competition - both
services
Monopoly - both
licences to be issued
services
Competition - both
services
Paging Monopoly
Competition planned for paging
Mobile data dassed as
VAS, competition permitted
Monopoly
(competition
permitted)
Competition - both
services
Competition - both
services

Gennany
Japan
Netherlands

Sweden

USA

UK

Future Plans

Fig. A 6: The current status andfuture plans for competition in the field of
mobile data and paging networlcs. Please note, that the Itmonopoly" situation
in Sweden is a de facto monopoly due to the fact that no competitors have
entered the market. One reason for this may be that the mobile data service,
Mobitex, originatesfrom the R&D labs ofTelia.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure ..
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Value Added Services Competition 1993

Counhy

VAS

Resale

France
Germany
Japan

Not voice services
Not voice services
Yes

Netherlands
Sweden
USA
UK

Not voice services
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes - but restricted
in practice for voice
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fig. A 7: Value Added Services (VAS) offered over thefixed and mobile networks
are permitted in all the compared countries, although regulation may be applied
to certain services in same countries, such as the UK, butnot in Sweden. This also
applies to the resale of VAS services, which is submitted to certain restrictions.
However, there are no restrictions on resale ofVAS in Sweden.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure"
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2. Broadband Infrastructure and Services
Interchange Network -Installed Fiber 1993

USA
Sweden
Japan

UK
Netherlands
Germany
France

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.10

Fig. A 8: Installedfiber per subscriber in the interexchange network, expressed
in kilometers per subscriber. Broadband networks serving businesses and
residential users are regarded as the key issue to future growth in wealth and
knowledge by the industrialized nations. For the time being, the number of
applications requiring broadhand is limited. Most ofthem can be satisfied by
the existing narrowband ISDN services, offering 64/I28kbit/s. However, some
current applications need more bandwidth, for instance CAD/CAM, lAN
interconnect, high quality videoconferencing, distance leaming, medical
imaging, and any interactive services. Thus, inStallation ofopticalfibers,
offering a theoretical bandwidth ofsome 25 Terabit/s (25 x ]()l2bit/s), is judged
as one important factor in building national infrastructures. The figure
regarding Sweden seems to show the fiber installed by Telia only, not the 2.5
Gbit/s optical network ofthe National Railway Board, for instance.
Source: "Study ofthe International Competitiveness ofthe UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure ..
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ISDN Penetration 1993

Country

Basic rate

France
Gennany
Japan
Netherlands
Sweden

138,831
170,000
400
800

USA
UK

16,500

Primary rate
355,000 channels·
11,304
30,000+
20
30

not available
11,000

• split not available

Fig. A 9: The chart shows the penetration ofISDN per country in number of
mainlines inslal1ed, divided between those paying basic rates, and those paying
primary rates. As a switched service, ISDN is dependent upon the growth of
communities of users with common equipment. Market penetration will grow
slowly initially until a critical mass is achieved. The ros operating in the
Swedish market have chosen to let the customer decide what serves him best,
ISDN, LAN-LAN interconnect, or highspeed leased lines. See also fig. A 8. For
specijic Swedish Jaets, see also fig. 47, fig. 48, and fig.49.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure ..
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Malnlines Connected to Digital Exchanges 1993
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• Loc:aI Exchange Carriers

Fig. A 10: Digitalization is another key component in the infrastructure ofthe
future, offering users high quality, and high reliability. The diagram shows the
percentage ofmainlines connected to digital exchanges. According to figures
from December 30, 1993, the percentage ofmainlines connected to digital
exchanges was 66 percent for Sweden. By 1997, digitalization in Sweden will
have reached 97 percent, once old routes have been replaced.
Source: "Study o/the International Competitiveness o/the UK Telecommunications
Infrastructure"
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Digitalization and ISDN 1993
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Fig. A 11: This diagram is a description ofthe percentage ofmainlines,
offering access to ISDN, compared to the percentage ofdigital lines offering
the same service.
Source: "Study ofthe International Competitiveness ofthe UK Teleconununications
Infrastructure ..
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9. Current Literature
A list of current literature about telecommunications t information technologyt
and other areas related to theset in severallanguages, follows below. It
appeared for the fust time in "TELDOKs Årsbok 1994". The list is in no way
complete - those who are looking for indepth knowledge would be wise in
carrying out their own research and inquiries. In some cases t it has been beyond
our powers to find complete bibliographical information. In spite ofthist we hope
the list will serve as a guide for those looking for more information.
Benda. Sten
* Elektroniska apparater: minimikrav för industrin inom EG och EFrA 1993
Blume, Peter, red.
* Telekommunikationsrätt Nordisk årsbok i rättsinformatik 1993
Norstedts juridik & Teldok, ISBN 91-38-50224-0
Bostrom, R.P., Watson, R.T., Kinney, S.T., red.
• Computer Augmented Teamwork: A Guided Tour, 1992
Bundesminister för Post- und Telekommunikation
* Informationsserie zu Regulierungsfragen 1- 8
Bonn 1991 - 1992
Cawkell, A. E., redaktör
* World information technology manual.
Vol. 1. (2.rev. and expanded ed.). 1991
Cawkell, A. E., redaktör
* World information technology manual.
Vol. 2. Systems and services. (2. rev. and expanded ed.) 1991
Clark, Martin P.
* Networks and Telecommunications Design and Operation 1991

* Convergence Between Communications Technologies:
Case Studies from North America and Western Europe 1992
Cross, Thomas B & Raizman, Marjorie
• Telecommuting, The Future Technology of Work
Dow Jones-Irwin 1986, ISBN 0-87094-645-5
Dhas, Chris, Konangi, Vijaya K. & Sreetharan, M., red
• Broadband Switching:
Architectures, Protocols, Design and Analysis 1991
Economist Publications Ldt
* The World in 1993
ISBN O85058 4256. 1992
EITO, European Information Technology Observatory
• European Information Technology Observatory 93
Eggebrecht-Presse, Mainz
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EG-kommissionen
* Information and Communications Technologies in Europe
Bryssel 1991, ISBN 92-826-2409-9
EGlPublic Procurement Group
* Ephos-The European Procurement Handbook for Open Systems
Bryssel 1992
Elbert, Bruce R
* Networking Strategies for Information Technology 1992

* Elmarknaderna i Europa 1992
* FoU-samarbete inom EG: svenska erfarenheter från BRITE'JEURAM. Analys.

1992

Forner, Helmut
* Corporate Networks Netze flir Kommunikationsgemeinschaften
Heidelberg 1992, ISBN 3-7685-4192-4
Gehrhoff Elisabeth/Grote, HartmutlStatz, Klaus-Peter
* Allgemeine Geschäftsbedingungen der Deutschen Bundespost
TELEKOM, AGB der DBP TELEKOM Heidelberg 1993, ISBN 3-7685-8260-4
Headrick, Daniel R
* The Invisible Weapon: Telecommunications and International Politics 1851-1945 1991
Helgesson, Claes-Fredrik
* Omvandling i tekniska system
1991
Helsel, Sandra, K. & Roth, Judith, Paris, red

* Virtual Reality: Theory, Practice and Promise
1991
Hodges, R.M., Sasnett, RM.:
* Multimedia Computing 1993
Holm, Einar, Mahieu, Ron & Westin, Kerstin
* Post- och teleutvecklingens drivkrafter och konsekvenser:
en forskningsöversikt. 1991

Iccr 91

* International Conference on Computing and Information.
Advances in computing and information Ottowa 1991

* Information Networks and New Technologies
Opportunities and Policy Implications for the 1990s 1992

* Informationstechnik 2000
Wissenschaftliche Tagungsleitung: Axel Zerdick. 1991
International Chamber of Commerce
* Business Guide to Telecommunications Liberalisation in the European Community
Document no 373/141
International Conference on Information Engineering, 1991
* Computer, communication and networldng systems.
Vol. 1 & 2 Singapore 1992
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International Network Planning Symposium 5
• Network Planning for an Open Era
Proceedings of the fifth International Network Planning Symposium Kobe 1992
ITC 13, International Teletraffic Congress
• Proceedings (Vol. l)
Teletraffic and datatraffic
Köpenhamn 1991
ITC 13, International Teletraffic Congress
• Proceedings (Vol. 2) Queueing, perfonnance and control Köpenhamn 1991
ITG-Fachtagung, Vorträge
• Mikroelektronik fUr die Infonnationstechnik
1992
ITS Rapport
• Total kvalitet i programvaruutveckling - en översikt
Rapport ITS 2, januari 1993
Kenyon, N.D., Nightingale, C. red:
• Audiovisual Telecommunications
1992
Körner, Ulf
• Köteori och tillförlitlighetsteori: applicerat på telekommunikations- och datorsystem.
1992
Landstingsförbundet & SPRI
• PatientJournalSystem Med Datorstöd
ISBN 91-7188-030-5, Stockholm 1992
LKD
• IT-boken 92
En lägesrapport om infonnatik-branschen från LKD 1992,
ISBN 91-87186-14-4
ManselI, Robin:
• Telecommunications in Transition
Telecommunications Policy 17:4,
maj-juni 1993
Meek, Nottebohm, Swann:
• Users, Standards, and the Standardization Process
Computer Weekly Professor Series 1993
ISBNIISSN 0-7506-1559-1
Miller, MJ., Vucetic B & Berry L:
• Satellite Communications Mobile and Fixed Services
Murthy, T.K.S. & Brebbia, C.A., red
* Advances in Computer Technology and Applications in Japan
1991
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Myrenberg. Anna
* Optimering av transportnät inom telekommunikation:
Utveckling av stödprogram för nätplanering.
1992
Nellist. John G.
• Understanding Telecommunications and Lightwave Systems
An Entry-Ievel Guide 1992
Noam. Eli
* Telecommunications in Europe
1992
NOMS' 92 Symposium Record
• IEEE Network Operations and Management Symposium,
vol. 1 Memphis, 1992
NOMS' 92 Symposium Record
• IEEE Network Operations and Management Symposium,
vol. 2 Memphis. 1992
NOMS' 92 Symposium Record
• IEEE Network Operations and Management Symposium,
vol. 3 Memphis. 1992
Näringsdepartementet
• IT 2000: SIREN 1993
Näringsdepartementet
• IT 2000: Behovet av utbildning inom informationsteknologiområdet,
Os 1992:60
Allmänna förlaget, ISBN 91-38-13091-2, ISSN 0284-6012
Näringsdepartementet
• IT 2000: Svensk informationsteknologis möjligheter under 199o-talet med förslag till
riktlinjer för en IT-politik inom det näringspolitiska området,
Os 1991:63
Allmänna förlaget, ISBN 91-38-10891-7, ISSN 0284-6012
Näringsdepartementet
* IT 2000: Bilagor till Os 1991:63 om svensk
informationsteknologis möjligheter under 199o-talet med förslag till riktlinjer för en ITpolitik inom det näringspolitiska området,
Os 1991:64
Allmänna förlaget, ISBN 91-38-10892-5, ISSN 0284-6012
Näringsdepartementet
* IT 2000: Samverkan kring gemensamma IT-frågor för civila
och militära tjänsteområden,
Os 1992:103
Allmänna förlaget, ISBN 91-38-13195-1, ISSN 0284-6012
NövPeter:
* Nå världen via fjärrkontrollen - interaktiv TV i USA
Sveriges Tekniska Attacheer 9307
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OECD
* Telecommunications Equipment:
Changing Markets and Trade Structures
Paris 1991, ISBN 92-64-23553-1
OECD
• Computerised Information Services:
Economic and Trade Issues in the Database Market
Paris 1992
OECD
• Information Networks and New Technologies Opportunities and Policy Implications for the
1990s
Paris 1992, ISBN 92-64-23768-2
OECD
* Universal Service and Rate Restructuring in Telecommunications,
Paris 1991, ISBN 92-64-23497-7
OECD
* Information Technology Outlook 1992,
ISBN 92-64-03527-3
OECD
* Communications Outlook 1993,
ISBN 92-64-13841-2
Ohnsorge, Horst, red
* Benutzerfreundliche Kommunikation,
ISBN 3-540-52536-X
* User-Friendly Communication,
ISBN D-387-52536-X
Telecommunications 15, Miinchner Kreis, Springer-Verlag
Pettersson, Rune
* Medier: termer och begrepp.
1991
Pooch, Udo W., Machuel, Dennis & McCahn, John
* Telecommunications and networking
1991
Radiolagsutredningen
* Lagstiftning om satellitsändningar av TV-program:
delbetänkande 1992
Regeringens proposition 1992193: 170
* Forskning för kunskap och framsteg
Gotab43149, Stockholm 1993
Rejdin, Arne
* Informationsteknologi: datorer och telekommunikation - byggande
1993
Rikspolisstyrelsen:
* Polisens IT-handböcker
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SIS, Standardiseringskommissionen i Sverige
* Standardiseringen i Sverige 1922-1992
Stockholm 1992
SIS, Standardiseringskommissionen i Sverige
* IT-Guiden 1993,
ISSN 0284-4516
SIS-HSS: Hälso- och sjukvårdsstandardiseringen
* Elektronisk handel i svensk sjukvård
Rapport 4 1992
SMAU Multimark 1991
* SMAU Observatory on Information Technology
SOU 1991:18
* Informationsstruktur för hälso- och sjukvården
- en utvecklingsprocess
Allmänna forlaget 1991, ISBN 91-38-10743-0
SOU 1993:84
* Innovationer for Sverige
Betänkande av innovationsutredningen
ISBN 91-38-X3435-7
ISSN 0375-250X
Statskontoret
* ADB i civila statsförvaltningen & försvaret 1993
ISBN 91-7220-227-0
Statskontoret
* Databashanterare & utvecklingsverktyg
1993:6
Statskontoret
* EG&IT
EG och statsförvaltningens informationsbehandling
1993, ISBN 91-7220-234-3
Statskontoret
* Provning och certifiering av IT-produkter
1993:10
Statskontoret
* Öppna system - en handbok
1991:27
Statskontoret
* SOSlP, version 2 Statsförvaltningens OSI-profil
1992:17
Statistiska Centralbyrån
* Informationsteknologi, Statistik 96
Statistiska Centralbyrån 1992, ISBN 91-618-0548-3
SWEPRO
* EDI - Affårskommunikation genom elektronisk datautväxling
1992
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Tahvanainen, Karl V.
• 140 år i ledningen: Televerket 1853-1993
1993
• Telecommunications and Broadcasting: Convergence or Collision?
1992
• Telecommunications Equipment
Changing Markets and Trade Structures
1991
• Telecommunications Type Approval Policies and Procedures for Market Access
1992
Telelagsutredningen
• Telelag: betänkande
1992
Trauth, E.M.:
• Corporate Networks - The Strategic Use of Telecommunications
Telecommunications Policy 17:4, maj-juni 1993
Ungerer, Herbert & Costello, Nicholas P.
• Telecommunications in Europe
ISBN 92-825-8209-4, Bryssel 1988
• Universal service and rate restructuring in telecommunications
1991
• Utbildning inom informationsteknologi (IT): (statistik om informationsteknologi).
1991
Vedin, Bengt-Arne
• Teknisk revolt
Atlantis 1992,
ISBN 91-7486-045-3
Wikforss, Örjan
• Informationsteknologi tvärs genom Byggsverige
1993
Witte, Eberhard:
• Berkom - Broadband Communication Within the Optical Fibre Network
Telecommunications Policy 17:4, maj-juni 1993
Öquist, Berndt
• Närhet och avstånd: om regional utveckling, informationsteknologi och telekommunikation i
USA och Canada.
1991
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10. This is TELDOK
TELDOK is a non-profit organization, aiming at documenting new
telecommunications technology usage as earlyas possible. It was initiated in
1980 by the Board of Directors of the Swedish Telecom. (since July l, 1994,
Telia AB) in order to facilitate early and easily accessible documentation on
the usage of telecommunication-based information systems. The objective of
TELDOK is to document new information systems applications at the earliest
possible stage. In order to do so, TELDOK arranges study trips and seminars
on themes, directly related to the applications of new telecom technology.
So far, TELDOK has published more than a hundred publications, most of
them in the Swedish language. Now and again, areport appears in English.
They appear in the TELDOK publication list under their number, followed by
"Ett, for instance 86E, which is the number of the English version of this very
publication, The TELDOK Yearbook 1994. All publications, whether in Swedish or in English, are distributed free of charge. At present, there are some
3,000 regular subscribers to the TELDOK publications in Sweden. They are
mainly telecom and IT professionals, researchers, decision makers, politicians,
and analysts.
Should you want to know more about TELDOK, or should you want to know
what publications are available, please, contaet the TELDOK Editorial Board,
which can be reached by fax: + 46 8 713 3588. Or have a look at the following
lists.
Inquiries can be sent by mail to:
TELDOK
TeliaAB
Corporate Strategy
S-12386 FARSTA
SWEDEN
The Chairman, Dr. Bertil Thomgren, can be reached by telephone
no. +4687133077, e-mail BERTIL_mORNGREN%QZCOM.MAILNET
EMIT-MULTICS.ARPA.
The Secretary General, Dr. PG Holmlöv, can be reached by telephone
no. +46 8 736 936 95 62, e-mail pg.holmlov@hq.teliase
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TELDOK Publications Available in English:
TELDOK Report 71
CSCW - A Promise Soon to be Realized?
Editor: Dr. Peter Docherty
CSCW stands for Computer Supported Collaborative Work, computer
supported team work. New such support systems, basically software, but also
communications links, are developed rapidly and incessantly. Often, they are
called "groupware", sometimes also "workflow". Lotus Notes is the broadest
product so far. The phenomen is placed in its context in this report, followed by
a number of comments by participants in a study trip to the USA, where a
number of companies, university departments, and others, are using groupware
and sharing experiences, analyses, and comparisons. Experts give their
overviews and forecasts.

Via TELDOK 17
Telecommunications Use and Users - Economie & Bebavioral Aspects
by Dr. PG Holmlöv (editor)
Report from a conference in Nov. 1988. Researchers and users discussed
deregulation and liberalization, regional development and networks for corporation. Based on a mathematical model, it is demonstrated that success for
telecom services can be calculated, which is put into abehavioral context. Fax
and EDI in Sweden, telecom services in Norway, and banking service in the
USA serve as case studies. As does afuture, virtual shop.

Via TELDOK 21
Information Tecbnology, Social Fabric
by Dr. Bengt-Arne Vedin
This is a collection of essays, some of them scenarios, all starting with the idea
that information technology can shape and reshape social fields and networks.
This happens partly through contacts via the telecommunications network,
partly, and more specifically, via more distributed supports, for instance
groupware. The prerequisite is, however, that individuals know how to
communicate efficiently, which is a matter of cultural, linguistic, and personal
factors.
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TELDOK Publications Available in Swedish:
Teldok Rapport 68
Ny informationsteknik - nya strukturer
by Gull-May Holst and Bengt-Arne Vedin

Teldok Rapport 69
Nätverksbildningar för att stödja mindre företag, speciellt inom EG
by Heraldo Sales Cavalcante and UlfSävström

Teldok Rapport 70
Teldoks Årsbok 1992
by Gull-May Holst, Jill Melan~on, et al.

Teldok Rapport 72
Telematik och handikapp i arbetslivet
by Jan-Ingvar Lindström et al.

Teldok Rapport 73
I en röd liten stuga nervid sjön vill jag jobba
by Mats Utbult

Teldok Rapport 74
Mobil telekommunikation inom skogsbruket
Editor: Frank Arnoldsson

Teldok Rapport 7S
Lönsam logistik - med sikte på 2000-talet
by Magnus Swahn and Philip Söderberg

Teldok Rapport 76
Teletjänster
by Olle Dopping

Teldok Rapport 77
Telematik för italienska småföretag
by Rebecka Johanson

Teldok Rapport 78
Närbilder
by Maja-Britta Mossberg
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Teldok Rapport 79
Fler fyllda frakter med elektronisk asfalt
by Mats Utbult
Teldok Rapport 80
Esprit, Eureka och Race - tre pan-europeiska IT-satsningar
by Eric Lundberg
Teldok Rapport 81
Danskt brobygge pågår
by Tommy Lundtofte
Teldok Rapport 82
Danmark.••
Framgångrika medborgarkontor och hög "IT-temperatur" i enskilda
företag och regioner
by Olov Östberg (ed.)
Teldok Rapport 83
Mänskliga möten med mindre möda
by Mats Utbult
Teldok Rapport 84
"Bootstrapping" - en strategi för att förbättra förmågan till bättre förmåga
by B G Wennersten
Teldok Rapport 85
Vård och råd på tråd
by Mats Utbult
Teldok Info 10
Multimedia - i ett användarperspektiv
by Thor(1 Fjällström
Teldok Info 11
Röst· och talsvarssystem i informationsteknologins tjänst
by Björn Runngren
Teldok Info 12
Nya atTårsmöjligheter med faksimil överföring
by Hans Lindahl
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Teldok Info 13
Tala i bild
by Henrik Wahlforss (ed.)
Via Teldok 19
Telesystemet i förvandling
by Lennart Sturesson & Ingela Björck
Via Teldok 20
Effektivisering av godstransporter - praktikfall Bergslagen
by Urban Hermansson & Lars E Johansson
Via Teldok 22
Electronie publishing - elektronisk förlagsverksamhet
by Bengt-Arne Vedin
Teldok Referensdokument K
Teldok Utgivning 1981-1991
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11 Cross Reference List
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020 121
071 121
112 186
1984 divestiture 168
300 players 202

Cable & Wrreless 214
Cable distributed pay TV 77
Cable TV 53, 71, 75
Cable TV operators 71
cable TV operators 72
Cable TV Subscribers 76
CD 251
CD-disks for text storage 124
CD-! 201, 251
CD-ROM 201
CD-ROM Databases 207
CD-ROM Players 207
Charge units 53
Collaboration on Common IT Issues for
Civilian and 198
Companies 54
Competence 197
competition 41
Computer cash registers 132
Computer Manufacturers 98
computer penetration 94
Compuler software 92
Computer Telephony Integration 49
Computer viruses 125
Computerized registers 133
Computers 92, 190
computers II
Connection Charges 47
consulting services 108
consumer 11
Consumer Electronics 78
consumer electronics II
Consumer Price Index 169
consumer price index 52
copper 97
Cordiess Access 208
CordIess networks 97
cordiess telephones 123
comea 124

A
A4-sized computers 93
account calls 23
accumulated IT market 119
ADC 81
ADSL, Asymetric Digital Subscriber
Lines 204
Advertising 122
A1catel NV 214
Amadeus Direct Access 139
American Digital Cellular 81
Analog and Digital 87
analog cellular networks 174
analog technology networks 87
AN!

123

AS400 118
AT&T 72, 168, 214, 218
ATIS 143
ATM 50
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ATMcard 121
ATM-based services 22
Audiotex 124
AUSTEL 159
Automated translating systems 203
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AXE systems 245

B
Bell System 168, 170
Biometrical security systems 124
Bosch 214
British Telecom 218
Broadband Communications 50
BT 173, 214
BT license 175
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CTI 49
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currencies 8
Cusloms Computer System
Czech Republic 70
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D
Dankort 121
data communications 114
Data compression 202
database access 20
Datapak connections 53
Datasaab 192
Datex connections 53
DBP Telekom 218
DECf 206
definitions 7
Department of Industry 192
Deutsche Bundespost Telekom 214
Development 91
Digital Signal Processing 79. 80
digital technology 81
Digital telephone system 141
digital transmission 24
digitalization 33, 36
discrimination 175
Distinctive Calling 125
DOS&Windows 118
DOSNSE 118
DSP 80
DSP, Digital Signal Processing 79
DSP Microprocessors 79

E
E-mail 125
EANCOMlEDIT 145
&stem Europe 65, 67, 68
EDI 144, 147, 148
EDIFACT 145
Edis 147
EDP in the State 151
education 20
Electronic card management 134
Electronic dictionaries 20 I
Electronic Mail 48
Electronic mail 125
Electronic shelf labeling 133
electronics I I
EO 209
Equipment Trade 105
Ericsson 81, 214
Esti Telefon 65
ETNO 189
Europe ( = EV and EFTA) 12
Europolitan 179
EuroSplit 181
EUROTOP 143

EuroVoice 181
EU's telecom policy 184
expansive industry sector 22
Expert systems 129
expert systems 128, 201
Export 35

F
Facilities Management 99
Fastighets AB Telaris 189
Fax machines 53
fax machines 61
FCC 191
FCC (The Federal Communications
Commission) 169
fiber cable 169
Fiber optic cable 58
fiber optical cable 24
Fingerprint 124
Finnish Telecom 22
firmets 200
F1ash memories 93
flexible databases 92
Frame Relay 50
France Tel~om 22, 190, 214, 218
French Arianespace 71
FSN, "Full Service Network" 200

G
GECPlessey
Telecommunications.GPT 214
GiroLink 123
Giromat 123
GiroVision 123
Global CordIess 97
global IT markel 13
Global Mobile Telephony 83
Global Positioning System 204
Global System for Mobile
Communications 81
GNS (Global NelWork Services) 173
Go 209
graphic inlerfaces 92
graphics 92
gross national product 31
Group Speciale Mobile 81
Growth Rate 115
GSM 81, 90, 180
GSM based services (PeN) 174
GSM networks 87
GSM Tariffs 88
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hand scanners 124
handicaps 23
hardware 114
harmonization and liberalization
HDTV
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ltallel 214

J
Just-in-time

190
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KOD 214
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201
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Index for telephone tariffs 52
Industrial aUlomatization 190
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infonnation super highways 18
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Inlerconnection Costs 158
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inlernalional currency trade 120
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Inlernationallelephone traffic 53
invenlory management 129
Inveslmenl 30
Inveslmenl per Mainline 32
Inveslmenl per Region 33
invoicing routines 129
ISDN 45, 46, 47, 62. 63
ISDN - Inlegraled Services Digital
Nelwork 125
IT 100, 101, 102
IT Consumption 106
IT Growth 111
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IT Markel 114
IT Produclion 106
IT Services 109
1T2000 192
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Latvian mobile telephone 66
Leased Line 44
Liberalization 28, 168, 183
liberalization 41, 156
License 175
Lithuania 65
Local network structure 162
longdistance carrier 162
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Mae 118
Magie 210
Mainframes 95, 96
Mainlines 53
Mainlines per 100 Inhabitants 29, 31
Mainlines per 1,000 inhabitants 53
MAN, Metropolitan Area Networks 121
MANs 50
manufaeturers 216
Marking priees 133
maturity 176
MCI i61. 214, 218
media 18
mega-mergers 20
Memonet 138
Mercury 174
merger between cable 18
messages 213
Metropolitan Area Networks 121
Micro electronies 190
Microcompulers 95
mierowave 97
Minc 192
Minical1 82
Minicomputers 95, 96
Minitel 122
Minutes of International Telecommunications
Traffi
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MIPS 96
Mobile 206
mobile communication services 22
Mobile Communications 81, 87
mobile communications 219
Mobile Networks 90
Mobile Telephony 84, 85, 86
mobile telephony 180
Modem 63
Modem vs ISDN 64
modemization of infrastructure 33
Moscow 65
Motorola 214
multifunction pocket telephones 79
Multimedia 125, 201
multimedia 20
MYS 118

N
202, 214
netpriceindex 52
networking software 92
Newton 209
NEXTSTEP 203
NU, National Information
Infrastructure 202
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 202
NMT 81, 87, 180
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NMT subscribers 53
NMTUsers 91
non-discriminatory 171
Nora 192
Nordic Tel 214
Nordic Telecom Operators Branch Association 189
NordicTel 85, 179
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Northem Telecom 214
Notebooks 98
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NT 203
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NTT 214, 218
NTT' Nippon Telegraph and Telephone 202
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Nynex CableComms 163
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o
OECD Basket of Telephone Charges 39
office equipment 114
OFfEL 173
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on-line services for charge cards 135
ONP 183
ONP, Open Network Provision 183
Operating Systems 118
optical fiber 97
OS/2 200, 203
OS2 118
Outsourcing 110
Overview 53
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Pacific Digital Cellular 81
packet switched data communications 43
PacTel 179
PAUSECAM 73
Palmtops 93
Pay TV films 140
PC 92
PC Manufacturers 106, 112
PCs 95, 96, 113, 115
PDC, Pacific Digital Cellular 81
PenDOS 209
penetration rate 57
Pentium 21
Personal Communications Services 200
Personal Computers 15
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) 209
Philips 214
phone booths 175
pocket computers 93
Poland 65, 70
Policies for Interconnection 172
portable computers 116
PostGirot 123
POTS 204
PowerPC 21
PPP :::: Purchasing Power Parties 55, 56
Private Networks 45
Productivity 23, 92
public, and fixed telephone network 51
Public IT R&D Projects 104
Public Telecom Services 25
Purchased advertising time 77
Purchasing Power Parties 55
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RBOC 19
Regional Bell Operating Companies
Regulated Market 59
Regulation 178
relational databases 107
Republic of Tartarstan 65
Residental subscribers 54
Residential User Charges 40
Retail 126
Retailing 130
Revenues 30
revenues per capita 27
RISC architecture 21
RISC-based hardware 92
Romania 70

Tariff Development 52
TCI 72
TCO 193
IDS 149
TEDIS 147
Telaris 189
tele-eommuting 123
tele-eottages 18
Tele2 214
Telecom Act Commission 178
telecom service income 14
telecom structures 156
telecommunication tariffs 41
Telecommunications 190
telecommunications 11
telecommunications infrastructure 36
Telefinans 189
Telef6nica de Espaiia 214, 218
Telefonica Romania 66
Telegraphy cable 58
telephone calling card 24
Telephone Charges 56
telephone charges 38
Telephone Mainlines 30
telephony 18
Telephony cable 58
Telescript 210
teleshopping 20
Telestar l satellite 58
Televerket Sweden 218
Television Sets 74
telex terminals 24
Telia 217
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TELDOK was initiated in 1980 by the Board of Tclia AB,
then Swedish Te1ecom, to facilitate ear/y and eary-ro-read
dOCllmentan'on on the IHe of re/ecommunicariong infonnation systems.
TELDOK aims at documenting, as earlyas possible,
working applications of new information systems and
arrnnging srudy trips and seminars direcdy related to this
task.
TELDOK's aims indudc to ...
•

Document, as earlyas possible, applications of
new tclccommunicating information systems at
work
• Publish, distributc, and-where nccdedtranslatc to Swedish, whilc comparing tO the
Swedish situation, information on the use of
new telecommunications systems at work
• Arrange study trips and seminars diret:t1y
rclated to the preparation and dissemination of
information penaining to practical applications
of te1et:ommunicating information systems at
work

TELDOK activities are coordinated by an Editorial
Board with wide representation from the communications
technology corporate user community, research, organizations with an interest in IT use, government authorities,
suppliers, and Telia AB, Sweden's largest telecommunications operator.

TELDOK has issued over one hund red publications,
mostly in Swedish, distributed at no cost to over 3,000
preofessionals in Sweden and the Nordic countries.
Recent TELDOK publications partlyor completely in
English include:
TELOOK Reporl
S6E The TELDOK Ymhook 1994. May 1994

71

CSCW (Groupware}-A Promise Soon to
be Realized? March 1992
68E New information technoJogy-new stroctures. September 1991
ViaTROOK

21

Information technology, social fabric. May
199)

These and other TEL DOK publications may be ordered
free of charge from DirektSvar in Stockholm, Swooencall +46-8·23 0000 or FAX to +46-8-10 13 27.
The TELDOK editorial Board welcomes new ideas
for projects to study and document practical applications
of new telecommunicating information systerms.
To contact the Editorial Board, send a FAX tO
+46-8-713 3588, Bertil Thorngren or P G Holmlov,
Telia AB HQ, Corpome Strategy, or to +46-8-32 65 24,
Anna Karlstedt, IMIT, Stockholm School of Economics;
or send an email mcssagetobertil.thorngren@hqutelia.se
or pg.holmloV@hq.tclia.se.

